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STANDARDIZATION

in nature is uni-

versal. I: is essential to the existence

of the universe and to the existence

of life in all forms. If the law of

mutual attraction of worlds should change one

ticipate all phases of

the other hand, lack

likewise a drawback.

The development of

roads illustrates how
iota, their present
orderly movement
would degenerate in-

to hopeless chaos.

With the laws of na-

ture so firmly stand-

ardized, it is not

strange that man in

applying these laws

should find that stan-

dardization is es-

sential.

Standardization of

a new art must go
hand in hand with

its development. If

standardization is

projected too far

ahead of develop-
ment it tends to

hinder and choke
such development be-

cause it is impossible
to look far enough
into the future to an-

"I desire heartily to endorse the plan that

you have outlined to me for having printed
a chart in colors showing the standard color

markings for radio receiver cords, as adopted

by the Standards Committee of the Asso-

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies.
The widespread adoption of such a color code

will be a great step forward in radio manufac-

ture and will also be of substantial benefit to

the broadcast listener in connecting up a

receiver as well as to the repair man who is

servicing the set.

"I feel that the Committee is indebted to

Doubleday, Page & Company for their kind

offer to cooperate in preparing this chart, and

I am sure that the publicity obtained through
their magazine, RADIO BROADCAST, will be a

very valuable factor in making the adopted
standards widely used, thus resulting in sim-

plifying the manufacture, installation, and

maintenance of radio receivers."

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, Chief Broadcast

Engineer, Radio Corporation of America.

the development. On
of standardization is

the air brake for rail-

standardization may
seriously handicap
the development of

an industry through
the impossibility of

looking far enough
into the future. The
diameter of the train

pipe for the operation
of the air brake was
decided upon long be-

fore the advent of the

long freight train of

to-day. For the short

and comparatively

light train, the size

determined upon was

adequate. When long,

heavy trains came to

be the rule, however,

a larger size pipe was

found to be desirable,

but owing to the

standard that had

been set and due to

the investment in rol-
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ling stock using the smaller size pipe, a larger

diameter pipe could not be adopted. The in-

dustry was delayed several years and vast sums

of money were expended to compensate for the

handicap imposed by the short-sighted stand-

ardization. Standardization thus must be

farsighted and must progress with the develop-

ment of the art if it is to assist instead of

hinder normal development.
Standardization of radio receiving sets may

be subdivided into

the following classes:

Terminology.

Physical dimensions.

Constructional details.

Features involving

operation.

Terminology is the

language of an art

and it is essential that

new terms be accur-

ately defined so that

no one can misunder-

stand them. Fre-

quently names are

given to devices at

the time they are in-

vented which are un-

fortunate and which

are either totally in-

adequate or totally

misleading. The
word "tickler," for

instance, was given to

the plate coil of a re-

generative receiver by
some Navy engineers

shortly after the regenerative circuit was in-

vented. No serious thought was expended in

picking out a suitable name, but early investi-

gators simply used the word colloquially, and,

as is almost always the case, the name stuck

in spite of frequent efforts to substitute some
more suitable word.

WHAT TERMS SHALL WE USE?

IT
IS thus evident that new terms incident

to development in a new art should be suit-

able for the purpose and must mean one thing

only. This does not mean that only one word
must be used to name any part. It is well

known that every flower has in addition to its

common name a botanical name, and so de-

vices in the radio art may have two names, if

that seems desirable. For instance, the term
"feed back control" may be changed to "am-

plification control," when the receiver is de-

Another Sign of Progress

Radio has changed in definite cycles since

the time that the last word in wireless com-

munication was a curious appearing device

in a glass tube called a coherer. Although
the industry has not nearly so much in com-

mon with the automobile industry as many
Wise Ones would have us believe, a similar

period of standardization in radio is coming
and Mr. Allen's article analyzes the situation

very sanely and helpfully, we think. The
Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Sup-

plies, Radio Section, in their meeting at

Atlantic City in June, 1924, canvassed the

entire situation and decided that radio

was sufficiently developed so that certain

necessary elements could be safely standard-

ized, with vast benefits to all concerned.

The Radio Corporation of America group has

already adopted the color cord standards, as

have many of the neutrodyne manufacturers.

Standard batteries, plugs, and jacks are al-

ready available according to the specifica-

tions of the Standards Committee, of which

Mr. Allen is a member. THE EDITOR.

signed to be handled by the novice, providing
that this term is consistently used in this way
and is not used to describe any other part of

the device.

The standardization of physical dimensions

in a new art may be of two kinds; namely,

specific and general.

Specific dimensions for radio apparatus must

be standardized for such devices as are gen-

erally termed accessories. This includes tele-

phone plugs and

jacks, vacuum tubes,

dry batteries, etc.

Specific dimensions

are the most difficult

features of standard-

ization of a new art.

It is next to impos-
sible for any one to

stand at the threshold

of development and

foresee all of the pos-
sibilities of new de-

vices, yet such
standardization is es-

sential to the progress
of the art. Very
seldom are the early
standards permanent,
and the general pro-
cedure is to adopt the

most obvious stand-

ard, changing it as

necessary, using
adapters to accom-

modate the old stand-

ard to the new prac-
tice until the old has

been completely superseded. This involves

inconvenience and expense, of course, but

greater expense would surely be involved

through not having the courage to change
standards when changes are obviously neces-

sary.

Standard sizes for dry batteries are governed

principally by the minimum size that will give
a satisfactory life. The battery manufacturer

determines the sizes. The manufacturer of

the self-contained radio receiver must make
his equipment to accommodate the batteries

offered.

The general physical dimensions of radio

receivers are determined partly by whatever

sizes conveniently fit into the modern home and

partly from the style of furniture prevailing.
Cabinet receivers, complete with stand, are on

the market in both upright and pedestal types.
Table or console models are also popular.
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Cabinet radio receivers designed to be sup-

ported on a table have their proportions, of

course, determined by the proportions of

available tables. Fig. i illustrates one of the

vertical self-contained sets complete with a

stand, and other cabinet receivers are suitable

for mounting on a gate-leg table.

WHY CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS SHOULD BE

STANDARDIZED

THE
standardization of constructional de-

tails is important both from the stand-

point of the manufacturer and the user. The
use of a universal type of connector for flexi-

ble cord terminals, for instance, is desirable to

the manufacturer because all manufacturers

can purchase these parts in large quantities

from the same outside manufacturers with

corresponding reduction in price.

The user prefers such a type of terminal be-

cause he can connect such a terminal to any
type of battery. Likewise the standardization

of markings is a great step forward in reducing

ambiguity and confusion particularly in sets

that are sold, ready to be assembled.

By the standardization of features involving

operation is meant the arrangement of knobs,

binding posts, tubes, etc. In the cabinet set,

it further means the arrangement of batteries

and especially battery connections.

Except for the work done by the Bureau of

Steam Engineering of the U. S. Navy, the first

real step in standardization was taken during
the past year by the Radio Section of the

Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Sup-
plies. An immeasurable amount of credit is

due this organization for the courage and

foresight that has been shown and equal
credit is due the manufacturer members for

the unselfish way in which they have sub-

scribed to the standards of the Association.

True, only a start has been made, but even in

the past short year, the work that has been

accomplished will have far-reaching effect

both for the manufacturer and the user of

radio receivers.

One of the outstanding results of the year's
work that is of particular interest to the user is

the standardization of color markings for cord

connections to radio receivers. With the

modern trend toward the convenient flexible

cords for connections to batteries instead of

the older type binding posts, some automatic

method of insuring correct connections even

if the instruction book be lost becomes es-

sential. The colors adopted by the Associa-

tion are shown on the color plate on page 1034.

RADIO CORDS ARE TO BE STANDARD

ASTUDY of the chart will disclose the

fact that a very definite plan has been

followed which is almost self-explanatory.

FIG. I

A standard receiver of a popular type. The batteries, antenna, etc., are all contained in the cabinet.
In order for set manufacturers and battery manufacturers to supply parts which will fit into any receiver

of similar type, standardization of supplies is essential
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FIG. 2

A type of plug made ac-

cording to the specifica-

tions of the Standards

Committee of the Associ-

ated Manufacturers of

Electrical Supplies. The

plan of the Committee is

that any plug sold will

fit into any jack available.

With very few exceptions
these standards have al-

ready been put in force by
manufacturers of these

parts

Blue is used to designate the antenna circuit,

due to the fact that the antenna is always
associated with height and the blue sky.

Yellow is used for the filament circuit to

suggest the color at which the filaments

operate. Bright red was used to designate the

highest positive B battery potential, this

being conventional electrical engineering prac-

tice. Maroon, a less bright red, is used to

designate one of the lower voltage positive

leads. Black is used for ground and in all

places where another color is now required.

These colors are solid colors. In the case of

the low side (negative) of circuits, a tracer of

the proper color to designate the circuit is

used instead of a solid color. Thus, the nega-
tive side of the filament circuit uses a black

cord with a yellow tracer.

TINNED FOR SOLDERING -.

Where one cord does double duty, such as

when the negative B battery cord also serves

as the negative A battery cord, the cotton

covering is red with a yellow tracer.

While these color designations are primarily

intended for connections to factory-made sets,

there is nothingto prevent the builder of home-

made sets adopting such a color scheme for

internal wiring. Every constructor will at

once recognize the value of standard color

cords in connecting receivers he builds. Hours

of time can be saved. As soon as these

color markings are published, colored spaghetti

and covered bus wire will undoubtedly make
its appearance. The circuits of a set built in

this way will be infinitely easier to trace than

if the set was wired using wire of all one color.

Some of the specific dimension standards are

of general interest. The terminal lug shown
in Fig. 3 has been adopted for battery connec-

tions by the Association. This terminal will

fit the standard thumb-screw battery post and

will also fit any of the spring battery terminals.

Any one who has attempted to connect B

batteries with spring connectors to some of

the terminals on the market will appreciate
the value of such a standardized lug.

The dimensions of telephone plugs and

jacks have been standardized so that an>
make of plug will fit any make of jack. These

standardized sizes are shown in Fig. 4.

STANDARD B BATTERIES

B-BATTERY dimensions have been stand-

ardized and the size of battery for differ-

ent current drains has been specified. The

following designating letters refer to batteries

using the individual standard size cells shown:

DESIGNATION
AA

INDIVIDUAL CELL DIMENSIONS
vi-'

8 X I 8

f X2*
if x i if

1^ X 2\

FIG. 3

The standard lug

c
D 1

E i

F \

In addition to these letter designations, the letter

H is used to indicate the horizontal type of radio

battery and V to indicate vertical type of battery.

The complete designating data for a battery
also includes the number of cells. Thus the

Eveready battery No. 766 and BurgessNo. 2156
will be known as H-i s-D, meaning a horizontal

battery of 15 D size cells.

The Radio Apparatus Section of the Asso-

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies
has specified that for portable sets the B or

C size cells are to be used. For non-portable
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"SLEEVE" CONDUCTOR

'TIP" CONDUCTOR

DIMENSION



Can We Solve the Broadcast
Riddle?

A Consideration of the Prize Plans in RADIO BROADCAST'S $500 Contest Is the

Winning Plan Feasible? Some Thoughts on the Economics of Broadcasting

BY ZEH BOUCK

THERE

were about eight hundred

plans submitted in the recent contest

conducted by RADIO BROADCAST in

which a prize of $500 was offered for

the best answer to the question: "Who Is to

Pay for Broadcasting and How?" It was my
pleasure, as one of the judges, to read over all

the plans which were considered. It was very

gratifying to find so

representative a por-
tion of the radio au-

dience exhibiting a

sincere interest in the

economics of broad-

casting. The variety
of the solutions
showed that consider-

able intelligent
thought had been

devoted to the prob-
lem.

All of the ideas

possess workable pos-
sibilities and in many
cases the ingenuity of

the plan compensates
for the absence of
more practical quali-

ties. Among the es-

pecially ingenious
schemes were two
based on the possibil-

ity of capitalizing the

necessity for printed
radio programs. One
idea was to syndicate these programs to the

daily press' throughout the country at a nom-
inal rate which nevertheless would agglomer-
ate into a respectable sum. The second ar-

rangement advocates the printing of radio

programs as an individual publication, pro-

hibiting, through copyright, any duplication
in the press. Radio listeners would therefore

be compelled to pay for their programs, buy-
ing them on the news stands or through sub-

scriptions. A bit of interesting and relevant

"Admission Free"

A certain acute sense of what is "good
business" in Americans makes them par-

ticularly curious about the future of broad-

casting, because it seems to be coming to

their studies and their living rooms night
after night with no charge attached. Ob-

viously, broadcasting has a definite invisible

"means of support," but there is very general

uncertainty among those who have given
the subject thought whether this situation is

ethically right. Zeh Bouck was one of the

judges in the recent contest conducted by
this magazine to find the best suggested
solution for the "Who's to Pay" problem.
In this article, the author reviews the main

points of the other submitted plans which
were considered and adds many conclusions

of his own which throw not a little light on
the subject. The last word has certainly not

been said on this subject, but the only way to

get nearer the real solution is to discuss all

angles of the problem thoroughly. THE
EDITOR.

text might be worked into the programs. It

will not be surprising if, to-morrow, we find

this scheme oiling the cogs of radio's economic

machinery.
Another idea was that the Government

license all receiving sets. This system is work-

ing in several European countries. But re-

gardless of its success across the water, which

is wide open to doubt,

it could only fail here.

Fundamentally no

government is capable
of supervising a highly
technical utility (as

Professor Pupin has

observed), and the
idea is too autocratic

to be palatable to

Yankee tastes. For

the same reasons, a

third suggestion of

complete government
control, with taxation

in proportion to the

ability of the set to

receive distance, must
be abandoned.

Another ingenious
idea provides for a

gigantic drive, con-

centrated into a period
of thirty days in which

voluntary contribu-

tions would be solic-

ited from rich and

poor enthusiasts. The resulting sum, high up
in million-dollar optimism, would form a trust

fund which should support wireless broad-

casting for the rest of its days. Aside from

making up, in part, to posterity for the ills we
are bequeathing it, little else recommends
this idea.

In these plans, and many more, we find the

main idea.

The essence of the whole contest is that

ultimately the listeners must pay for their
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aerial pleasures, and that such a payment is

not only fair and just, but will add tre-

mendously to the pleasurable possibilities of

radio.

THE WINNING PLAN

AS
TO the manner in which this happy

situation is to be achieved, the winning

plan of Mr. Kellogg is probably the most en-

lightening. Certainly, did it not possess con-

siderable merit it would not have won. Thus,
if we strip from it a few superficial incompati-

bilities, we should have a creditable backbone

well integrated and sturdy vertibrae

capable of sustaining the weight of problems
associated with its materialization. This, in-

deed, we shall find, and also that the idea

has not dawned solely upon Mr. Kellogg, but

upon other minds more intimately associated

with radio.

The plan, in brief, (RADIO BROADCAST for

March, page 863) advocates a federal stamp
tax on crystals and tubes, with revenues dis-

tributed to the various broadcasting stations

by the Government.

WHY NOT EXTEND THE TAX?

OUR first doubt, in order of mention, is

the limitation of Mr. Kellogg's tax. If

the tax is confined only to crystals and
tubes it will boost the prices of these com-

modities, particularly of tubes, far above
their present high levels. Mr. Kellogg re-

commends a two-dollar tax on vacuum tubes.

Simple addition then determines the ultimate

price of vacuum tubes at five dollars each.

This would undoubtedly discourage the use

of multi-tube receivers, with an automatic

reduction in revenue to those concerned with

revenue, and perhaps seriously hamper the

progress of popular wireless. Moreover, this

system does not place the burden of taxation

where it belongs. In almost all of the sug-

gested plans, too much emphasis has been

given to the specious desirability of taxing
in proportion to the amusement or benefits

derived from the purchased material. En-

joyment is entirely relative and individual,

and varies in no arbitrary ratio to the amount
of money spent upon it. It is probable that

SIMILAR OPINIONS
Are held by Professor J. H. Morecroft, left, past president of the Institute of Radio Engineers and author
of The Principles of Radio Communication, and John V. L. Hogan also a past president of the I. R. E.

and a consulting radio engineer. Mr. Hogan wrote The Outline of Radio. Says Professor Morecroft about
the prize-winning plan: "I do not see how a fund collected from the taxing measure can be equitably dis-

tributed. I dislike the idea of the Government getting into the game because of its well-known and frequently
proved inefficiency and blighting effect in attempting to carry on a technical enterprise. Let us keep broad-

casting as far as possible out of Government hands." And Mr. Hogan wrote:
"

I see no real objection to a

voluntary tax on tubes and crystals, but I feel that the real difficulty would lie in distributing the funds so

raised. I do not believe the Government would be willing to accept the responsibility for such distribu-

tion, and, even were it willing, I feel quite strongly that governmental supervision
of the program treasury

would not please either the radio listeners or the radio industry"
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the impecunious fellow in the hall bedroom de-

rives more amusement and utility from his three-

tube set, than does the millionaire listening in

occasionally on his thousand-dollar installation.

A tax limited to tubes and crystals would

impose an equal rate upon the purchaser of

a five-hundred-dollar console and the chap who
has scraped together sixty dollars for a simply
made five-tube receiver.

To levy an ad valorem duty on all parts and

complete sets is obviously a more equitable

system of taxation. This would slash the

necessary tax to a fraction of the sixty-six and

two thirds per cent, addition recommended by
Mr. Kellogg on tubes,

and would impose it-

self in a proportion

closely commensurate

will) tloe buyer's abil-

ity to afford it. It

has been estimated

that radio of the to-

morrow, no farther

ahead, perhaps than

1926, can be ade-

quately supported by
a one per cent, tax on

all equipment. The
millionaire will then

pay $505.00 for his

sumptuous receiver,

while the less preten-
tious five-tube set

will retail for $60.00.

A sliding scale

might be desirable,

the rate of tax in-

creasing with the

value of the appa-
ratus somewhat after the manner of our

present income tax arrangements. Thus the

suggested rate might apply to all goods under

fifty dollars, two percent, between fifty and one

hundred dollars, three per cent, between one

hundred and two hundred dollars, and so on.

Our first change then, in Mr. Kellogg's plan,

would be to extend a reduced tax to all goods

intimately associated with radio, the stamps
to be applied to the manufactured article at

the final factory. The imposition of such a

duty is quite as simple a matter as the limited

stamp act proposed in the winning plan.

What Authorities Think . . .

HERBERT HOOVER, Secretary of Com-
merce: "I do not believe that your prize-
winning plan is feasible under conditions
as they exist in this country, however well

it may work elsewhere."
MICHAEL PUPIN, Engineer, Educator,

and Inventor: "Railroads, telegraphy,
telephony, radio broadcasting
are certainly public utilities. ... All

of these public utilities are full of complex
technical problems which cannot and
never were intended to be handled by any
government."
PAUL B. KLUGH, Executive Chairman,

National Association of Broadcasters: "A
Government tax would be obnoxious.
For obvious reasons, voluntary contribu-
tions offer only an unfair solution. The
rain would fall equally on the just and un-

just. This leaves the possibility of a non-
federal stamp tax, which seems to hold
most promise of satisfaction for all parties
concerned."

"The tremendous value to the Government
of continuously having broadcasting stations

under its control to crystallize and direct pub-
lic opinion cannot be over-emphasized." This

possibility about which Mr. Kellogg is so

enthusiastic is the very thing that should be

avoided as far as possible, and it is a consid-

eration of even greater importance than federal

incompetency in handling technical matters.

It is the writer's opinion that the educa-

tional possibilities of radio broadcasting are

the most potent of all known systems of teach-

ing. This is because it insinuates itself to you
in your home, in your receptive leisure mo-

ments. It teaches,

insidiously, unfelt and

pleasantly, which is

how things truly
learned are always
learned. To place
wireless under a more
strict governmental

supervision would be

to hamper a great
educator. The idea is

comparable, but more

iniquitous, with plac-

ing every school in

the United States un-

der direct Federal su-

AGAIN
we must make objection to the

governmental finger in the pie. Mr.

Kellogg, in his plan, argues that this is most
desirable in the following manner:

pervision.

The Government
must never be per-
mitted to direct and

mold public opinion.
On the contrary, pub-
lic opinion should mold

and direct the govern-

ment. This is not so-

cialism, anarchy, or Bolshevism. It is merely

progress, and well-developed democracy if you
will. The Government is already capable of

protecting itself to a legitimate extent through
its licensing of stations and the powerful can-

cellation prerogative. Anything more than this

would tend to atrophy original thought in al-

most every branch of art and science, perhaps

culminating in an odious censorship compar-
able to that we are told now exists in Russia.

THE ALTERNATIVE

IF
WE eliminate governmental control what

may we substitute for it? The only logi-

cal thing that comes to mind is an organization

composed of broadcasters and manufacturers

who will impose and collect a stamp tax (the

simplest form of excise), and distribute the

funds in an equitable manner. The only
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argument in favor of a government-controlled
air is the desirable central authority of a

federal act. The facilities such an act would

confer for enforcing whatever tax measure the

legislature should deem wise and fit, would

greatly simplify the whole matter. But it

should not be difficult for a highly represen-

tative organization to develop executive

powers, quite comparable (if not actually

greater), than to those of national authority.

The organization must necessarily be a repre-

sentative one, and the manufacturers affili-

ated with it the soundest and most reput-

able in the country would need only de-

cline to deal with

such retailers
who handle boot-

leg or unstamped

apparatus to

bring them
around. To ob-

viate partiality

and the possibil-

ity of corruption,

the committee in

charge of collec-

tion and appro-

priation would be

composed largely

of commercially
disinterested in-

dividuals such as

J. P. Morgan,
Robert W. De
Forest, George
Gordon Battle,

or many others

who might be

willing and qual-

ified to serve.

Perhaps Mr.

Kellogg, who
characterized
such an arrangement as "inconceivable," will

be inclined to alter his opinion upon the above

analysis. Its practicability is such that it

suggested itself to the National Association of

Broadcasters, an organization closely com-

parable to that we have outlined, and of

which Paul B. Klugh is Executive Chairman.

The Committee On Paid Programs, author-

ized by this organization, evolved a system
almost identically similar to that suggested
above. The feasibility of this proposal is em-

phasized by the general satisfaction it would

give.

The public would receive better service, the

best possible programs with the additional

FRANK REICHMANN
Of Chicago. He is a well-known radio manufacturer

and engineer and was one of the judges in the con-

test recently conducted by this magazine

satisfaction of a direct deal between the lis-

tener and the artist.

The artist would be satisfied for obvious

reasons.

The broadcaster certainly would not com-

plain, for his expenses would not only be re-

duced, but in many cases his station turned

into a profitable proposition.

THE DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM

RADIO,
were this suggestion adopted, would

become still more popular, with an ap-

preciable and welcome benefit to the manufac-

turers, jobbers, retailers, and all concerned.

The equitable
distribution of

the collected
funds is the real

and acknowl-
edged rub. The
sands which
must necessarily

support the foun-

dation of any ra-

dio economic sys-

tem are to-day

shifting, if not

actually sliding.

The permanence
and desirability

of radio adver-

tising have not

been established.

Radio advertis-

ing rates have
not as yet ad-

justed them-
selves, as they
must, to a sum
commensurate
with the value

of the publicity,

nor has the
amount of advertising permissible in a single

program been determined upon. The hun-

dreds of stations, small and large, whose

economic status, is doubtful, plus many other

factors, lend their weight to the general lack

of equilibrium of the radio industry.
Radio is in a chaotic halfway stage. It is

not in its infancy, but it is only in the early

process of development. Super-power, the

interlinking of stati.ons and other experiments
are just emerging from mental and engineer-

ing laboratories, and all these inchoate de-

velopments, these budding possibilities, must

vitally affect the mechanics of paying for

broadcasting.
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ARE WE READY?

PAUL
B. KLUGH, in reference to the

activity of his own organization, has

described the movement as premature. I

believe he is right. For the present, I think

it is better to let things ride along as they are.

To work these excellent plans into a more

mandatory proposition, to make a law of this

plan and endeavor to apply it, would be forc-

ing the issue. Such a procedure is rarely

wise or successful. To be successful and

permanent a proposition must force itself

upon the situation as a necessity, whether or

not far-sighted individuals appreciated the

desirability many years before.

Herbert Hoover has said, "If we are once

agreed that broadcasting really has a mission

[who doubts it?] it. follows that it must and
will work out its own financial basis." Ex-

actly so. And in concluding we desire to

point out that, in all probability, the resulting
scheme of things will be closely similar to the

plans proposed to-day.
The taste of the fan is rapidly being edu-

cated. His innate desire f r what is good is

being gratified, and he has learned to expect
the best in programs which have been stead-

ily improving. Retrogradation is inconceiv-

able. All large broadcasters indubitably will

continue to improve their programs. The
increased expenses concurrent with this con-

sistent improvement can only be met by the

broadcasting manufacturers, through an in-

crease in the selling price of their products:

complete sets, tubes, loud speakers, storage

batteries, etc., or by a refusal to lower prices
when it could be otherwise possible for them
to do so. Other radio manufacturers who do
not support broadcasting stations a grand
and glorious host of comparatively small

corporations will therefore be able to

undersell the larger companies. It will be

then (or perhaps before the situation becomes

acute) that these great organizations will be

forced to protect their own interests, either by
confederating among themselves, or, as would
be more palatable to the public, lending their

cooperative support to some recognized non-

commercial radio body. In this, the reader

will recognize the principal recommendation
discussed in these pages. A stamp tax im-

posed by such a federation seems the least

complex method of adjusting a very difficult

and involved situation so that it may be within

the boundaries of fair competition.

THE TOWERS OF WBZ
At Springfield, Massachusetts. This is one of the stations heard abroad during the recent Radio Broadcast

International Tests



A
"RADIO PLAY "what is it? Sim-

ply a play, comedy, tragedy, or what

not, written directly for broadcasting.
Its definition thus depends wholly on

its purpose. A play
which is primarily a

radio play may, of

course, be perfectly

adaptable for presen-
tation on the boards,

the so-called "legiti-

mate" theatre, inas-

much as the differ-

ences between these

two are not such as to

make them mutually
exclusive. It is the

special play written

for the microphone
and received on radio

sets in a multitude of

homes, that we are

going to discuss.

The question nat-

urally arises, why
should there be a

special radio play?

Legitimate plays have

been broadcast before

now, some of them
with marked success.

It is true that the

Statistics Show

That one person out of every six has writ-

ten a play at some time in his life. The
statistics don't have much to say about the

number of these plays actually produced,
however. And since radio drama has lately

been included on an increasing number of

programs from an increasing number of sta-

tions, it is perfectly obvious that the plays
must come from somewhere. There is no

question about the fact that a lot of budding

radio-play talent is hiding its light under

various rural and municipal bushels. It is

possible that a number of Ambitious Ones

have even submitted radio plays to program
directors before now certainly they did in

a contest held last year by a large eastern

station. Mildred Weinberger has set down
here a lot of information about radio plays
and how they should be written which should

be of great help to the budding playwright
and of interest to those of the radio audience

who listen to radio plays. Radio program

managers might be interested in developing

good radio plays for their programs and

a contest or two would probably draw forth

some very good work. THE EDITOR.

number of plays open to choice for broadcast-

ing is necessarily limited, and the whole num-
ber of plays large. Only certain types of play
are effective when so given, and only certain

plays are sufficiently

free of copyright and
other strictures, to be

available. The whole

question of broad-

casting plays, which
is agitating some of

our theatre managers
at present, might be

answered by keeping
the two fields largely

separate. Thus a play
which is running on

Broadway may not,

be broadcast, if the

manager considers

that his seat sale

would be jeopardized.
The program depart-
ment of a radio sta-

tion would not even

be tempted to request
to broadcast the play
if there were plenty
of other material to

choose from. But the

radio audience does

like plays.
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A FEW PROPERTIES FOR THE RADIO DRAMA
A portable door which can be opened and shut to

indicate entrances and exits of characters. The
bells on the stand give any effect from that of an

ambulance to the thin chime of a clock. Edward
H. Smith, director of the WGY players at Schenec-

tady is shown in the photograph

To write a play for broadcasting one must

remember that your play "gets over" through
the ear alone. There will be no costumes,

settings, make-up, or properties to assist in

putting it across. Simple settings, costumes,
and properties can be described by the radio

announcer. Many interruptions of the action

of the play, for interpolated directions, weaken
its effect. Therefore, we have a list of things
to do, and another of things not to do in writing
a play for radio broadcasting.

WHAT TO DO

WHAT are the positive requirements to

make our radio play effective? First,

keep the cast simple. Have only a few
characters, so that your audience will not for-

get them and be confused as to which one is

speaking. Then, when you name your people,
use names which are clear in sound. Re-

member how some names are easy to get over
the telephone, and others have to be repeated
five or six times before you understand who is

speaking. 1 f you are blessed with one of those

difficult names, and call up a department store,

or telephone a telegram, you will know all

about that! Your patience is gone before the

matter is even comprehended at the other end.

So call your people by names which come

clearly to the ear. Then, too, each name mt
be distinct from every other one. "Sue," d

"Prue,
"
would not be a good choice for 'o

women characters in the same play. \\?n

you can see who is speaking there is no cjbt

in the matter, but our radio audience c?dis-

tinguish only by its ears. A crowd isiever

useful in a broadcast play, unless yowish
merely an effect of confusion. If the ea is

to represent a background of convertion,
it can be done very well, with perha] two
voices, those of important characters, <ming
out of it. One must be careful not to ri: con-

fusion in the lines of important characte. If

three or more people try to talk a'once

even at very close intervals, so as to g'e an
effect of eagerness, excitement, or wha not,

the author of a radio play runs a strong cance

of merely blurring the speeches. In a-adio

play, the speech and the speaker shod at

all times be easily recognized by the sunds

going out.

It might be helpful, also, to use the naie of

the character addressed, more often thai nec-

essary in a stage play. For example Joe
and Harry meet

JOE. Well, Harry, how's the boy?
HARRY. First rate, Joe. How's the world:reat-

ing you?

JOE. Oh, so so. I've had a pretty raw deafrom
Mamie. Did you hear?

HARRY. Why no, Joe. That's too bad

The hearer is never in doubt about \hich

radio character is speaking. Of course the

actors in a radio play will be selected pinci-

pally for their voices, so that the voice ofeach

THE KISS BY RADIO
The personal touch, it is obvious, is quite lacking.
The scene was snapped in the studio of KGO, at

Oakland, California
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character is recognized as distinct from every

other one. But it never hurts to make assur-

ance doubly sure. Without the use of the eye
some of us are surprisingly helpless. Have

you ever noticed how comparatively few

people can recognize which of their friends is

talking over the telephone?

GOOD WORDS FOR RADIO

THEN
there is the question of the actual

words of your speeches. Use simple and

direct English. Make the speeches short

enough to be comprehended at one hearing.

Do not use dialect which is often difficult to

follow, even where the speaker is visible, and

over the telephone it is very confusing That

means eliminate the humorous Irish brogue,
the colored mammy, the Scotch, and various

other tempting type parts. Also, it is better

judgment and better taste not to use slang,

or the curtailed and often grossly incorrect

English of the "pedestrian." Good English
can be learned through the theatre, as many
Settlement dramatic organizations will affirm.

The radio program is especially effective in

this field because it comes so directly into the

home, and because it has so many young lis-

teners, many of whom like to be in style with

the latest colloquialisms, at the expense of a

real knowledge of their own language.
When it comes to the story of the play, give

enough in the actual words of your speeches so

that the physical activity of the characters is

clear. If one man were trying to get some-

thing from another, for instance, he might say,
"Give that to me, or I will tear it from you."
The answer is, "Over my dead body!" A
third voice cries a woman's "Don't fight!

Oh, you are hurting him!" The first man
exclaims,

"
I have it." Now we know what

has taken place, without seeing a thing.
There can, of course, be simple sounds, put in

by the "property man," such as the shutting
of a door, a pistol shot, a bell ringing, the

thump of a falling body. The simplest and
clearest of these actions can be explained by
words in a radio play without being redundant.

In general, words must take the place of what
would be pantomime in a stage play. This

leads to an interesting development the use

of the soliloquy, which has been out of date

in the legitimate drama for several decades.

The soliloquy must represent in the radio

play what an actor is feeling, where he

CONTRAST
f his photograph shows how a love scene would be enacted on the stage and the cut which forms the heading
of this article shows how a love scene was broadcast recently from WGY. There, the two outside players are

involved and the actors in the center are awaiting their cues
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could show this to his audience by the working
of his face, his hands, his general movements,
if our eyes could see him. Still we are out of

patience with the long soliloquy, which is

merely a stilted recitation. When a man
talks to himself, it should therefore be natural,

natural in the play and in the character.

People who are much alone often do talk to

themselves. Under the stress of emotion

any one may exclaim aloud, and so the cases

multiply. But the soliloquy in the radio play
must serve a double purpose. It must con-

tinue the action, audibly, while any character

is "on the stage" alone. We must hear what
he is doing.

It would seem besides all this, as though the

radio play especially ought to be kept at a

constant pitch of emotion that is, the char-

acters should be highly involved, emotionally,
as much of the time as possible. There is

something very effective in the quiet spaces of

a stage play, filled with color, light, dramatic

pauses, when our eyes are taken with the pic-

ture and our interest held. But not so in the

broadcast play. We cannot see. This fact

cannot be too much emphasized, because it is

at the root of the whole difference between the

radio pool and any other sort. Our interest

has but one medium to sustain it here. If we
are bored, we retune the radio set and pick

up some other station. The radio playwright
can only hold his audience by sustaining con-

stantly the movement, the emotion, of the

story in the play. And all of this has to go
into the speeches the words of the actors.

RADIO PLAYS SHOULD BE SHORT

IT
IS advisable to make the radio play short

and so avoid tiring the audience. This

opens delightful fields for the playwright. Try
to interest a Broadway manager in a play
which runs less than two hours! Try to make
him consider even a two-act play! Yet here in

the broadcasting of plays, we are free. Why
not write that two-act play which has been

bothering you this long while, and try it on
the radio? There are many delightful situa-

tions which naturally fall into just this division

of time or place, but, unfortunately, we know

they will have no Broadway market in the

two-act form. So we try to fatten them, and

spread them, and pull them out of proportion,
much to our own grief, and theirs. Another

delightful prospect is that of freedom in the

choice of setting. The most fantastic, the

most extravagant set that the imagination can

devise, is nothing to the disadvantage of your

play. All you have to do is describe it in

words and the announcer in the radio station

will read them and create the scene. There

THE COUNTRY FAIR
In the process of broadcasting in the studio of WGY. The four on the divan are really horses, ready to race.
In recent months, radio plays have become increasingly popular in almost every section of the country
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PIERRE OF THE PLAINS

A melodrama, recently produced at WGY. One of the prime essentials of this new art is that the number of

characters be few, and their speeches informative and direct. The radio drama has no limitations as to

place, for it is just as easy to hold one act in Central America and the next in Iceland as it is to have both
before a log fire in a London Club

should then be a field, here, for many a good
play which offers obstacles to a Broadway pro-
duction.

THE STAGE VS. THE BROADCASTING STUDIO

THE apparent rivalry between the stage

play and radio broadcasting seems, on
these grounds, not so formidable. As a mat-
ter of fact, many a play which is scoring a great
success in the theatre would not be good, at

all, sent out from a radio station. Take
"What Price Glory," a most stirring experi-
ence on the regular stage. What would the

second* act be, if we could only hear it? Take

away the dugout, the dim light, the make-up
of the men and you have a series of disjointed

recitations, with all that grim significance

gone. And the last act wouldn't be there at

all. But how tremendously it is there, at the

Plymouth Theatre! Conversely, however, the
fact that a play is effective on a radio program
does not prohibit its stage success. Perhaps
it has never had a hearing, and what better

hearing could it possibly have than this, to be
broadcast far and wide?

It should be very possible to rewrite many
plays, originally intended for stage production
so that they will suit the peculiar demands of

broadcasting very well. It has been suggested
that a moving picture scenario offers greater

possibilities, but this does not seem likely.

The moving picture appeals to the eye almost

as exclusively as the radio play reaches the ear.

It is written in terms of pantomime, which is

the very thing impossible to represent over a

studio microphone. Its story is based on

physical action, and the possibility of effective

visual drama. The radio play must make its

pictures audible. Everything needful to the

furtherance of the story must be told in the

lines. Thus only slight changes or additions

to an existing stage play might make it a

good radio vehicle, while rewriting the stor.y

of a movie would mean writing a whole

new play.

Why, in any case, borrow from preexisting

fields, when new horizons open? Why not

create a body of dramatic literature primarily
intended for this specific purpose, the radio

play?
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Opinions About the ]azz Age in Radio

OF
LATE some of the saxophone

specialists and some of the leaders

of jazz orchestras heard over the

radio have risen up in wrath, and

in letters couched in unmistakable terms,

have accused the conductor of this department
of trying to put all the jazz players in the

country out of their jobs, and especially to

condemn every saxophone player to eternal

obscurity.
It has been interesting to receive these let-

ters. Adverse criticism as well as laudatory

criticism can be a tonic. But to be a tonic

it must strike with truth at the core of the

subject criticised. In this, every letter so far

received protesting against this department's
attitude toward the broadcasting of jazz, has

failed to make its point. For every letter has

brought the accusation that we have unre-

mittedly condemned, wholesale, all jazz and all

jazz players.

Now, first let it be said that the conductor

of this department does not especially enjoy

jazz; If it is so-called "artistic jazz" about

all you get out of it is to listen to distortions of

the masterpieces of music, the great operatic

arias, the immortal songs. If it is the sort of

jazz that plays the latest popular hits it is

pretty nearly unspeakable, in our opinion.

Although not an admirer of any sort of

jazz, it would be far from consistent or fair for

us to make a sweeping condemnation of this

form of music. By certain jazz specialists it

has been raised to what is, of its kind, an art.

If it is the sort of art you enjoy, it is your full

right to hear as much of it as you desire. If

you don't enjoy it, yours is the privilege to

say so.

Here is a list of the jazz orchestras that

have received "Honorable Mention" in this

department since it opened in April, 1924. In

every instance a photograph of the organiza-

tion mentioned was published.

Vincent Lopez and his Hotel Pennsylvania
Orchestra.

Harvey Marburger and his Keith Vaudeville En-

tertainers, Cafe L'Aiglon, Philadelphia.

The Campus Serenaders of the Rensselaer Poly-
technic School, Troy, New York.

Perry & Russell, "Two-Man Singing Orchestra."

Paul Specht's Hotel Alamac Orchestra, New York.

Also was published a photograph of William

Menzer and his "Musical Saw." We confess

that the Musical Saw has a weird and haunt-

ing fascination for us. And as for the steel

guitars, they stand high, in our regard, as radio

entertainers. Have you noticed what good
music you hear when they are programmed?
They produce music played, generally, with

fine taste. Indeed, there are precious few

violinists heard over the radio who can come
within sight of these guitar players in musical

taste or technical achievement.

It is not against legitimate jazz or any of

the musical features that cannot be ranked as

"classical" and yet are good, that this de-

partment is fighting. What we are out to kill

completely and forever is the sort of broad-

casting described in masterly fashion by Dr.

R. S. Minerd of Erie, Pennsylvania, who,

writes, in a letter recently received from him,

after uttering a hearty Amen to all that has

been said in this department against radio

programs:

Night after night, when I get home after a hard,

long day, I don't feel like tuning-in and tuning-out
half a dozen stations, each of which inquires in

squally, squeaky, uncanny/'saxofool" wails," What's

Become of Sally?
"

Who, of all the millions of musi-
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cians and musically inclined listeners-in in the world

ever cares a hang where that fool Sally is or anything
else about her except to regret that hers was not a

still-birth! Or who's going to "Follow the Swal-

low" to find "Where's My Sweetie Hiding
5 " And

"Red Hot Mama" is such a beautifully endearing
term to screech into the ear of one whose tenderest

memories are those of "Mother"!
I have tuned-in the same station several times

each evening, only to hear that someone has just

wired or phoned a req.uest for another repetition of

one of these soulless assemblages of noise which had

already been "played" several times the same eve-

ning.

The radio audience certainly is not composed

wholly of morons. There are, perhaps, as large a

number of those who appreciate music as there are

persons whose musical appreciation wallows in the

depths of the muck and mire, and it is an outrage
that stations which are trying to broadcast music

must realize that their efforts come to naught be-

cause some near high-powered station persists in

profaning the very air with their senseless confu-

sion. ... I am expressing the feelings of a

host of radio enthusiasts among my friends when I

say what I have said.

Dr. Minerd does not by a word exaggerate
the condition that prevails, a few stations

excepted, all over the country from about 10

p. M. to 2 A. M.

Where does the fault lie? Well, all will

agree that the programs from a broadcasting

station cannot rise higher than the intelligence
of the program director.

The remedy? It can be found only in the

owners of broadcasting stations. When they
see to it that their stations are run intelli-

gently we shall have programs that can com-
mand our respect, but not until then.

It is the public that must make the owners
of broadcasting stations see that they are

playing a losing game. And this can be done

only by putting up a loud and never-ending

protest against present conditions. Judging
from the letters that come to this department
this protest will soon gain such momentum
and volume as to cause a sudden and devas-

tating explosion somewhere.

Interesting Sidelights on the

Flonzaley Quartet

WHEN
the Flonzaley Quartet broad-

cast from station WEAF in the third

of the Victor Talking Machine radio

programs, no doubt many said:

"Isn't it simply fine that this great string

quartet can be heard by thousands of people
in the small cities and towns? I don't suppose

they can appreciate them on a first hearing,
but then, they can buy records of the numbers

they hear to-night."

THE STUDIO OF KOA, AT DENVER
A group of artists broadcasting from the main studio of the new station of the General Elec-
tric Company, KOA, at Denver. A pity the performers couldn't be seen as well as heard!
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THE FLONZALEY QUARTET
From left to. right, Adolfo Betti, first violin; Alfred Pochon, second

violin; Iwan d'Archambeau, violoncello; Felicien d'Archambeau, viola

Now, the truth is, that the Flonzaley Quar-
tet, the most idealistic and artistic players of

chamber music in the world, are known and

loved all over this country. Season after

season they have toured far and wide, return-

ing each year to towns of no more than a few

thousand inhabitants, who feel that unless

they hear these players each year a big gap
remains in their music season. Nor are they
satisfied with anything but the best programs
the Flonzaleys have to give. Said one of the

members of the quartet to the present writer

not so very long ago:
"We look forward to our engagements in

these smaller towns as among the keenest

pleasures of a season. The people are delight-
ful and charming to meet and they possess

unusually good musical taste."

It took a good many years for the Flonza-

leys to build up a clientele all over the country
because they never make a single concession

to popular demands. Now they are booked
solid from fall to spring every year. Not a

member of the quartet ever accepts any en-

gagement for an appearance as soloist or in

any other capacity. They play only as an en-

semble. This is that they may retain the

perfect unity in their playing that would be

impossible if they indulged in individual work.

Having appeared in more than four hundred

American cities and towns, the Flonzaleys on

that evening of their first broadcasting ex-

perience were heard by tens upon tens of

thousands far distant from New York, not as

strangers, but as friends.

Did Ethel Leginska Seek Publicity?

WHEN
Ethel Leginska's concert with

the New York Symphony orchestra

was broadcast from WEAF it aroused

special interest because it was the first time a

woman had conducted an entire orchestral

concert in this country. Miss Leginska is

known both as pianist and composer, with a

flair for the extremely modern in the latter

medium. Then she displayed this ambition

to prove that she could also be a conductor, a

perfectly legitimate ambition indulged in by
various famous men pianists.
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Her disappearance, recently, while the audi-

ence waited for her to give a piano recital at

Carnegie Hall failed of the dramatic effect

which we assume was intended. Genuine art-

ists are not temperamental. They are about

the sanest people in the world. Were it other-

wise they would not have the poise to appear
before the public repeatedly and give masterly

interpretations of the musical masterpieces.

Novaes an Excellent Feature of One
Brunswick Program

THAT
was a happy thought on the part

of the Brunswick Phonograph Com-

pany to have Mme. Guiomar Novaes

play a Brazilian program for her initial radio

appearance made through wjz and WGY and

other stations. Novaes is not only the great-

est woman pianist, next to Carreno, who has

come to us from South America, but she is one

of the foremost women pianists from any

country now before the public. Radio as-

suredly has its moments of uplift when such an

artist can be heard by a vast audience. No-
vaes has toured this country many times since

she first came here as a shy young girl still in

her 'teens.

ETHEL LEGINSKA
Who recently mysteriously disappeared and was later

found. She is the only woman ever to conduct a

Symphony Concert. It was heard through WEAF

BROADCASTING STUDIO OF THE BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE
Which is operated in connection with station WAHG, at Richmond Hill, New York
City. H. V. Kaltenborn, associate editor of the Eagle, is here seen before the

microphone about to broadcast one of his noted "Current Topics Talks," formerly
one of the biggest features at WEAF, and now a regular feature of the Eagle programs.
Also in the picture are George Currie, chief announcer at the studio (at the left),

and at the right, Elmer M. Applegit, radio editor of the Eagle

N ewspape r

Radio Pro-
grams Are In-

complete

pOMPLAINTS
^ ' are constantly

coming to this de-

partment regard-

ing the failure of

the radio programs

published in the

newspapers to

make clear what
kind of perform-
ances can be heard

from certain sta-

tions at certain
hours. These com-

plaints are fre-

quently accom-

panied by outlines

of suggestions
whereby this con-

dition that so

hampers the lis-

tener-in may be

remedied. But
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none of them has been especially practical. It

will take a long time to solve this difficulty.

At present, the newspapers in printing these

programs are

throwing away
space that, in its

prodigality, as-

tonishes one.
What does an

entire page in

the Sunday New
York Times cost

if bought for

advertising pur-

poses? Something

prodigious, you

may rest assured.

Yet, there you
see it, each week,
filled up with
radio programs
most of which, so

far as giving the

reader any real

enlightenment of

what he may hear

during the week,

might just as well

never have been

printed.
We will lift

two of these pro-

grams bodily,

Do not let it be understood that we are

laying the blame for this weekly printing of

useless bunk on the heads of the radio editors.

That is, not

wholly. With the

full advance pro-

grams they re-

ceive they could

do much better

with the leading
stations than is

now the case.

The larger sta-

tions send out

full programs,
giving every
number in detail,

weeks in ad-
vance. But with

the majority of

the stations the

situation is, we

grant, almost

hopeless.

This is a big

subject. One of

these days we are

going to have a

good deal to say
about it. But the

time is not yet

and let you see for

yourself. Here is

one headed WCAE,

Pittsburgh. The

questions in parentheses are, of course, our own

MME. GUIOMAR NOVAES
Brazilian pianist, recently heard
from wjz, WGY, WRC, and KDKA

6.30 p. M. William Penn Orchestra

7.30 P. M. Bedtime Story

7.45 P. M. Address (What about? Turnip grow-

ing or tax regulation? Or art?

8.30 P. M. Concert (What kind?)

9.00 P. M. Gypsy String Ensemble (That explains

itself.)

10.00 p. M. Concert (What kind?)
1 1 .00 P. M. Orchestra: songs. (Is this a jazz con-

cert or a concert of legitimate

music?)

WGY program; we refrain fromFollows a

comment:

2.00 p. M. Music; talk, Mrs, E. P. Pressy
6.00 P. M. News. Market reports

6.30 P. M. Dinner music

745P.M. "Income Tax," J. F. Zoller; A. O
Coggesshall, tenor.

8.00 P. M. John Leather, baritone; talk.

!0,oo P. M. Same as wjz.

ripe.

FROM
station

KSD, St. Louis,

comes the good
news that the

recitals recently given from that station by
Francis Macmillen, concert violinist, brought in

more mail and from a more discriminating and

interested group of listeners, than any one

event in the history of the station. Mr.

Macmillen presented the same kind of pro-

grams he gives at his regular recitals on tour,

with no concession whatever to "popular"
taste. Yet there are hundreds of program
directors who are still unconvinced that the

radio public cares for anything but rattle-

clap music.

Are All Telegrams to Radio Stations

Laudatory?

ROADCASTING directors are not

prone to read to their listeners-in

during a program the derogatory com-
ments that come to them by wire or telephone.

Here is such a comment that a man writes us

B
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he sent to a well-known station that was tear-

ing the air to tatters with jazz.
"
Discharge your orchestra and install a

small air compressor attached to several tin

fish horns. It would be more economical,

louder, and the musical effect would be the

same."

Cross Word Puzzles vs. "Music

Memory" Contests

IT

HAS been said that the cross word puz-

zle has drawn thousands of owners of

radio sets from the loud speaker to the

dictionary. But we would put up quite a good-
sized bet that, during the evenings of the

"Brunswick Music Memory Contests" the

cross word puzzle gave way in interest to the

musical puzzle involved in this contest. Ar-

tists that the listeners were

assured were well known,
and many of world fame,

sang or played with no in-

troductory remarks to give

any indication who they
were or what compositions
were being performed. But

the names of some of the

artists to be heard were

published in advance, but

no indication given as to

when they would appear.
The Brunswick company
arranged a schedule of

awards totalling five thou-

sand dollars for those guess-

ing correctly the largest

number of names both of

artists and compositions.
That would mean some

guessing, and done without

a dictionary, too! At this

writing the winners had not

been announced.

Where Announcers

Are Perfect

STATION

wcco vouches

for the absolute truth

of this story. Their

chief announcer, wishing to

improve the carrying power
and quality of his voice,

went to a voice specialist in

Minneapolis. He already
knew something of the

subject, but wanted to

become as proficient in his announcing as

possible.

The voice specialist dealt with him with

weary patience for some lessons, and then,

one day, exclaimed:

"See here! The best way for you to learn

voice control is to hear perfect tone production

every day. I advise you to listen to that new
announcer at wcco. I don't know his name.
But he has all the qualities it seems impossible
for you to learn."

Unpardonable Conflict in Good

Programs

THE
excellent Brunswick broadcasting

program featuring their "Music Mem-
ory" contest, and the "Eveready

Hour," both of which have come to be ac-

MISS MIRIAM STEEP
Star of the Washington Square College Players, is being
heard in a series of radio dramas through station wjz
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MISS MARY HOWARD
Soprano, of San Antonio, Texas, who is in New
York studying singing, is here seen broadcasting the

song, "Texas" through station WEAF in honor of

"Ma" Ferguson's inauguration that was then taking

place. Special amplifiers made it possible for the

audience at Austin to hear the song clearly

cepted and eagerly awaited features of Eastern

radio programs, were scheduled for the identi-

cal time on Tuesday night, February 10.

Assuming that the radio audience is kindly

disposed toward both programs, it is obvious

that they cannot listen to both at the same
time.

Good showmanship is more and more com-

ing to play in the arrangement of radio pro-

grams and there is no doubt that in particular,

the programs of these two organizations are as

near the ultimately desirable radio entertain-

ment as anything we now have in this country.
It is hard to understand just how those re-

sponsible for the radio programs of these two

companies failed to discover that there was a

conflict in time. One assumes that the con-

flict is unintentional. If it is by direct design,

there is absolutely no excuse for it.

Europe for Good Programs, America

for Good Performances

A STUDY of the programs put on at the

station of the Compagnie Franfaise de

Radiophonie as they are received week

by week, shows that these programs are much
superior in quality to those given in this

country. And they are much better com-

piled. Classical music is not mixed with

popular music, any more than it is in any
regular concert programs. But regarding the

quality of the performances, witness an en-

lightening communication of Eleanor Mc-

Lellan, New York voice teacher who has

recently returned from a number of months in

Europe. She says, in part:

I made something of a study of radio programs
while in Europe, and listened-in twice in Paris and

once in Switzerland. The programs, so far as

quality of selections is concerned, are far superior to

ours, which seem to be growing worse every day.
But in the quality of the performances, the programs
are decidedly inferior to ours, especially the singing.

Our cheapest vaudeville houses demand better

voices and singing than I heard when I listened-in

over there, and yet they were supposed to be artists

who were broadcasting. They were simply terrible.

For that matter, the singing was equally bad in the

public performances I heard. This degeneration of

the singing art seems to have come to Europe since

the war, at any rate since I was last there. Our

supposed second-class artists are so much better

than the best they have over there now that they

simply cannot be compared. Of course, these de-

fects show up with merciless truth over the radio.

In a nutshell, I would put it, Europe for good radio

programs, America for good radio performances.

DR.
W. M. CLARK, of Indio, California,

writing regarding the stupidity of read-

ing telegrams during a radio program asks:

"What would the audience at a theatre think

to have the hero of the play make the an-

nouncement between the acts: 'Mr. Blank,

who is sitting in the gallery, has just sent

down word that he can hear every word of the

play distinctly.'"

JOSIAH ZURO
Conductor of the Sunday Symphony Society, whose
concerts have been broadcast every alternate Sun-

day from wjz. Mr. Zuro is also an operatic con-

ductor of far more than average ability



The Physics of Sound
The Nature of Sound How It Is Produced,

How It Travels and Its Importance to. Radio

BY B. F. MIESSNER

COMMUNICATION,

since the first

days of man and beast, has been the

one great instinctive force responsi-

ble for the increasing pace of prog-
ress through the ages. From the grunts of

our primeval ancestors to the radio of to-day,

the progress of mankind has followed the

progress of communication.

There seems to be some definite relation be-

tween the facilities for disseminating ideas

and the development of civilization. Cer-

tainly, the spreading
of news is vital to

the progress of hu-

manity.
The South Sea

Islander, with only
smoke clouds or

tom-toms with
which to spread his

news, is still in the

uncivilized barba-
rous state of our

own progenitors
thousands of years

ago. And why?
Principally because

the knowledge and
ideas of other peo-

ples the world over

has not been car-

ried to him. He has stood still -because he

has been isolated.

The highest type of communication yet

developed is radio. Everywhere, instantly,
it spreads its mystic, sound-bearing force and
man progresses faster than ever before.

In radio as in so many other forms of com-

munication, it is sound we broadcast and sound
we receive, and so it is toward sound itself

that we direct our attention, the better to

understand and more highly to develop the

usefulness of radio.

SOUND IS BOTH PHYSJCAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL

COUND is the sensation produced by the
*J action of vibrations of matter upon
the hearing organs of living beings, and is

therefore a physico-psychological phenom-

enon. The old catch question of the physics
teacher:
"
Does a falling tree in a forest, make a noise

if no one is present to hear it," can be an-

swered "No"; because sound is only the audi-

tory effect of the forces we call sound waves.

Generally, however, the word "sound" refers

to the sound waves or vibrations themselves

rather than to the sensations they produce, and
because this usage is so general it will be ad-

hered to in these discussions on sound and
radio.

SOUND PRODUCED BY

VIBRATION

HTHAT sound is

I L.Vog

FIG. I

South Sea broadcasting is simple and effective but
limited in range and restricted to code signals

produced by
rapid movement of

matter can easily

be demonstrated. A
piano string when
struck appears
blurred and wider

than before, and the

vibration can be felt

with the finger; the

vibrations of a pho-

nograph or loud

speaker diaphragm
can also be felt; a vi-

brating tuning fork

provided with a sharp point and drawn over a

smoked or waxed surface will trace its vibrations

visibly. We need only clap our hands, force

air through our vocal cords, or tap our pencil

upon the table to show that the rapid move-
ment of matter generates sounds. If we view
a phonograph record through a magnifying
glass and see for ourselves how the needle is

vibrated by the wavy-lined groove in which it

rests, we can understand that vibrating bodies

set up vibrations of the air surrounding them
which we hear as sound. When it is desired

to produce sound of considerable magnitude
and the vibrating body itself has only a rel-

atively small area of contact with the air,

an. auxiliary body of large area and respon-
sive to the vibrations of the smaller body is

connected to it. By this expedient a small
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of it, we actually hear the crunching sounds of

crushing food between our teeth, conveyed
directly to the auditory nerves in the ear

FIG. 2

Naval target practise demonstrates very well the varying velocities of light and sound. The
light, smoke, etc., from the gun muzzle is seen long before the sound of the detonation is heard

body vibrating with great force but unable to

get a grip on the air, is able to transfer a large

part of the energy of its vibration to the air,

which appears as sound energy. The sound
board of the piano, the belly and back of the

violin, the drum heads in percussion instru-

ments, the diaphragms of phonographs and

telephones, the air columns of amplifying horns

and wind instruments, are concrete examples
of this principle common in everyday life.

THE NATURE OF SOUND

THE vibrations or movements of bodies in

contact with the air thus impart some of

their energy to it which appears in a form
which we hear as sound, and which we call

sound waves. Like light and heat and radio,

sound is a form of energy capable of acting

through space. While the former are vibra-

tions of an omnipresent substance called the

ether, and travel with least resistance through

empty space, sound waves require some actual

physical substance, such as solid, liquid, or

gas, for their generation and propagation.
This can easily be demonstrated by suspend-

ing a vibrating electric bell in a bell jar and

pumping oat the air.

while sound is ordinarily thought of as

existing only in the air, most of us are familiar

with souttds in other substances to some ex-

tent. All of us who swim have surely heard
the sounds of clapping stones made by a com-
rade under water as we submerge our head.

Many of us, too, have listened to the approach
of a train miles away with ear to the steel rail

of its track. While most of us are unconscious

through the bones of the head from the

teeth.

THE VELOCITY OF SOUND

UNLIKE
the waves of light or radio in the

ether, which travel at the amazing speed
of 186,000 miles per second, sound is a rel-

atively slow moving force. Who has not

seen the flash of a distant gun, of a stroke of

lightning, or the rush of steam from a whistle

and heard its sound come pealing in some
seconds later? The light and sound are pro-
duced at the same instant, but the light travels

so fast that its visual effect is practically in-

stantaneous; the sound is relatively very
slow, taking roughly five seconds to the mile

for it to reach the listener.

The distance of any object which produces
sound and some visible effect simultaneously,
such as those above mentioned, may easily be

determined by counting the seconds elapsing
between the sight and the sound and allowing
eleven hundred feet of distance for each second

so counted. Three different degrees of velocity

are most wonderfully illustrated in naval

target practice to those aboard the target

towing ship. The demonstratin is particu-

larly beautiful at night. As the battleship

six miles away lets go a salvo, we see first the

bright yellow flash of the powder explosion as

the projectile rushes out of the gun muzzle on

its journey to the search-.lighted target a few
hundred feet behind our ship. If the shells

are provided with luminous tracers, we see

the comet-like shell coming on at a tremendous

pace, for about ten seconds. Then almost
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simultaneously we see the huge geyser-like

splash of the shell impact with the water near

the target, and hear the roar of the splash and

the crack of the atmospheric bowwave of the

shell. Then, last of all, twenty seconds or so

later, comes the deep booming roar of the sound.

THE speed of sound depends chiefly on the

nature and condition of the substance in

which it occurs. 1 n air it changes slightly with

the temperature, and also somewhat with the

intensity of the sound itself. It increases

slightly with both temperature and intensity.

In air at thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit, its

speed is 1090 feet per second. In salt water

at the same temperature it is about 4770 feet

per second, and in steel it increases to the rela-

tively rapid rate of 16,400 feet per second.

An extremely effective method of measuring
ocean depths is now used in oceanography.
A powerful sound is generated in the water

by a vibrating diaphragm several feet in dia-

meter energized by several kilowatts of electro-

magnetic energy. This sound travels to the

bottom of the ocean and is there reflected or

"echoed" back to the sending ship, where a

submerged microphone receives it. Measur-

ing instruments record the elapsed time be-

tween the transmitted toot and its received

echo, and the whole distance to the bottom
and back is the product of this time in seconds

and the velocity of the sound in the water.

The actual depth is obviously only half of

this distance.

When we speak of waves we think of a dis-

turbance or movement of some kind imparted
at one end of a series of particles and trans-

mitted to the other end by a progressive trans-

fer of movement through the series. Thus a

row of billiard balls struck sharply at one end
will transmit the impact successively through
the series without appreciable movement and
the last ball will fly away. A very long coiled

spring, if pushed or pulled suddenly so as to

compress or elongate it, will carry a wave of

compression or elongation from one turn of

the coil to the next toward the farther end,
which gradually becomes weaker and finally dies

out. A long rope suspended at one end and

suddenly jerked at the other will transmit a dis-

tinctly visible wave pulse to the suspended end.

HOW WATER WAVES ARE PRODUCED

OERHAPS the most familiar example of

wave motion is that set up in a water sur-

face by a falling stone. Here the stone in

entering the water pushes it aside, thus form-

ing a small crater-like rise in water level about

it, and as it sinks, a depression in the water
above it. The high portion, because of the

presence of the stone, can only move outward
in its tendency to equalize the water level.

The depression left by the stone in sinking
also is a center of disturbed equilibrium, and
the tendency there is to move upward. As
the water there moves upward it acquires
momentum which causes the central portion
to rise higher than the normal level, so that

now a distinct peak forms where the depression
was before. Again this peak drops down,
forms another smaller depression, rises to

form another smaller peak, and so on. Thus
the falling stone has created a center of dis-

I
STONE Q WATER SURFACE

= D

- F

FIG. 3
How waves are produced when a
stone is thrown into quiet water
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turbance in the water surface which changes
from high to low in a regular fashion and sets

up a series of several circular waves with gra-

dually diminishing force. While the particles

of the water merely move up and down, the

wave advances outward in widening circles.

Slow motion pictures of divers in aquatic

sports show these effects very clearly.

The size of the waves depends largely on the

size of the stone, and their force upon the

velocity and weight of the stone, If the stone

is large, a longer time is required for the raised

water at its edge to flow back and fill up the

depression than if the stone is small, and so the

speed of the up and down vibration of the water

particles is slower; that is, the frequency of the

up and down vibrations of the water is less.

For the same reason the distance between two
successive crests, or wavelength, is longer.

Incidentally the splash of the stone creates a

hemispherical sound wave whose pitch is

lower the larger the stone.

WATER WAVE EXPERIMENTS

JVyf
ANY very interesting experiments with

*'* water waves can be made at home in the

bath tub. Like the old philosopher, Archi-

medes, who discovered the laws of buoyancy
while in his daily bath, so can we discover for

ourselves some of the principal laws of acous-

tics by experiment with water waves If the

rays from the bath room light fall on the bot-

tom of the tub through the water, and if drops
of water from a slightly open faucet take the

place of falling stones, the waves may be ob-

served as shadows moving over the bottom of

the tub. Reflection or echoing from flat

surfaces may be visualized very clearly.

Likewise the focussing effect of the curves at

the corners of the tub may be seen with ease.

Further, the bending of the waves around ob-

jects of different size, shadows produced by
fairly large obstacles. In fact nearly all the

laws of acoustics may thus be demonstrated

most simply. Numerous photographs of water

waves will be included in later installments of

this series.

ATMOSPHERIC WAVES LIKE WATER WAVES

WE CAN produce waves in the atmos-

phere in much the same manner that

we produce waves on water. The normal pres-

sure of the atmosphere caused by the gravita-

tional attraction for its gas particles, is 14.7

pounds per square inch at sea level. At

higher elevations this pressure decreases, and
at lower levels it increases. This normal pres-

sure corresponds to the normal pressure of

water at some point in a tank, or to the normal

level of its surface. Just as there is a tendency
to equalize any change in this normal level

produced at any point within it, so there is the

same tendency in the atmosphere, or in fact

in any gas, to equalize any variations in its

pressure however produced. If we suddenly

change this pressure at some point, a center of

disturbance is created from which sound

waves will radiate in all directions. Thus, by
suddenly breaking an electric light bulb con-

taining no air, we introduce a center of prac-

tically zero pressure. The surrounding air at

comparatively high pressure, rushes into this

void in its tendency to equalize the pressure.
The air particles surrounding these also move

FIG 4.

A diagram of the apparatus used by Professor Foley to visualize sound waves. E, the electric machine,

charges a battery of leyden jars for the sound spark S, and another for the illuminating spark L. Trigger
gaps ST and LT, connected in series with these two circuits, are shortened when a high velocity bullet is

shot through them, whereupon the sound and illuminating sparks are passed in rapid succession. The time
interval between the two sparks is determined by varying the distance between the two trigger gaps
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Courtesy Riverbank Laboratories, Geneva, Illinois

FIG 5.

The photograph in the center shows the circular shadow of the spherical wave produced by an electric

spark behind the central disk. The photograph on the right shows the reflection or "echoing" of a spark
sound at the surface of a hard body. In the first photograph, the absorption of a spark sound by a pad

of soft felt is very clear. All these photographs were taken by the device diagrammed in Fig. 4

inward to fill the partial void left by them,

and so a wave of reduced pressure moves out-

ward in all directions, forming a spherical

shell of reduced pressure which expands like

a toy balloon as it moves away from its

center.

As in the case of the water waves, the air, in

rushing into the vacuous space, gathers mo-

mentum as it goes, and instead of just filling

up the space to normal pressure it goes past

the normal and actually increases the pressure.

In returning it again passes the mark on the

low side, and so on. A short series of waves of

alternate low and high pressure are thereby
set up, the outermost one of which is a reduced

pressure shell or "rarefaction." It will be

noted here that while the water particles

moved in a direction at right angles to the

direction of motion of the wave, the air parti-

cles in sound waves move back and forth

along the lines of motion of the wave itself.

The particles in the rarefaction are moving
opposite to the direction of wave advance-

ment, those in the compression in the same
direction.

The process above described may be re-

versed by the sudden introduction of a high

pressure center instead of the low one just

described. The firing of a gun introduces

such a center. In this case the high tempera-
ture gases rush out of the gun muzzle behind

the projectile, forming a wave of compression,

following by one of rarefaction, etc. In this

case, because of the great length of the gun
barrel, considerable time is consumed in

emptying and filling the gun barrel in the pres-
sure equalizing process and the pitch charac-

ter of the sound is lowered accordingly. As a

matter of fact the nature of the sound changes
with the size and length of the gun barrel be-

of this fact. Short barrels producecause

sharp, piercing sounds having high pitched

characteristics; long, large bore barrels pro-

duce low, booming sounds of low pitched char-

acter.

SOUND WAVE PHOTOGRAPHY

AVERY beautiful method of visualizing

certain kinds of sound waves has been

perfected by Professor Arthur L. Foley, of

Indiana University. He generates a sound

pulse of very short duration and of high in-

tensity by a powerful, instantaneous, electric

spark. The wave so produced is allowed to

spread outward to the desired point, when a

second spark is produced whose light, in its

path to a photographic plate, passes through
the sound wave of the first. The variations

in density of the air in the sound wave cause a

refraction of the light from the illuminating

spark, that produces a shadow of the wave
on the plate, and therefore a picture of the

wave itself. The beauty of this method may
be appreciated when one considers that the

interval between the first and second sparks,
and therefore the point at which it is desired to

picture the wave, may be controlled to within

one hundred thousandth of a second.

Many obscure phenomena of sound have

been investigated in this manner and much
has been learned. The accompanying figures

show the arrangement of his apparatus and
several photographs of sound waves made with

it.



WHEN RADIO AIDED

The 8-19 recently grounded on a reef, near Cape Cod. The sos from the ship brought them help during
one of the worst storms of the winter. It was snowing, and the wind was high but the radio warning

brought the Coast Guard from near Nauset Beach, Massachusetts.

THE MARCH OF RADIO

BY
Past President, Institute of Radio Engineers

Fearless Statement of Fact Is Not Illegal

A"J

EXTREMELY important decision

was reached on January, -30, 1925,

by a jury sitting in the Federal Court

of Judge Garvin in Brooklyn. The
case involved the publishers of RADIO BROAD-

CAST, who were sued for libel by the originator
of the

" Kaufman Circuit," a peculiar type
of regenerative circuit which was generally

brought to the broadcast listeners' attention

during the last two years. The circuit was,
in our opinion, a hodge-podge arrangement of

various coils and condensers and it was
characterized as in no real sense "new" in

an excellent article by Mr. Zeh Bouck ap-

pearing in RADIO BROADCAST for March, 1924,

entitled, "The Truth About Trick Cir-

cuits." Naturally after the appearance of un-

favorable criticism in such an unbiased

medium as RADIO BROADCAST always en-

deavors to be, sales of parts for the so-called

Kaufman Circuit fell off,whereupon Mr. Kauf-

man claimed that his personal character had

been harmed to such an extent that he was

legally entitled to damages.
The jury, after a very brief review of the

evidence, decided that no libel had been

shown, thus vindicating once more the cause

of truth-telling. Had the case been decided

differently, a great harm would have been done

to the average broadcast listener. There are al-

ways people who are continually getting up new
circuit arrangements and marketing them at a

profit to any who have heeded the extravagant
and unwarranted claims made for them. Many
times the average radio enthusiast is not able

to judge of the accuracy of the claims put
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forth and finds that he has been deceived

only after investigation of the worthless ma-
terial.

It has been and will be the aim of RADIO
BROADCAST fearlessly to criticize and expose
all such impositions upon the radio public.

If, after our careful analysis and truthful

exposure of a circuit or device the "In-

ventor" suffers loss of caste (as Mr. Kauf-

man claimed was his plight), he can then

blame only his own unfortunate ignorance.

Telling the unpleasant truth about a radio

set certainly is not libel, and it is a sound

rule, not necessarily confined to the radio

field that one should not permit one's name
to be too intimately connected with a devel-

opment or event which won't stand up under

honest criticism.

William H. Priess, a well-known radio engineer
and executive:

Broadcast entertainers are in two principal
classes: those whose main income is derived from
the sale of seats in theaters and concert halls and
those whose main income is derived from the sale of

talking-machine records.

Both classes benefit directly when theii members
broadcast. The sale of seats for their entertain-

ments and the sale of their records is enormously
stimulated. Their income increases greatly. Their

managers and employers will realize this in a very
short time and will make them see it too.

It would seem that those theatrical folk of

reasonably broad vision have already seen

the truth of this assertion. The broadcasting

This Radio and the

Stage Nonsense

STAGE-FRIGHT

is an

ailment which is likely

to attack nervous per-

formers, the performer being

supposedly on a stage of

some kind. Managers are,

of course, worried about

their proteges suffering from

such attacks, as their earn-

ings generally suffer. But

now we have the interesting

spectacle of stage
-
fright

among the managers them-
selves. They seem to be on

the point of nervous break-

down because of the relent-

less attacks they think that

radio is making upon box-

office receipts. Receipts are

falling off at a tremendous

rate, they say, because peo-

ple prefer to sit at home and

get their enjoyment by radio

at no cost and no incon-

venience. Rainy nights and

dirty taxis cannot bother

the radio listener.

It is extremely question-
able that radio has had

any such effect on the pub-
lic's patronage of the stage.
To offset the panicky state-

ments from some of the

stricken managers, we quote
from a recent letter of Mr.

I

REPAIRING A BROADCAST STATION ANTENNA
New lead-in wires are being put in place at WJZ-WJY, New York. The
rigger is suspended by a cable midway between the two masts which rise

loo feet above the 2o-story building on which they are installed. The
square house between the towers is the apparatus room for the twin sta-

tions, the control room and studio being on the sixth floor
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by Brunswick and Victor artists is being done

in no eleemosynary vein. The managers of

the artists concerned and the talking-machine
manufacturers have determined that it is

good business. But many of the managers

(the less important generally) hold that radio

is making real inroads on their fields. In the

words of one of them "The theater, the

radio, and the disc are engaged in a battle

from which one may not survive. Let Equity

(the actors' guild) provide in its contract

that an actor may not take part in a process
which may prove his own destruction."

Some of the managers rather disparage
radio as a competitor of the stage. Lee

Shubert, for example, says: "Just at present
radio is new and the public may stay at home
for a while listening-in, but the novelty will

wear off and they'll return to the theater.

Radio cannot keep people from the theater

because it cannot broadcast personalities and
situations."

It may well be that the stage has recently
fallen into disrepute with many of the theater-

goers, as some of the managers seem to think

the box-office receipts indicate, but if so it is

more likely that the pernicious practices in

which the managers themselves indulge may
have something to do with the public's con-

tempt. A short time ago we tried to get some
front seats for one of the revues. The box
office sold no seats farther front than the

twelfth row, we were informed,. They sold

all the best seats through the agencies accord-

ing to the dictum of the presiding genius at

the theatre's box office. Inquiry at the

agencies disclosed that not only did they not

have third row seats but they would not

take an order for such as the best they
could engage to deliver were sixth row seats.

Where the best seats were disposed of they

pretended not to know. In fact, at two of

the agencies they showed considerable ran-

cor that such an exorbitant request should

be made ! One can only conclude that the best

seats are disposed of at a considerable advance
over the advertised price to scalpers and curb

speculators, and it is only by dealing with

this undesirable class of vendors that one can

buy the best theater tickets. It seems very

likely that if the theater is gaining disrepute,
it is pernicious practice of this sort rather

than radio competition that is bringing it

about.

Underwood & Underwood

THE RADIO ROOM OF MARCONl's YACHT
The Elettra. Equipment of almost every sort is here, including receiving apparatus for very long and very
short waves. Signor Marconi has lately been conducting experiments with short waves and found that on
those from 100 to 32 meters, the daylight absorption decreased rapidly with the shorter waves. It was also

found that reflectors at the transmitting station, using very short waves, increased the strength of the
received signal and diminished fading
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RECORDING RADIO SIGNALS

During the total eclipse of the sun in the RADIO BROADCAST laboratory at Garden City. Signals were
received from WGY, WBZ, and other stations. The photograph shows John B. Brennan (right) and
Keith Henney (left), both of the laboratory staff with one of the receivers used in the measurements. The
dictaphone at Mr. Henney's left was connected to a loud speaker unit attached to the receiver and continuous
records made of the signals of various broadcasters before, after, and during the eclipse. Effects noted in the

accompanying editorial were observed

What the Sun's Eclipse Proved About

Radio

IF

ANYONE had expected to find great
and sudden changes in radio transmission

during the recent total eclipse of the sun, he

was doomed to disappointment. It had been

confidently predicted, and not without some

foundation, that, in the path of total eclipse,

radio transmission would greatly improve

during the time the moon intercepted the

sun's rays. We do know that night trans-

mission is better than that during daytime,
and as it might well be expected that the

moon would act as a complete shield against
the sun's active rays, improved transmission

during the eclipse seemed sure.

As a matter of fact no such thing was ob-

served at all. Many skilled observers, having

carefully planned their work and apparatus

days in advance, submitted reports which in

several cases are almost unbelievably opposite
to each other. From Schenectady to New
York the radio waves had to pass completely

through the hundred or so miles of shadow.

One observer in New York noticed that WGY
became very steady, with no fading at all

during the eclipse, and two others report that

WGY disappeared completely during the

eclipse!

Further to upset our ideas, the short wave
station at Schenectady was well received in

New York both before and after the eclipse,

but during the period of totality disappeared

altogether. And while this was happening
in New York the short wave from Schenectady
was not received at all during the observations

in Ithaca, only 1 50 miles away by G. W. Pick-

ard, one of the ablest experimenters in radio

to-day. He reported that the short wave
station of Schenectady could not even be

heard in Ithaca, much more measured.
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So we have at our disposal these facts.

Radio transmission at night is much better

than during the day. Short wave stations

in Schenectady and Pittsburgh have been

heard halfway round the world. During the

eclipse, which we have assumed was night
time for radio, the short waves traveled in the

direction of movement of the moon's shadow
less than 150 miles. In a direction across the

shadow's path, they traveled reasonably well

both before and after the eclipse, but during
the eclipse they completely disappeared.
And while these contradictory effects are

being noted directly in and around the moon's

shadow, listeners hundreds and thousands of

miles away from the path of total eclipse re-

ported a wonderful gain in signal strength!
And not to have any one spot of the entire

field of possible happenings uncovered, en-

gineers at Riverhead, Long Island, listening to

Schenectady's short wave, reported no change
whatever in the signal strength, although the

Underwood & Underwood

RADIO TELEPHONY IN THE NAVY ICfOJ

This photograph was taken aboard the flagship Connecticut with the late

Rear Admiral Robley D. Evans seated in the wireless room in front of the

De Forest wireless telephone which was the latest achievement at that

time. The transmitting range was quite limited since the power was

only fifty watts. The radio telephone was then used merely for inter-fleet

communication

sending and receiving stations were on op-

posite sides of the shadow band!

The vagaries of radio transmission are ap-

parently more inexplicable than before the

moon cut off the sun's light. This is much
more satisfactory than might be supposed,
however, because when we know all the

secrets of radio, its fascination for thousands

of devotees will have disappeared. We knew
that there was still much to be learned about

radio and the eclipse showed us that there was
even more than we had supposed.

Too Many Bootleg Radio Tubes Are

Being Sold

Ai
A result of the investigation of poor
tubes being marketed in New York

City, Joseph Haberman was found

to have been guilty of fraud and misrepresen-
tation and was recently sentenced to three

months in the workhouse. He had been

buying tubes from a New
Jersey manufacturer and

putting them up in cartons

marked
"
Radio Corpora-

tion of America." The Dis-

trict Attorney who repre-

sented the state in the

prosecution vouched for the

statement that 10,000 spur-

ious tubes were being sold

each day in America.

New Amateur Regula-
tions

THE
Department of

Commerce has just

issued new regulations
for amateur transmitting
stations. Every amateur

operator should secure a

copy of these new rules and

adjust his transmitter ac-

cordingly. Amateurs are

given plenty of wave bands

to work in, but these bands

are so well defined that the

average amateur will have

to measure his emitted wave
much better than he has in

the past. From 4.69 meters

to 5.35, from 18.7 to 21.4,

from 37.5 to 42.8, from 75
to 85.7, and from 150 to

200 meters are assigned to

his use. There will have to
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be quite a bit of

wavemeter calib-

ration carried out

before the average
amateur can avail

himself of the

privileges allowed

in these new regu-
lations.

There are two
sections in the

regulation which
will interest the

broadcast listener.

On spark trans-

mitters, we learn

that:

Amateur spark
transmitters produce
considerable interfer-

e n c e and conse-

quently are respon-
sible for many com-

plaints. Amateur
owners of such trans-

mitters should aban-

don their use as early

as possible and adopt
a system producing less interference. Until such

change is made they will be permitted in the wave

band between 170 and 180 meters and should have

a decrement not exceeding .1.

There are two "shoulds" in this regulation

that would serve much better if interpreted

as "musts." Under the heading "Quiet
Hours" we read "amateur stations when using

wavelengths between 150 and 200 meters are

required to observe a silent period from 8 to

10.30 P. M. daily.

Stations which have been using between

105 and no meters under temporary permit
must now move into one of the above specified

bands because the 105-1 10 meter band is now

given over to other uses.

What Radio Power Supply Apparatus
Should Be

AS
LONG as the alternating current

filament tube is withheld from the

market, the one great improvement in

radio which we warmly endorse and encourage,
is apparatus which will take power from a

lighting socket and run the ordinary vacuum
tube set. The idea of using dry cells for all

modern radio receivers is somewhat absurd in

some respects when viewed from the en-

gineer's standpoint. Dry cells certainly have

THE TENDER HAMILTON
Which ferries passengers from the port of St. George, Bermuda, to liners making it as a

port of call. The seaworthy little ship has its radio equipment which is of consider-

able value in maintaining communication between ship and ship, and ship and shore

a special radio application which they should

meet, and so has the power apparatus.
The power supply apparatus at present

available employs some kind of rectifying
cells or tubes, combined with electrical filters

to eliminate hum from the receiving set.

This type of power supply apparatus is con-

nected to the house lighting circuit. Enough
power can be drawn from the house mains so

that a fire could be caused by improperly

designed equipment. It is most necessary
that the radio outfits be made satisfactory
from the fire risk standpoint. The flimsy
construction of many radio receivers now being
sold will not suffice if the set is connected to a

power supply device, and the sooner the manu-
facturers of these devices gets this firmly into

his designer's head the better it will be for the

art. If these rectifying outfits are designed so

that they will pass the fire underwriters' in-

spection, they will meet great favor.

Receiving Short Broadcast Waves

PERHAPS
some of our readers are try-

ing to pick up broadcast programs sent

out over the short wave (less than 100

meters) channels. If so, they are probably dis-

appointed by the quality of the received signal.

There is a rapid period of waxing and waning
in the short wave channels, as we have men-
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tioncd before, which has the effect of making
the received speech or music of peculiar

quality. The companies which are using

these short wave channels for rebroadcasting

have to use a special method of picking up the

signal to eliminate this fading effect. Either

two or more antennas, at different points, or a

very long antenna are used at the receiving

station. Either method is unsuitable for the

average broadcast listener.

New Religious Broadcasters

THE
Episcopalians and Baptists have

been foremost in broadcasting religious

services, or so it appears to one who
listens-in. In addition in New York we have

besides some church services, the services of

the Federation of Churches and those of the

United Synagogue of America.

The Roman Catholics have now entered the

radio fold by having a station installed at the

Church of the Paulist Fathers in New York.

Instruction in the faith of the Roman Catholic

Church will be sent out regularly over the

channel of WPL, their call letters.

Not to be completely outdone, the Luther-

ans have installed a station at Concordia

Seminary, St. Louis. This station, KFUS,

will be used to bring the Lutheran view of

Christianity to the attention of those who
care to tune-in on its channel.

In addition to these stations, about eight

or ten others are regularly operated by relig-

ious organizations in various parts of the

country.

A Halt to Progress

IF

OUR understanding is correct, the newest

type of loud speaker introduced in the radio

market is to be withdrawn. The paper
cone speaker, as it is generally called, de-

signed and produced by the Western Electric

Company, was the achievement of skilled

engineers combining and improving previously
known telephone and loud speaker parts.

It accomplished reproduction of music and

speech extremely well in fact, it gave a more
natural quality than any other speaker we
have heard.

Many people who obtained these 54O-AW

reproducers were quite evidently disappointed
in them, judging from comments made by

RAPID FIRE RADIO
Transatlantic radio messages being received in Germany, direct from Rocky Point, Long Island. The auto-

matic machines in the photograph receive the dots and dashes at high speed and print them on the paper tape
from which they are later decoded by operators
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dealers and some of the users.

Criticism of the quality of these

reproducers, however, was not

based on real fact. These paper
cones give off notes which the

other speakers do not reproduce.

Well-balanced orchestras pro-

duce many low notes which give

character and depth to their

renditions, but these notes do

not appear in the ordinary radio

reproduction. Neither the horn

type loud speaker nor the audio-

frequency amplifier will pass

these low-frequency notes along.

The paper cone would give them

off very well provided the proper
current was supplied to it by the

audio-frequency amplifier. Prac-

tically none of the available

amplifiers are designed so that

this is done. Because of this

defect in the radio circuit,

the paper speaker often disap-

pointed its enthusiastic pur-
chasers who had expected much

improvement in their radio

music.

We now hear that the paper cone speaker is

to be withdrawn from the market because its

manufacture and sale violate some kind of an

agreement between the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the Radio Cor-

poration. We sincerely hope that if this

proves to be true the Radio Corporation will

busy itself in putting out loud speakers equal
in quality to those now being suppressed.
The radio public wants and is entitled to

have the best speaker that science affords,

irrespective of agreements of any sort.

About a year -has passed since our last

inquiry received reproof from the Radio Cor-

poration officials. We venture to ask again,
where is the alternating current filament tube?

The public is still turning in tremendous

revenues to the battery manufacturer by using

dry cell tubes in five to ten tube receivers.

One of our friends tells us, for instance, that his

receiver uses up a set of filament batteries

each week! When those who have authority
in this matter can see their way clear to mar-

keting the lamp socket tube they will receive

hearty praise from the radio public. With

power from the lighting company, good audio-

frequency transformers, best quality loud

speakers, and freedom from squealing receiv-

ers, radio really becomes a pleasure. There-

fore we regret, if it is true, that the backward

THE FINAL LUXURY

Passengers on express transcontinental trains can now listen to

broadcasting as they while away the hours. The photograph shows

passengers on a Canadian National Railways train and the antenna
which brings them their broadcast programs. The first transmit-

ting to and from a moving train was done by the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna and Western Railroad about ten years ago, but was largely to

determine the advisability of dispatching trains by radio. An entire

chain of broadcasting stations has lately been set up in Canada by
the Canadian National Railways

step has been taken in the suppression of the

54O-AW speaker.

R
The March of Science

ADIO is a part, even if a comparatively
small one, of the vast field of general

science, so that we must be interested

in the advance of science as a whole if we would

appreciate the advancement of our own small

portion. The eclipse of the sun brought forth

in the New York Times an editorial on science

exceptional in treatment and language, which

we think worth while passing along.

SCIENCE AND LIFE

Perhaps few stop to reflect about the attitude of

millions of people toward the eclipse of the sun,

and to ask themselves what it is that has made this

differ so wonderfully from the mental state of those

human beings whom such a natural phenomenon
used to fill with superstitious fears. It is one of the

beneficent works of science. An attribute of true

science is the power of prediction. That has been

exemplified in a way which all can understand in the

. case of the eclipse. 1 ts beginning, duration, and end-

ing have all been minutely forecast. Everybody
has implicit confidence in the accuracy of these con-

clusions of astronomical mathematics. Going
behind technicalities, what is it that has been done

for the world, in this particular, except to give it

the truth, to furnish a complete explanation of a
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WILLIAM H. EASTON
New York; Westinghouse Electric &

Manufacturing Company
"Short-wave rebroadcasling can provide us with a

world-wide system of intercommunication, but

the question will immediately arise
' What good

will it be if you cannot understand what it says?
'

The answer is that a universal language will be

adopted which all can understand.

There has been a great deal of discussion on this

point, especially by those who have gone to infinite

labor to invent or learn some artificial speech,

such as Volapuk, Esperanto, or Ido. . . .

It seems to me that the weight of probability lies

with the adoption of some living language, and

that, furthermore, the chances are that English
will be adopted for this purpose."

natural event? Knowing in advance the thing
that will occur, accepting the reasons given for its

occurrence, people face with curiosity and keen in-

terest, but without a particle of dread, what in other

ages and other climes would have stricken terror to

the hearts of great multitudes.

The whole is a good illustration of what science

has done, or is endeavoring to do, in a thousand

other fields touching upon human life. It is forever

in quest of the truth. It seeks to ascertain and to

make known to the common intelligence the why
and the wherefore of many things that have been

regarded as impenetrable mysteries. With every

conquest, it not merely enlightens the minds of men,
but gives them more confidence, more calmness in

the face of the unknown, and banishes haunting
fears that have long afflicted mankind. We speak
with propriety of the blessings of applied science,

but we ought not to forget the great boon which
theoretical science has been to the human race.

When we note and read to-day of the temporary
veiling of the sun in full accord with the scientific

prophecy, we should be moved to give a grateful

thought to the vast revolution in man's outlook

upon the universe which has been wrought by
scientific workers in unnumbered laboratories and

experiment stations. They had added immensely
not only to the safeguards and comforts of life, but

to its dignity, its intellectual satisfactions, its as-

surance that the process of the suns will go on ma-

jestically. The endless and sublime search for

knowledge which has marked the strivings of star-

eyed science has lifted the minds of men to a level

where they can feel secure and affirm that it would

be a shame to stand in God's creation and doubt

truth's sufficiency.

Interesting Things Interestingly
Said

LJERBERT HOOVER (Washington; Secretary
^ * of Commerce). "The greatest development
of broadcasting during the past year has not been

in the application of new methods of transmission

or reception, important as improvements in these

lines have been. It is rather in the change of public

attitude. Listeners are becoming more and more

appreciative of the real service of radio and in-

creasingly critical both as to the character of the

matter furnished them and as to the efficiency with

which it reaches them. . . . There is a growing
realization on the part of the broadcasters of the

public responsibilities they assume in conducting
an agency so greatly affecting the cultural progress
of our people and the innovations of which we hear

so much, national programs, short-wave rebroad-

casting, increased power, and wired radio . . .

all are based entirely upon the necessity for

meeting the growing popular requirement of better

CRANKLIN P. ADAMS (New York; in the

New York World, "The Conning Tower").
"

If the theatres are afraid that the average theatri-

cal patron is going to stay at home to hear the radio

version of "The Sunshine of Your Smile," or songs
to that effect, they are greater cowards than we

thought; which is no faint praise. One solution of

the Radio Menace problem might be More and

Better Plays."

|_J.
I. PHILLIPS (New York; in "The Sun Dial,"

* * New York Sun). "Now the radio owes its

popularity to the fact that no speculator can touch

'it, and that you can begin listening with $i i in your

pocket and still have the $11 when it is all over.

Then if you find you are in on a bad entertainment,

you can switch yourself right out of it without the

assistance of check boys and taxi drivers. It is this

take it or leave it principle that is the chief lure of

radio, and if the theatre men want to crowd it any

they've got to find some way for a man in a theatre

to tune himself out of a bum show without any
trouble or added expense.

"The show business will never rival the radio for
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popularity until it becomes possible for a patron to

press a button or twist a knob and immediately turn

a very bad actress into eight Hawaiian ukelele play-

ers or convert a painful actor into somebody like

Lopez or Whiteman.
'

/^UGLIELMO MARCONI (London). "Recent
^-* tests from England to the United States,

Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Australia, India, and

South Africa, using only fifteen kilowatts power
indicate the possibility of installing low-power sys-

tems capable of day and night commercial radio

services to all parts of the globe. For ordinary
efficient communication between fixed places .or

between particular countries, 1 think the logical

thing to do if possible at both points with a view to

secrecy and economy is to concentrate all the

radiated energy into direct beams. It may be

necessary in the near future to regulate by inter-

national legislation the use of short waves and to

safeguard them from preventable interference."

LJ V. KALTEN BORN (Brooklyn; Associate
' *

Editor, Brooklyn Daily Eagle). "Radio co-

operates rather than competes with newspapers and

magazines. It supplements in a remarkable and

delightful way the former means for filling leisure

hours. Radio is not a suitable medium for direct

advertising. . . . The radio advertiser has no

chance to catch the eye. His only appeal is to the

ear. . . . Nor can radio, with its limited

appeal to a single sense, compete with the many-
sided appeal of the speaking stage. . . . The

great future of radio broadcasting lies in the field of

education. Education comes more easily through
the ear than through the eye. There is scarcely a

subject taught in a great university which could not

be taught over the air but not at the same time that

it is taught in a classroom. It is a mistake to sup-

pose that the best results in radio work can be ob-

tained by making it a by-product. Radio requires
its own technique."

COWARD H. JEWETT (Detroit; President,"
Jewett Phonograph & Radio Company).

"In my opinion, the public should not be made to

pay the cost of broadcasting. I doubt very much
if it would be desirable to have them pay, any more
than they are now called on to pay the entire cost of

the newspapers and magazines they read. Adver-

tising carries the load there and it is my belief that

advertising should carry the load in making up the

expenses of broadcasting. Radio as an advertising
medium is a sort of halfway station between the

newspaper and the billboard. The message of any
advertiser on the air must be limited to a selling

message such as a billboard seeks to put across.

There will probably develop a school of broadcast

DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH
New York; Chief Broadcast Engineer,

Radio Corporation of America

"High-power (in broadcasting stations) is an
experiment, and we must move cautiously. . .

I believe that if the higher-powered station is lo-

cated judiciously, that is, in sparsely settled

localities outside the city, it will provide just as

good reception for the city folk and at the same

time, give the farmers out in Iowa, Indiana, and
other agricultural sections a chance to see what
radio really can do.

"
If the receiving set is really selective, practi-

cally no difficulty will be experienced in tuning-
out the super-power station, that is, if you are ten

or twenty miles away from it. Of course if you
are close, a three-circuit set and perhaps a wave-

trap may be necessary to tune it out, if it can be

accomplished then.

"Super-power is simply a matter of increasing
the signal strength over the strength of the static.

It stands to reason that if the static and the signal
have the same strength, you are going to hear

nothing but a lot of weird noises. If the signal

strength is increased, you can shorten your an-

tenna, thus reducing the static, while at the same

time, the signal will come in with equal or greater

force."

advertising which will make advertising messages
as attractive as there are to-day in newspapers and

magazines."

JOHN
GOLDEN (New York; theatrical producer).

"If bicycles, automobiles and radio keep people

away from the theatre, so does love-making, and

where would we all be if we stopped thatp It is just

as sensible to blame the cross word puzzle as an

influence unfavorable to drama. If the theatre

cannot withstand the radio, or any other influence,

it deserves to die."

1SHOT
a joke into the air,

It fell to earth I know not where;
But when I'd sown my meagre chaff,

I listened close, nor heard a laugh,
And felt that pang which all must know
Who've jested through the radio. Life.



The Man Who Knew All About
Radio

BY WILLIAM H. GARY, JR.

Drawings by George C. Williamson

THEY

sat in the living-room, looking at

Brainley Nutmeg's new receiving set

Brainley, his wife, her father and

mother, and eleven-year old Junior.
It seemed to be all set, but no receiving.

"
I do hope it will be going by the time Jack

and Jean Mabie arrive," said Mrs. Nutmeg.
"They're waiting to see how ours works before

they buy a radio of their own."
"So am I," said Mr. Muscadier, with a

twinkle in his eye.

"My crystal set upstairs has it all over this

one, so far," boasted Junior, tactlessly.

Brainley seemed to sweat under the burden

of these last two remarks.

"Well, I'm hanged if / know what's wrong,"
he said. "I've connected up everything just

the way it says in the instructions. All the

parts seem to be here I don't know where
I'd connect any more if I had them."

He glared at the silent cabinet as if trying
to determine what kind of punishment to ad-

minister to it. But he realized, on this very
first evening of his radio experience, that a

receiving set can't be disciplined like a child.

It's a lot wiser than you are: you can't bluff it.

Punishment only makes it more stubborn and

unmanageable. Junk! New, shiny junk,
with excelsior-particles still clinging to it.

The big receiving set sat on a table in the

corner as if it were a god upon a pedestal, with

cartons, wrapping paper, and excelsior spread
about on the floor, like offerings.

"
Well, I '11 go over it with the diagram again,

and see if I can find the trouble. If not, I

guess we're out of luck to-night."
"It will be a disappointment for those

friends of yours who are coming," said Grand-
ma Muscadier.

"Who, the Mabies? That's not half of it.

I saw James Grunt at lunch to-day and got

talking about the new set, and sort of had

to ask him to stop in, too."

"Oh Brainley! You didn't!" This from
his wife.

"Sorry but I did."

"Oh dear! he's so so impatient and sort

of superior."

"Well, perhaps he won't know anything
about radio."

"I'm sure he won't."

Mrs. Nutmeg said they shouldn't have
asked anyone to come, the very first evening.
"The very first fifty, you mean," replied

Brainley, with his head in the receiving cab-

inet.

At this point, the doorbell rang, and Junior
bounced out into the hall to let in the two
Mabies and Mr. Grunt.

"Hello, Nutmegs!" came Jack Mabie's

hearty voice. "Well, Brainley, they tell me
there's music in the air."

"
I guess there is," replied Brainley, with an

effort to be cheery. "So far I haven't been

able to draw any of it out.

"Jean and I expect to get one like it if it

seems to be a good one."

"I advise you to wait."

"But it's an expensive critter, with those

four lights and a big horn and batteries and
all that. It must be good."
"Good as the day it was born no more, no

less."

With this off his chest, Brainley felt better,

and greeted Mr. Grunt with a perverse, almost

savage gaiety.

The talk was, of course, on radio. For the

first five minutes every one was so busy giving
each other their ideas and secondhand ex-

periences that it didn't matter whether the

new apparatus was working or not. Mr.

Grunt, a slightly bald little bachelor with a

'cock-sure manner, sat himself down next to

Mr. and Mrs. Muscadier.

I

THINK it's awfully nice looking," Mrs.

Mabie was saying to her husband and the

Nutmegs, as they stood gazing at the set.

"See how nicely the cabinet is made. Jack,
we must have a mahogany one like this.

How well it blends with the other furniture in

the room."
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"Yes, in harmonious silence like the book-

case, apparently," observed Jack. "I wish 1

could help you out, Brainley, but I don't

know the first thing about this radio game."
"As if/ did."

"Well you at least have the advantage of

having read the directions."

"Call that an advantage, do you? Wait

till you've read 'em!"

"Wait'll I take off my coat and roll up my
sleeves, too. We might as well both look like

electricians, anyway."
Then Brainley handed him the little sheet

labeled:
"
Instructions: Assembly and Opera-

tion."

"What'll we do first blow 'Assembly'?"
said Jack, briskly.

"Yes. You begin at the top and read out

loud what it says; I'll accompany you on this

double-barreled steam-calliope."

Brainley picked up his screw-driver and

pliers, and the two men bent over the set like

surgeons over an appendicitis case.

It was Mr. Grunt who made things uncom-

fortable, a few minutes later, by remarking:

"Well, Brainley, how about a little con-

cert?"

And to make things worse, Junior called

downstairs from his room that he was getting
the local station "swell" on his crystal set.

"
It's easy to see where the electrical genius

lies in this family," observed Mr. Grunt.

"I'm going up to see Junior's machine."

He went; and although it relieved Brainley

considerably, it didn't put voice into his

newly acquired receiver.
"

I give it up," he said finally. "We'll have

to get somebody from the radio store to come
round to-morrow."

WE MIGHT call up the Flashes next

door, "suggested Mrs. Nutmeg.
"Mrs. Flash told me yesterday that

they've had a radio for three months
and it works like a charm. Perhaps
her husband could tell us what is

the matter. She said he knows all

about radio."

"All about it like Mr. Grunt?"
murmured Brainley. "I think one

expert like that is enough in the

house at one time."

"Still," said Jack Mabie, "if this

Flash fellow has had a set working
like a charm for three months, he

might be able to make this one

work like something,
'

for three

Mrs. Muscadier called to Mrs. Nutmeg:
"
I'm afraid your father and I shall have to go,

my dear. Perhaps we shall be able to hear it

another night."

Brainley was filled with chagrin. Poor

parents-in-law! They had sat there listening
to James Grunt's half-baked opinions, waiting
for the new apparatus to speak, all without

complaint or meddlesome suggestion. He
hastened to apologize. If they could wait just
a few minutes longer, he'd get Mr. Flash right

over, and maybe he'd find some simple thing

wrong which could be remedied in a minute.

He'd call him right up.
The Muscadiers decided that they'd wait

a bit, then, and see.

Over the telephone, Brainley described to

Mr. Flash the symptoms of the sick receiver.

They knew each other only by sight, but

Brainley's flattering request for aid, and Mr.

Flash's obliging response that he'd be right

over, seemed to unite them immediately by
the bonds of friendship. When the doorbell

rang a minute later, Brainley and his wife both

went out into the hall to greet their neighbor,
with a welcome that was almost shouted.

"Come rigbi in!" said Mrs. Nutmeg, heart-

ily. She introduced him as "Mr. Flash a

real radio expert."
That was an unfortunate introduction to

live up to, and it rather knocked the pins from

under Mr. Flash they would expect him to

make a few passes in the air and produce mu-
sic. He was an earnest little man of about

thirty-five, who seemed to make up in his

pathetic eagerness to please what he lacked in

a sense of humor\ His only electrical exper-
ience before he bought his own set, had been

the repairing on an occasional bell circuit.

Once, when he had spent half of a Saturday
afternoon under his dining-room table and in

minutes." "IT SEEMED TO BE ALL SET, BUT NO RECEIVING
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the pantry, trying to determine why the

buzzer wouldn't work, and had finally thought
of exchanging the old dry cells for new ones,

and had done it with amazing and complete
success his wife and some of her women
friends had marveled, and had called him

"awfully clever at that kind of thing." And
when he had done a similar trick with his radio

set, and even remedied a couple of more serious

ills such as replacing a burnt-out tube, he be-

gan to believe they were right. At any rate,

the Nutmegs and their guests would think he

was "awfully clever at that kind of thing"
unless he proved himself otherwise; and he saw

no reason to hasten a show-down. Besides,

he had plenty of confidence that he could do

the job. It wasn't as if he didn't know a

rheostat from a loop antenna; he had picked

up a lot in three months. So he walked over

to the table and looked at the Nutmegs' re-

ceiver. It wasn't at all like his: it had twice

as many tubes and half again as many dials.

However, most sets are essentially the

same. He looked at Brainley and Jack in

their shirt-sleeves. "May I?" he asked of

Mrs. Nutmeg.
"Oh, of course! Here, let me take your

coat."

Off came Mr. Flash's coat and up went his

sleeves. Then he planted himself in front of

the set with Brainley on one side of him and

Jack Mabie on the other, and the others giving
him their undivided and confident attention

in the background.

WE MIGHT as well begin at the beginning
and go right through," he said briskly,

for once in his life feeling the thrill of being
master of a situation. "Antenna's all right,

I suppose? Well insulated? Not touching
the side of the house? Between 75 and 150
feet long? Hmm!" He looked at the knife

switch on the window-sill, to which Brainley
had dutifully connected the lead-in and

ground, as per directions. "That seems to

be as it should. Now the ground hmm!
radiator ground clamp. Tight? Yes.

Now the B battery."
Here was talent ! Everyone perked up con-

siderably, filled with admiration and with re-

newed hope of having some music after all.

Mr. Flash had the air of a doctor who says:

"Pulse, normal; temperature, normal. . . ."

"Have you a B-battery voltmeter?"

Brainley was sorry to say that he didn't

know what one looked like.

"Well, never mind; they're new batteries,

aren't they?"

"Yes. Brand new."

"Hmm! A-battery? Newly charged?"
"I think so. It came from the store with

the rest of the stuff."

The radio expert twirled a nut off one of the

A-battery binding posts in the rear of the set,

losing the nut on the floor. He touched the

end of the wire to the other post of the battery.

Spat! Spat! All kinds of fireworks. "Juice
there," he said calmly. His audience looked

on in rapture.
"Are you sure the polarity's right?"
"The what?"
Mr. Flash descended to a term more in-

telligible to the uninitiated. "Are you sure

that the wire going to the plus A on the set

is attached to the positive, and not the nega-
tive side of the battery?"

"
I think so. The directions said the posi-

tive dingus generally had a swipe of red paint
on it."

"Sometimes the battery people make a

mistake," said Mr. Flash, indulging in this

flight of fancy so as to pave the way for a

spectacular effect that suddenly occurred to

him. "Now if we only had a potato a raw

potato we could easily tell."

"A raw potato?"
Mr. Flash seemed to be rapidly becoming

inebriated with the wine of rapt attention that

everyone was giving him. "Yes. You put
the terminals into it, and a black ring appears
around the positive one."

Magic! Mrs. Nutmeg started out to the

kitchen to get a potato.
But Mr. Flash had spoken before he had

thought. He wasn't sure whether it was the

positive or the negative terminal which dis-

colored the potato.
"
Never mind !

"
he called.

"There's an easier way. We'll consider the

red positive, and if the set doesn't work that

way we'll reverse the connections."

All the others, even Grandma Muscadier,
looked disappointed that they weren't to be

shown what happens to the potato. Brainley
resolved to try the experiment himself, some-

time, when nobody was around.

NOW the vacuum tubes," went on the

monarch -of -all -he -surveyed. He wag-
gled the rheostats back and forth. "All four

of them light. Now for the connections."

Jack Mabie picked up the direction sheet

which had fallen to the floor, and offered it to

him. But he declined it, gently.
"

I think I

can trace out the wiring just as well without

it, thanks."

Extraordinary! The others looked at him
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"THE MORE THEY LOOKED, THE MORE THEIR WONDER GREW
THAT ONE SMALL HEAD COULD CARRY ALL HE KNEW"

with even increased admiration. Brainley

thought of the only two verses of poetry he

remembered out of all he had read in school:

The more they looked, the more their wonder grew,
That one small head could carry all he knew.

And so the examination progressed, until all

possibilities of bad or broken connections, and
other troubles, had been disposed of. But still

the set didn't speak a word. They reversed

the A-battery connection. Nothing doing.

They put it back the way it was. This was all

gradually becoming a bit tiresome. The
audience was not quite so breathless with in-

terest, their eyes weren't glued quite so tightly
as at first, upon the Last Straw.

"The trouble with a radio set," said Mr.

Flash, finally; "is that one little defect puts
the whole machine out of business."

"
I guess we'd better give it up for to-night,"

said Brainley.

Mr. Flash shook his head in bewilderment.

"It's beyond me," he confessed, in a tone that

implied it was probably beyond any one else,

too. "Everything's all ready: if we could only

put our finger on the trouble, we ought to get a

signal that could be heard out on the street."

MAYBE
the tubes don't make good con-

tacts in the sockets," suggested Junior,
who had appeared at one side of the table

from nowhere in particular.

Mr. Flash was the only one who bothered to

reply to this. "No, it can't be that," he said

gently.
But Junior was not to be squelched so easily.

"Well," he asserted stoutly, "maybe there's

a grid contact or a plate contact that's bent

so far down in the socket that it doesn't touch

the prong on the end of the tube. That was
what Joe Brown and I found was wrong with

his set, last week."

His father was impatient. "No no can't

you see they all light?"
"
They would anyway, if the filament prongs

made contact."

A strained silence followed this announce-

ment. Would they or wouldn't they? Brain-

ley didn't know. Mr. Flash hurriedly said,

with the air of one who is being polite to the

child of the house:

"Well, we can soon see whether the tube

contacts are at fault."

Action again! He took out all the tubes

and fished around in the first socket with the

tip of the screw-driver. There was a sputter,
and he jerked his hand out as if a bee had

stung it.

"What's that? What's the matter?" asked

Brainley.

"Juice from the A battery," replied Mr.

Flash, as calmly as he could. And he undid

one of the connections at the A battery.
"I can't get under these contacts with a
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BECAUSE
ROOM

. MR. GRUNT IS SITTING UP IN MY
LISTENING TO THE PRIZE FIGHT"

screw-driver. I wonder if I could have a

hair-pin?"
Mrs. Mabie said she hadn't been able to

offer any advice, but that she could at least

supply the hair-pin. She did, and Mr. Flash

began hooking it under each one of the prongs,

bending it up a little way.
"First a potato, now a hair-pin," murmured

Mrs. Nutmeg to Mrs. Mabie. "They'll be

asking us for a china egg next."

After a while, Mr. Flash gave back the hair-

pin, somewhat the worse for wear, and replaced
the tubes.

"Funny," said Brainley, leaning wearily
over the cabinet. "Now the tubes don't even

light. I thought we had been holding our

own at least, but it seems as if we're going
backwards."

"No, you forget the A-battery connection,"

said Mr. Flash, remembering it himself just

in time to make the remark. Brainley bent

down, attached the A-battery wire and a

blast of music filled the room! It was some
woman singing.

"There it is!"

"Oh, good!"
"Good for you, Mr. Flash!" cried the

women, coming up from the background to

join the group round the set.

"Hooray!" yelled Junior.

Brainley was all smiles. "Now to tune it

in just a bit better," he said. He stepped
round more in front of the set, pushing Junior
out of the way. In a few seconds the singer's

voice was coming in as clear as could be.

Junior seemed to be somewhat disheartened

at the treatment he had received, .but Jack
Mabie clapped him on the shoulder and gave
him a sly wink that sent his spirits soaring

again.
Then everybody sat down and listened to

the singing. At the end of the piece, the an-

nouncer gave his call letters. It was a place
some distance away. "What do you know
about that? 150 miles right off the bat,"

exclaimed Brainlcy. They sat still and lis-

tened to the next selection. And the next.

Marvelous thing, the radio! However, that

woman hadn't much of a voice. . . .

Mrs. Mabie was scanning the evening paper.
She didn't yet know how to turn directly to

the page where the radio programs are, but she

finally found them.

"You know there's a prize fight on to-
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night. Why, it's being broadcast by the

station right in the city!"

"Yes, it's Kid McDuggin versus Bullethead

Jones . . ." began Junior; but he was in-

terrupted by cries of "Oh, do let's try and get

it!" "That will be a lot better than the

woman singing!" etc., from the others.

Mr. Flash and Brainley rose to the occasion,

tuned out the i5O-mile woman, and searched

for the local station. But they didn't seem to

strike the right combination, even with Mr.

Flash turning the dials at the right of the

panel while Brainley turned those at the

left. They did get all kinds of shrieks and

groans, however; at which Mrs. Nutmeg
put her hands over her ears and said:

"Brainley! For mercy sakes stop those aw-

ful noises!"

Brainley stopped, and let Mr. Flash have

all the knobs to himself. Soon a man's voice

was heard, faintly.

"Bring him in! Bring him in!" called the

others excitedly, as if advising an angler how
to play a fish.

Mr. Flash brought him in. It was the an-
nouncer at the same i5O-mile station, declar-

ing that Miss Spairus was done for the evening.
"My goodness!" exclaimed Mrs. Nutmeg.

"Junior, it's eleven o'clock. You ought to

have been in bed long ago. Say good night to

everyone, dear, and run along up. You can
listen to the radio any night, now that it is

working."
"But I can't go to bed yet", said Junior,

earnestly.

"You can't? Why not?"
"
Because Mr. Grunt is up there sitting on

my bed, listening to the prize fight."

WHAT A FIVE
THOUSAND WATT
BROADCASTING
STATION LOOKS

LIKE

From the unromantic
side. The operator
is shown behind the

apparatus panel of

the new WLW station

at Harrison, Ohio,
about twentyrfive
miles from Cincinnati
where the studio is

located. Operators
in the Cincinnati
studio control the
station which is

located far enough
outside the city
limits so that the

powerful waves of

the station will not
mar the reception of

the local enthusiasts



Progressive Experiment with the

Roberts Circuit
BY KEITH HENNEY

'"THIS well-written and extremely enlightening article by Mr. Henney is distinctly not a
* construction article. The author is a new member of the technical staff of RADIO BROAD-

CAST and has made one of his subjects for experiment in our laboratory, the Roberts circuit.

We feel that there is room for a great deal of legitimate and productive experiment with this

circuit, which has, as great numbers of radio folk will tell you, very large possibilities. Here

Mr. Henney has carefully outlined the technical basis for his suggested experiments and shown

why the changes he thinks desirable can be made. Those who have not yet built a Roberts

Knockout receiver can do so and make the alterations recommended and those who already
have one of them operating will unquestionably be interested in this line of technical thought.
The author would be interested to hear from readers who follow in some of the paths here

suggested. THE EDITOR.

TO
THOSE who enjoy radio for what it

brings from the outer world, the

"Knockout" series of receivers em-

ploying the Roberts circuit has much
to offer. These may be built according to

predetermined dimensions and specifications

with the certainty that each one will work, or

can be made to work. Building a receiver

from the various articles about the Roberts

circuit is like, let us say, making a cake ac-

cording to an old established recipe.

On the other hand, there are many inquisi-

tive mortals who enjoy radio per se, who like to

build, and raze, and then rebuild. For these,

FIG. I

The antenna-radio frequency amplifier circuit. The
four variable elements in this circuit, the antenna
coil, P, the secondary coil, S, the coupling, M, be-
tween these coils, and the secondary condenser C,
are intimately connected with the operation of the

receiver

the Roberts circuit has many avenues along
which one might find something new.

The several Knockout receivers have been

thoroughly described in RADIO BROADCAST
and it is not for those who enjoy the completed
receiver that this article is written. Rather,
it is for those adventurous souls who would
like to disprove the statement that there is

nothing new under the sun.

Now to experiment efficiently is to experi-
ment with some definite object in view; it is

not to tear into the midst of things in the vain

hope that somewhere along the line of destruc-

tion something interesting may turn up. One

might forgive a surgeon who advised the re-

moval of tonsils when one had a sore throat,

but if he stumbled around and wanted to carve

an appendix or the left middle finger for the

same cause, it would be another matter.

The anatomy of the Roberts circuit should

be well understood before the actual business

of dissection and remodeling is begun. In

general, the various sets of the Roberts Knock-
out series and the circuit upon which they
are built is but one of several types of com-
bined radio-frequency amplifiers and regener-
ative detectors. The Cutting and Washington
Teledyne was one of the first commercial

examples of this efficient combination. The

High Mu receiver described by G. H. Brown-

ing in RADIO BROADCAST for December,

1924, was another method of doing about the

same thing. All of these combine two promi-
nent patented ideas, that of regeneration
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FIG. 2

The series condenser method of connecting the an-

tenna to the amplifier. Once the proper place to

tap the coil and the size of the condenser are found,

the tuning will be practically independent of the

antenna and will be very sharp

and that of neutralization of capacity feed-

back between the circuits.

The only excuse for these suggested experi-

ments with the Knockout Roberts circuit is

to make it better if possible. There are two

points of attack: the amplifier and the de-

tector. Tuning may be made sharper and

signals may be made stronger. Both of these

are worthy improvements. Another improve-
ment would be a simplification of the tuning;

the elimination of the taps and the antenna

coil.

THE RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

DEC INN ING with the amplifier, then, letD Us see what it consists of and where we

might find a point of attack. Fig. i shows the

conventional arrangement of coils, condenser,

and tube. Evidently there are four variable

factors :

1 . Primary or antenna coil, P.

2. Coupling of primary and secondary coils, M.

3. Secondary or grid coil, S.

4. Secondary tuning condenser, C.

Now the size of the secondary coil and its

tuning condenser are intimately related to the

wavelengths to be received. We may increase

the number of turns on the coil and decrease

the number of plates on the condenser, or vice

versa. When we increase factor 3 (in the list

above), we must decrease factor 4. One has

the certainty, however, that better results will

always be obtained with the largest practical

coil and the smallest practical condenser.

The use of a small condenser is advisable be-

cause of the fact that a variable capacity has a

high resistance near the low end of its scale.

Any one of the orthodox fifteen or seventeen

plate condensers of the "low-loss" variety,

that is, a condenser of about .00035 micro-

farads capacity, will cover the broadcasting

wavelength range nicely provided the coil used

with it is made properly.
The size of wire and the method of winding

are variables also, but until more is known

definitely about the importance of these

variables it is safe to leave them out of con-

sideration. It has been demonstrated that it

is unwise to go to extremes in the matter of

size of wire, say larger than No. 18 or smaller

than No. 28. At the present time it seems

that any of the methods of winding are effec-

tive, say the single layer coil, the spider web
or the basket weave. The main thing is to see

that there are no short circuited turns, and to

avoid all forms of "stickem," except an oc-

casional dab of collodion.

The size of the antenna coil and its coupling
to the secondary control the sharpness of

tuning of this amplifier circuit, and to some

extent govern the strength of signals. If the

coil is too close or too large, the high resistance

of the antenna will be reflected into the grid

circuit and will make tuning broad. If the coils

are too far apart not enough voltage will be

impressed from the antenna circuit and signals

will not be as strong as they might be.

A solution to this matter seems to lie in an

arrangement attributed to the English circuit

wizard, Scott-Taggart. The method is illus-

trated in Fig. 2 and is quite simple. Instead

of using a distinct coil and feeding in the

voltage by electromagnetic coupling, the

voltage is introduced directly into the secon-

dary circuit by means of a small series con-

denser. One of the small vernier types,

external to the average condenser itself, will

FIG. 3

The series inductance method of tuning the antenna

circuit. For each wavelength there is a particular

tap and value of the secondary tuning condenser

that will give maximum volume and selectivity
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FIG. 4
The radio-frequency transformer. Here again are

four variables. Instead of an antenna coil as in

Fig. i three is a plate coil which serves the same

purpose that of transferring the voltage from one

part of the circuit to another. The coupling, M,
must be close if the longer wavelength stations are to

be heard

do very well, and if one wishes, a fixed con-

denser, say of .0001 mfd. may be used, and the

coil then tapped at two or three places.

The antenna-ground circuit in this case is

completed by attaching the ground to the

bottom of the coil. If too many turns are

included in this antenna circuit, tuning will be

broad, but with the proper juggling, a position
will be found where the tuning is practically

independent of antenna size, and the other

taps may be discarded.

Another method is shown in Fig. 3 but is

open to the objection that an additional tuning
control is necessary. The plate in Fig. 9
shows this arrangement. The antenna coil is

tapped but its adjustment is not critical.

For simplicity, the series condenser method
seems best. It eliminates one coil and the taps
of the Roberts Knockout receivers, and makes
the tuning of the amplifier sharper without de-

creasing the strength of signals. In fact,

separating the antenna from the grid circuit

by this isolating condenser tends to decrease

the resistance of this circuit so that stronger

signals frequently result.

THE RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

"TPACKLING the radio-frequency trans-
* former is like experimenting with dyna-

mite. Something is bound to happen, but
when or what are unknowns.

In this case the same variables exist. Fig. 4
shows the simplified diagram of this trans-

former.

Here again the size of the secondary coil and
its condenser are controlled by the wave-

lengths to be received, and the condenser
should not be larger than necessary. If the

two tuning condensers of the set are alike it is

always possible to adjust the number of turns

on the coils so that the dials will read alike

for any particular station.

The primary may vary from one turn to as

many as one wishes but with various results.

The usual commercial neutrodyne uses about
ten turns or less, which are scarcely enough
to get full gain out of the amplifier. Five-

tube sets which are not manufactured under
Hazeltine licenses use fewer turns on the

primary so that there is little danger of the

amplifier oscillating.

The effect of varying the ratio between the

primary and secondary turns is not so obvious
as it may seem. In low frequency circuits,

the voltage across the secondary of a trans-

former depends directly on the turn ratio, but
this is not the case in high frequency circuits.

Because of this there is no reason in trying for

a high "step-up" by cutting down the primary
and increasing the secondary turns.

Too few turns will not transfer enough
voltage from the plate circuit, especially at the

longer wavelengths. Too many turns distort

the amplifier characteristic so that the low

wavelength stations are slighted. And with-

out complicated laboratory equipment the

experimenter is not able to find the correct

ratio of turns except by cut and try. The
best ratio is the one that brings in stations

about the middle of the broadcasting range
loudest, say those around 360 meters.

In the Knockout spider web coils the primary
has 22 turns. In the High Mu receiver there

are 26 turns both being at least twice the

number on most commercial neutrodynes.
With many turns in the plate circuit of the

amplifier tube the tendency toward oscillation

is greater, and more care must be exercised

in arranging the apparatus to eliminate feed-

.001 Neutralizing Condenser

FIG. 5

A method of protecting tubes in case the neutraliz-

ing condenser becomes shorted. The additional
condenser may be of any size provided it is larger

> than the neutralizing capacity
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back. On the other hand, the amplifier with

20 turns in the plate circuit will perform better

as an amplifier once it is properly neutralized,

and the long wavelength stations will receive

their amplification.
The matter of coupling between the two

coils of the radio-frequency transformer is

important, and the inability of many receivers

to pick up the longer wave stations lies in

neglect of this important point. To get

maximum voltage transfer, maximum coupling
must exist between primary and secondary.
This coupling must be electromagnetic, and

electrostatic coupling must be reduced to a

minimum. The High Mu receiver already
mentioned employs an interesting method of

eliminating capacity coupling, and to some
extent the receiver illustrated here does the

same.

The primary is a typical Knockout affair

two wires simultaneously wound into a com-

pact coil. It has recently been found that

greater ease in neutralizing will be obtained if

the two wires are twisted together before wind-

ing. This may be done by placing two ends

of the wires in a vise or some other support and

twisting the wires together by means of a

small hand drill.

The secondary should be as close to the

primary as possible but without actual over-

lapping of wires, which has the effect of short-

ing several of the secondary turns with re-

sultant broadness of tuning. Loosening the

coupling between the coils is often useful in

eliminating unwanted signals, but to get maxi-
mum voltage from the amplifier to the detector

the two windings would be close together.

Fig. 10 shows one method of making the

coupling variable.

NEUTRALIZING METHODS

"T*HE neutralizing condenser must be some-
1 what larger than the ordinary and care

must be taken that it does not "short" for that

would place the B battery voltage across the

filaments. One method of preventing loss of

tubes from this cause is shown in Fig. 5. A
large condenser, say .001 mfd., is placed in

series with the neutralizing condenser.

Since the Knockout is a reflex arrangement,
the usual method of balancing out the capacity
feed back with the amplifier tube unlighted is

impossible. One method is to listen with the

phones in the amplifier as usual and to tune the

two circuits to the same wavelength. If the

amplifier is any good at all it will oscillate, a

phenomenon that is easily recognized. Then
the neutralizing condenser may be adjusted
until oscillations cease. It will be found that

the adjustment is somewhat critical and in-

creasing the capacity beyond the required

point will cause the amplifier to oscillate

FIG. 6
A photograph of a convenient neutralizing condenser which may be adjusted as the photograph
shows, so that the operator's hand does not come near enough to cause bad capacity effects
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FIG. 7
A stunt for the "DX" seeker. The sizes of the coils that convey
some voltage from the antenna directly to the detector and the coup-

ling to their respective circuits must be determined by experiment.

Interesting results have been obtained in preliminary trials of this

scheme

again which results in effect, in a miniature

Hartley circuit. In this method the tickler

should be shorted, or at least turned to mini-

mum coupling with the secondary so that the

detector circuit does not oscillate.

Another method is actually to make the

detector oscillate, and to tune to some carrier

wave. Then the neutralizing condenser may
be adjusted until the carrier wave does not

change in pitch when the amplifier tuning con-

denser is varied.

A particularly useful neutral-

izing condenser is shown in Fig.

6. This may be adjusted with

a stick whittled into the shape
of a screw driver, eliminating the

bad capacity effect of bringing
the hand near the condenser

itself.

THE SECONDARY WINDING

THE secondary winding
should always be as large

as possible with the condenser

that is used. For the experi-

menter who winds his owri coils,

the correct number may be

found by putting on too many
to begin with. Then the longest

wavelength station that is to be

received is tuned in, and the coil

reduced in size, one turn at a time

until the station is tuned near

the top of the condenser scale.

The end of the winding near the primary

goes to the filament and the other to the grid.

With some tubes it is better to connect the coil

to the negative filament lead instead of the more
usual connection to the positive. The proper

polarity may best be determined by experiment.

A SUGGESTION WITH POSSIBILITIES

FOR.
the dyed-in-the-wool experimenter, a

new scheme has been suggested for

boosting signal strength. Fig. 7 illustrates

FIG.

The complete Roberts circuit. If condensers of other capacity than the .00035 mfd. shown here are used,

corresponding changes will have to be made in the secondary coils. The fixed condenser across the phones
in the amplifier should be about .001 mfd. and that across the secondary of the reflexed transformer as small

as possible
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this stunt in symbolic manner. A few turns

from the antenna are placed near the primary
of the radio frequency coil, with the object of

feeding some of the antenna voltage directly

into the detector circuit. In preliminary

experiments on this modification in the RADIO
BROADCAST Laboratory, some interesting re-

sults were obtained, but definite information

as to the proper number of turns and coupling
is not yet ready.

BY-PASS CONDENSERS

IN
ALL reflex circuits the by-pass condensers

are important items. Across the primary
of the audio frequency transformer is a con-

denser to pass the radio frequencies around

this high impedance coil. Unless this con-

denser is large enough, the detector circuit will

not oscillate. On the other hand the con-

denser must not be too large or some of the

high audio frequencies, say those of the piccolo
or higher violin harmonics, will not be heard.

This statement applies to all condensers that

are used around audio-frequency transformers.

The muffled tones that are often heard are

due to oversize condensers.

The condenser across the secondary as

shown in Fig. 8 should be as small as possible,
for a small capacity here has the same effect

as a large one across the primary. The experi-
menter should begin with the smallest con-

denser available, as say, .0001 mfd. and in-

crease its value slowly until full gain is secured

from the amplifier.

Another scheme that may be used is to use

a grid leak across the secondary instead of a

condenser. Its value is best determined by trial.

OTHER VARIABLE ELEMENTS IN THIS CIRCUIT

THE photograph in Fig. 9 shows the use of a

variable grid leak The Fil-Ko-Leak that

is very useful. This has any value up to and

including 6 megohms, a range that is practical
for any of the tubes now obtainable. For some
tubes the value is quite critical and the simplic-

ity of obtaining the required resistance appeals
at once to the experimenter and the one who
wants to adjust his receiver to the top notch

of efficiency, and to leave it there.

In the original Roberts Knockout receiver,

a voltage of 45 was recommended for the

detector, a value which gives the maximum
signal strength with average tubes. Tubes,

however, are not all alike would that they
were! and what is sauce for the goose
is not always sauce for the gander. Too much
B battery on the detector makes the tickler

function irregularly and the detector too

difficult to control. Too little B battery and
the detector circuit refuses to oscillate at all.

The correct value may lie anywhere between

i6| volts to above 45. The only approved
method of discovering that elusive value is by
experiment.

Connecting the negative B battery lead to

the negative A battery gives a reduction of

approximately 6 volts (with storage battery

tubes) in the voltage to the detector, and is

one method of adjusting this variable.

The photograph in Fig. 9 shows a set in

which all the variables are present. The
antenna coupling to the amplifier, the primary
and secondary of the radio frequency trans-

former, the grid leak of the detector, the

FIG. 9
A photograph of a receiver that is a veritable experimenter's paradise everything is variable. The method
of changing the coupling between the antenna coil and the amplifier as well as the series inductance method
of tuning the antenna circuit is shown here. A variable grid leak may be seen near the binding posts. In
this case the value was 2 megohms. The variable resistance was calibrated and was remarkably accurate for

an instrument of its small size
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FIG. 10

The variable coupling between the primary and secondary of the antenna coupling coil is interesting to

the experimenter. For selectivity the coupling should be loose, but when longer wavelength stations are

received the two coils should be as close together as possible

neutralizing condenser all are variable, a

rather complicated state of affairs but one in

which the experimentally inclined may be sure

of getting the maximum results at all times.

There is another variable factor that has

been discussed in recent radio articles, and
that is the effect B battery voltage has on the

radio frequency amplifier. The point has been

raised that there is no use in placing full 90
volts on the tube of this amplifier, since there

is no necessity for power amplification here

but only for voltage step-up. The idea is

that with decreased plate voltage, the current

drain from the B batteries would be corres-

pondingly decreased, which tends toward

greater economy.

Unfortunately another point enters here

that the uninitiated does not seem to know.

We refer to vacuum tube operation and the

mathematics of radio-frequency amplifiers.

The facts are these: The voltage amplification

produced by this tube depends inversely upon
the plate impedance of the tube. The im-

pedance in turn depends inversely upon the

plate voltage.
In other words, the greater the plate voltage,

the lower the plate impedance, and the greater

will be the amplification. The drain from the

B batteries may be kept down to the proper
limits by the judicious use of C batteries.

The fact that the Roberts Knockout is a reflex

circuit in which audio frequency currents are

also flowing in the plate circuit of the first

tube makes even more important the matter

of proper B and C voltages on this tube.

It is a distinct advantage in the Knockout
receiver to use as high plate voltages as possible
and at the same time to keep down the B

battery drain by means of C batteries. Ninety
volts is none too much to use on the amplifiers,

even 125 may be used provided the proper care

is taken. As much C battery as possible
should be employed consistent with good
quality and good volume. It will be found that

the C battery is very important, better signals

always being secured when this voltage is

correctly adjusted.
Standard apparatus was used throughout

this receiver. The first transformer is a

General Radio No. 285 and the second, a

No. 65A Federal. The condensers are Gard-
ner and Hepburn. The coils are "Supercoils"
made by the Perfection Radio Manufacturing
Company.
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Should Broadcasters Serve Local or Distant Listeners?

ONE
of our readers, Mr. A. R. Coch-

ran of Chester, Pennsylvania,

complains of the difficulty encoun-

tered by distance hunters when

they come across a station which does not

announce its call letters at frequent intervals.

The receiver being painstakingly tuned to the

distant signal, the listener waits breathlessly
for the end of a number, only to have the

music start again without any announcement
to give him the information he seeks. In DX
fishing, the listener's time is limited: he cannot

linger too long on any one wavelength if he is

to grind out an imposing aggregate mileage
to brag about on the 7.32 the next morning.

Furthermore, he runs the risk of fidgeting

through a number of selections, and then los-

ing the announcement if the transmitting
station happens to be down in a trough at

that moment, and the signal drops below

the omnipresent background of squeals,

static, and induction. At bottom, the listener-

for-distance is a person who gambles on fluc-

tuations of signal strength against noise and
the noise is always present if one amplifies

enough. Naturally, therefore, this class of

listener feels aggrieved when the broadcaster

does not cooperate with him by frequent
emission of his call

letters. He wants
more. As every user

of the telephone
knows, some of the

letters of the alpha-

bet, like C, B, and D,

are easily confused.

The vowel component
is the same in each

case, and the conson-

ant is apt to be lost

in the shuffle. Mr.

Cochran accordingly
revives the proposal
to assign names to the

letters, a procedure which has found successful

application in various methods of code signal-

ling. "WGY" would be announced as "Watch
George Yoke." "Watch Boy Able Pup," it is

pointed out, could not be confused with

"Watch Pup Able Boy," -as readily as WBAP
may be read for WPAB.

This is all very logical, but immediately the

question arises: Is it the purpose of a broad-

casting station merely to distribute its call

letters far and wide, or is it its object to give a

program service, and if both these demands
must be met simultaneously, to what extent

shall one be subordinated to the other? As
soon as we look at the question from this

angle, the existence of two opposing bodies of

opinion becomes apparent. One school looks

at broadcasting as a game or competition in

which one tries to beat out the elements and
one's fellow listeners. The other party looks

at broadcasting as a source of entertainment

and instruction. It is my opinion that the

future belongs to the party of the second part

However, let us proceed to a discussion of the

question from both sides.

What does the DX hound get out of his

hobby? First, the thrill of. annihilating dis-

tance, in a certain sense. There is a kind of

Olympian triumph in

listening to sounds

coming from the other

side of the continent.

Secondly, there is the

zest of competition.
Not everyone can get
distant stations.
Here we have the I-

can -take-any-hill-on-

high psychology. In

early youth, it's "My
big brother can lick

your big brother."

But it is quite human
at any age, and not

,-, ... i . .

lor rev,d.io dlstc\J\ce
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everyone can shoot tigers in India, or climb

Mt. McKinley, or explore the polar regions.

Such epic feats require space and -money,

and who will begrudge the denizens of city

apartment houses, possessing none too much
of either, getting what throb they can out

of their radio sets? Thirdly, if one builds

one's own set, or studies the operation of re-

ceivers, whether factory- or home-made, there

is an element of technological education.

There may be other factors besides these three

and their corollaries, but I believe that most

of the impulses behind the DX game may be

classified as above.

To a disinterested witness, DX fishing

seems about the same sort of thing as the feat

of a graduate student at Columbia in writing

six hundred words on the back of a postage

stamp. It wasn't useful. It wasn't salubri-

ous. It didn't make old Henry Barnard lean

over the ramparts of heaven to applaud the

scholarly achievement of this student of his

university. The words that were written

may have been worth reading, but one would

go to a book to read them, not to a postage

stamp. All one can say for the feat is that it

amused that particular young man, that it

quickened the sense of living in him. That is

about all that one can say about DX reception.

Perhaps that is a good deal. At the worst,

De gustibus non est disputandum, or, in other

words, Let everyone go to Ahem in

his own way.
That is all there is to be said from a personal

standpoint, but something may be said in the

interest of the program directors. I am an

engineer, not a program man, but I know

enough of the problems of these harassed

pioneers, whose work will probably be ap-

preciated at its worth when they are dead, to

give what I am sure would be their reaction to

the proposal to use code words in place of let-

ters. The letters themselves have no program
value, but at least they are meaningless and

innocuous. In the show business and broad-

casting is a branch of the show business, let it

never be forgotten it is only a short step

from the sublime to the ridiculous. Nor does

one like to risk annoying the audience by any

conspicuous repetition of the commonplace.
"Watch George Yoke," dinned too often into

the ears of the Schenectady populace, might
cause distressing reactions. It would not be

a very fitting termination for the "Marche
Slav." It would not be a romantic interlude

between dances with a beautiful girl. If I

had anything to do with running off WGY'S

program I should boggle at "Watch George

Yoke," and take my chances with the wrath
of the listeners in Lower California.

Is it at all certain that call letters or arbi-

trary designations will continue to be used for

identification of broadcasting stations? Are
not these symbols a vestigial left-over from

the purely telegraph days of radio? Would
one assign call letters to the Odeon of Paris,

or to Covent Gardens, or to the Metropolitan

Opera? The day will come when broadcast-

ing stations some of them, at any rate will

be on this artistic level, and, as a matter of

course, their programs will be heard all over

the world. Then where will be the thrill of

hearing distant stations? When everyone
can do it, there will be no fun in it. There

will be no more use for call letters when radio

arrives at that stage than there would be for

tree-blaze's in a city park.

Furthermore, the urge to hear and be heard

over thousands of miles leads to a frame of

mind at least indirectly opposed to sound pro-

gram considerations. As this article is writ-

ten, a St. Louis station announces that on a

certain day it is going to broadcast contimj-

ously for eighteen hours, in the expectation of

being heard all over the world. Have they
made certain that they are going to have

something to say which should be heard all

over the world? Eighteen hours is a long
stretch. How much of the eighteen-hour

output is going to be worth hearing? Would
it not be just as well to have an automatic

machine sending, "The quick brown fox

jumped over the lazy dog," and signing the

call letters every four seconds? Best of all,

why not go the whole hog, simply repeat the

call letters interminably, and let it go at that?

In building up this reductio ad absurdum, and

.in presenting the various aspects of this ques-

tion as they appear to me, I have no desire to

be dogmatic. I do not assume the powers of

an arbiter for 5OO-odd broadcasters and

heaven knows how many million listeners.

Has anyone else something to contribute to

the symposium?

How Many Radio Receivers Are

There?

UNDER
the direction of Borough

President Connolly, a radio canvass

was recently made in Queens, New
York City, and a total of 34,994 receiving sets

was found. Queens has a population of

470,000. Assuming that the canvass was ac-

curately carried out, it would appear that in

this locality there is one radio set to about 13.5
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of population. With this figure as a starting

point some approximations may be made as

to the actual number of radio receivers in use

in the United States.

Queens is a part of New York City, but,

next to Richmond, it is the most sparsely

settled of the five boroughs. The density of

population is about 4,343 to the square mile.

Richmond has 2,050 to the square mile; the

Bronx, 17,900; Kings, 28,500; New York

County (Manhattan) averages no less than

103,900 to the square mile. These figures

are from the 1920 census. The great varia-

tion in the degree of urbanization and the

density of population, even within the borders

of New York City, is quite apparent.
If we assume that the inhabitants of other

parts of New York City have gone in for

radio to the same extent as those of

Queens (one set to 13.5 persons), then, the

population of New York City being about

5,623,500, there must be some 420,000 re-

ceivers within the city limits say 450,000 to

allow for the increase in population since 1920.

Taking the population of the metropolitan dis-

trict, comprising New York City, Westchester

County in New York State, and most of seven

adjacent counties in New Jersey, as about

8,000,000, there must be some 600,000 sets in

this district.

On the basis of 100,000,000 as the popula-
tion of the United States, half of the popula-
tion being classified as urban, at the rate of one

set to 14 persons, this section of the citizenry

has absorbed some 3,500,000 receivers. In the

remaining rural portion probably the per-

centage of receivers to the population is not

over a quarter of the ratio disclosed in the

Queens census. This would amount to 900,000
sets in rural territory, or a total of 4,400,000
for the entire country. This figure agrees

fairly well with the conjectural totals of

3,500,000 to 5,000,000 receivers in the United

States which have been offered by various

estimators.

The writer is just enough of a statistician to

insist that his results are not accurate to bet-

ter than 25 per cent, high or low. Those who
are booming radio will add the 25 per cent, and
those very vocal gentlemen who insist that

radio is ruining the theater, the varnished pret-
zel industry, etc., have the privilege of sub-

tracting 25 per cent, if it will make them feel

better.

If a radio census could be carried out in

several rural counties a more accurate esti-

mate of the number of radio sets in the coun-

try would be possible. The weakness of the

above estimates lies in the fact that they are

based on a ratio obtained in one urban locality.

The average density of population in New
York State is only about 220 per mile, or

about one twentieth of the density in Queens.
In Nassau County on Long Island the figure
is 460 per mile, while in Hamilton County it

is 2.3 per mile, which is close to the figure of

i.o per square mile taken as frontier popula-
tion in political economy. If reliable figures
on the number of radio sets in representative
counties like Erie, Ulster, and Suffolk could

be obtained, a reasonably accurate total for

New York State could be calculated, and this

might be adapted to other states.

"
Pioneer's" Static

THE
New York Herald-Tribune runs a

daily column of radio criticism, "Last

Night on the Radio," by "Pioneer."

Recently the first "Pioneer" departed, not, we
are happy to say, from the earth, but merely
from the lists of broadcasting comment, where
he had engaged in many a scuffle and knock-

down-drag-out fight. In making a respectful

bow to his successor, and wishing her all the

luck in the world in a profession where one

needs it, heaven knows, we must say a word
about Pioneer II 's use of the word "static."

In the issue of December 31, 1924, it was
stated that "the shrill wail of static intruded

upon speeches and songs." We have heard

static crash, bang, grind, click, and growl, but

never, in our hearing, has the monster wailed.

We thought immediately of oscillating re-

ceivers. On January 12, 1925, Pioneer spoke
of atmospheric disturbances which "sent

shrieks of static to mar the patient voices of

the singers." Finally, on January I5th it

became clear that to Pioneer "static" meant

any interference, artificial or natural, with

clear transmission, for she referred to a musi-

orve raxlio for every *3f crtrseivs
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cal feature "transmitted to that slight whist-

ling accompaniment of static which we have

noticed of late from ." Incidental com-

ments were "overwhelmed in the rush of

static noises." "This defect in transmission

is due," we were told, "to some malady of the

. . . microphone . . .

"Static," in orthodox engineering termino-

logy, is applied only to disturbances arising

from electrostatic charges accumulating on a

receiving antenna. "Strays" is the proper
name for other natural disturbances with re-

ception, generally originating in local or dis-

tant lightning. However, both static and

strays are. loosely grouped under the single

term "static." This word is never properly

applied to man-made disturbances. It was so

used in a series excellent articles in RADIO
BROADCAST on inductive disturbances by
Mr. A. F. Van Dyck, but purely as a fig-

ure of speech. "Heterodyning," "squeal-

ing," "howling," "induction," "line noise,"

"cross-talk," "crossfire," "oscillation,"

"commutator ripple," "tube hiss," are a few

of the names applied to various forms of

artificial disturbance. To the expert, every
little noise has a meaning of its own.

It is quite possible that technical radio

terminology will diverge from the popular

lingo much as in medicine and other fields.

The man in the street talks of his "breast-

bone," where the physician uses "sternum";
be speaks of an "ear-inflammation" where the

professional medical man refers to "acute

otitis media." As often as not the popular
term means the same as the more esoteric

technical expression; frequently, however, the

latter has the advantage in defmiteness and

accuracy. The technical nomenclature is valu-

able, in another respect, it enables the techni-

cian to feel superior to the layman, and to

write articles like this one.

the radio critics are Kere to stay

Molly and the Paint

OUR
estimable neighbor, Miss Mix, in

"The Listeners' Point of View" for

February, cites a WGY program in

which a waltz, "Take a Look at Molly," is

followed by a lecture on "The Metallography
of Paint," after which appears the fox trot,

"Jealous." Miss Mix then inquires whether

anyone but the compiler of this program
knows why a talk was put in such a place; she

suggests, furthermore, that the compiler
himself may not know.

In the course of our scientific investigations
we have on many occasions found it necessary
to inspect the lips, cheeks, and eyebrows of

beautiful girls at close range. None of them
was named Molly. All of them, if we may
set it down without betraying confidences,

enhanced their loveliness with various daubs
and pigments. May it not be that the WGY
program wrestler, looking at some Mary or

Minnie or Molly in the office, had his mind

driven, by an irresistible and logical associa-

tion of ideas, to the subject of paint?

More Data on the Differentiation of

Broadcasting Stations

THE
New York Times of January i5th

carries a news item stating that the

Paulist Fathers are installing a 500-
watt broadcasting station at their head-

quarters on 59th Street, the programs to

include concerts by the Paulist Choristers,

lectures by well-known Catholics, both clergy-

men and laymen, and instruction in the

principles of the Roman Catholic church. Of
course this is not the first broadcasting station

to be operated by a religious organization,

WQAO of the Calvary Baptist Church, and WBBR
of the People's Pulpit Association being local

predecessors in this field. The new station,

whose call letters are to be WPL, is perhaps the

first major broadcasting venture of the Catholic

church in this country: the evangelical creeds,

in general, have been less conservative.

Religious broadcasters are existing examples
of specialization in radio program material.

In the nature of the case they are limited to

serious music and discussions. Jazz and

humor have no place on their programs.
Their object is to edify, not to amuse. At

present practically all the New York stations,

even the distinctively jazzy Let's-go-boys

type, carry some sermonic or sacred material.

In time, perhaps, this class of broadcasting
will be taken over largely by specialists.
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An SOS Log

IN

OUR previous disquisition on the subject

of "Broadcasting and the sos" we made
the statement that the inland broadcasters,

under the present system, do not pay much
attention to sos calls on the high seas. We
now present in substantiation our log of Janu-

ary i, 1925, taken in New York City. We did

not listen on wavelengths below 450 meters.

The deleted entries represent radio telegraph
traffic which we are not at liberty to divulge.

12.30 A.M

12.32

12.33

12.42

12.44

12.45

12.47

12.49

12.50

12.56

12.58

12.59
1.00

I.OI

1.05

1.09

I.I I

1.14

1.19

1.30

January i, 1925.

QRT sos NAH New York broadcasters go
off air.

WHO Des Moines, Iowa, broadcasting.

522.3 meters.

wcx Detroit, Mich., 516 meters. Broad-

casting jazz
"
Follow the Swallow,"

etc.

woe Davenport, Iowa. "What'll I

Do?" and other dance numbers. 498
meters.

KYW Chicago, 535.4 meters. Someone

broadcasting request messages and

smart patter. Says it's 10 minutes to

12.

WCAE Pittsburgh. Dance music Silver-

town orchestra from New York by wire.

462 meters.

Chimes on about 500 meters. Appar-
ently Davenport. Then puts out

noise and general merriment in studio.

As above (i.oi) signs. Yes, it's woe.

wcx Detroit Free Press still on dance

music from Book-Cadillac Hotel.

woe on studio program.
Tenor, "Land of the Sky-Blue Water."

woe lets a
.
little wire

talk go out changing to field pick-up,
sos not yet clear. Off watch.

All above reception was on super-

heterodyne and loud speaker.

How Can Broadcast Operators Be

Trained?

AS
FAR as we know, there is no estab-

lished school for broadcast radio

operators in the United States.

Schools for telegraph operators, both wire and

radio, exist in sufficient number to meet the

demand. But if a young man wants to be-

tlve

come a technical broadcaster, his only chance
at the present time is to get into the employ of

some station and to learn the business there.

And, as the public becomes more critical and
the broadcasters more careful, that chance, at

least in the larger cities, is likely to become a

slim one.

The source of supply for broadcast opera-

tors, up to this time, has been largely from the

radio telegraph field, both commercial and
amateur. Sea-going operators who had be-

come tired of the briny deep got jobs on shore

running broadcasting stations. Some of them,
with a good ear for music and an interest in

acoustics, added to that part of the techno-

logical foundation which is the same for radio

telegraphy and telephony, turned out very
well. Others with less aptitude for the new
field got in and stayed in because the station

owners knew even less than they did. Still

others made blunders so egregious that they
were discharged and became garage me-
chanics or salesmen. The more talented

candidates likewise made blunders, of course,

but they did not make the same mistake twice.

Also, they had their troubles on the air at a

time when the public was less critical.

This fact is not appreciated by some marine

radio operators who turn their eyes toward

broadcasting. They do not realize that many
of the things which they know will have no

direct application in a broadcasting station,

that there are many problems in such a station

with which they have had no contact, and

that considerable adaptability and intelligence

may be required to close up the gaps. There

was a time it ended about a decade ago
when a radio man was a radio man, and knew,
or thought he knew, everything in the art.

He was ready to build or handle any type of

transmitter or receiver of any power. Nowa-

days, there are transmitter specialists and re-
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ceiver specialists, high power men, low power
men, and innumerable narrower divisions. A
radio man may be an expert in loud speakers,

or in super-heterodyne receivers, or in broad-

casting microphones. The body of knowledge
and technology which he shares in common
with all radio men is no longer all-important;

it is only the foundation of a structure of

specialized knowledge, and it is the latter

which has great economic importance. Broad-

casting is one of these divisions. To try to

get a job in a broadcasting station on the

strength of one's experience in marine radio

is somewh'at like approaching a Mason for

fraternal aid on the strength of the fact that

one is a member of the Elks.

A considerable number of technical broad-

casters have been recruited from the wire tele-

phone field. These men approached broad-

casting from a totally different direction than

the radio telegraph people. Broadcasting

may be summed up as radio plus acoustics.

The difference between a tube set used for

telegraphy and the same transmitter used for

telephony is one in modulation. Up to the

modulation circuits they are the same. In

fact, the same transmitter is sometimes used

for both purposes by the aid of change-over
switches with the proper circuits. The tele-

phone experts knew a good deal more about

the acoustical features than most of the radio

men. The latter were proficient in getting

their waves out on the air and in picking
them up, but they were familiar only with re-

latively simple forms of modulation. The
elaborate and exacting modes of impressing
the carrier with which they had to deal when

broadcasting became the vogue, made some

of them feel like brick-layers confronted by
a problem in interior decorating.
One possible source of supply for broad-

casting technicians, which has scarcely been

touched, is the phonograph recording labora-

tory. The phonograph interests have been

faced for many years by acoustic problems
similar to those now encountered by the

broadcasters, and some of the gramophone
recording experts would be an asset to many a

broadcasting station. Some really brilliant

broadcast performances have in fact been

turned out by the operators of a New York
station working together with phonograph

recording specialists in the latters' labora-

tories. For a number of reasons, however,
there has been little actual interchange of

workers between the two fields. The principal
reason is that in the case of the phonograph
man the first term in the equation, "radio plus

acoustics equals broadcasting," is missing,
and at the present time, employers in the

broadcasting field insist on the first and get
what they can in the second. A broadcast

technician is expected to know, first, how to

run a radio transmitter and the associated

amplifiers the business of tuning, getting
maximum radiation, standing a 6oo-meter

watch, oiling generators and grinding down

brushes, shooting trouble, and the like; in the

second category he must balance up orches-

tras, detect blasting and all forms of distor-

tion, and act, in short, as a musical critic

and adjuster. In time, perhaps, the two func-

tions may become differentiated. One class

of operator will tend to the machinery, while

the other class of technician will be concerned

solely with the music. There is already some

tendency in this direction in those stations

where the power plant is separated from the

studios and control room.

Judging by the inquiries received by a pro-

fessional broadcaster, many young men are

desirous of entering this new field, embracing
its romance, and enduring its agonies. For

such, a few words of advice may be of interest.

As to general temperament, one requires

calmness unmixed with over-confidence.

Calmness is essential because broadcasting is a

branch of the show business which places even

more reliance on machinery than does the

theater; it is at best a nervous game, and if

the players add to the tension by injecting an

excess of temperament at every opportunity,

explosions will be too violent and frequent for

the successful running of the station. At the

same time, on the technical end, a certain

controlled apprehensiveness is in order. One
must never trust the equipment; at times

when one is not on the air one must always be

looking for things that may go wrong when
the amperes are in the antenna and the multi-

tude is twirling its knobs. "Be not anxious

for the morrow, for the morrow will be anxious

for itself," is an injunction sadly inapplicable

to the broadcaster.

A high school education, or its equivalent
in general schooling, is essential. Broadcast-

ing is a business in which one meets many
highly cultivated and well-informed people.

Good diction, a vocabulary of decent size, and

polite deportment, are not qualities to sway
the stars from their courses, but they are very
useful in such a business as broadcasting:

therein, of course, broadcasting is not unique.
General radio experience, as has been said, is

necessary at the present time, and will prob-

ably always be eminently desirable. Ama-
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tcur experience is good, professional work is

better. A knowledge of physics and of ordi-

nary electrical practice is essential. Acoustics,

theoretical and practical, must be studied.

Alternating current theory is as important in

radio broadcasting as in wireless telegraphy.

The influence of inductance and capacitance

on currents of various audible frequencies is

one of the fundamental problems of broad-

casting. Telephone practice is of obvious

interest to the broadcaster, since all the

larger stations reach out for a considerable

part of their program material with wire lines.

While some excellent textbooks have been

written on the subject of wireless telephony, a

handbook on broadcasting remains a work for

the future. However, the subject has been

partly covered in its technical aspects by
various engineering papers, the study of which

forms a good preparation for actual work in the

field. This bibliography is as follows:

CASPER. Telephone Transformers (Section on

Frequency Requirements) Journal A.I. E. E.,

March, 1924. Page 197.

MARTIN and FLETCHER. High Quality Transmis-

sion and Reproduction of Speech and Music.

Journal A. I. E. E., March, 1924. Page 230.

JONES. The Nature of Language. Journal A. I.

E. E., April, 1924. Page 321.

HITCHCOCK. Applications of Long Distance Tele-

phony on the Pacific Coast. Journal A. I.

E. E., Dec., 1923. Page 1264.

OSBORNE. Telephone Transmission Over Long Dis-

tances. Journal A. I. E. E., Oct., 1923.

Page 1051.

JONES. Discussion on Thomas. A Diaphragmless

Microphone. Journal A. I. E. E., Sept., 1923,

Page 979.

ARNOLD and ESPENSCHIED. Transatlantic Radio

Telephony. Journal A. I. E. E., Aug., 1923.

Page 347.

GREEN and MAXFIELD. Public Address System.

Journal A. I. E. E., April, 1923. Page 347.

MARTIN and CLARK. Use of Public Address Sys-

tems with Telephone Lines. Journal A. I.

E. E., April, 1923. Page 359.

WEINBERGER. Broadcast Transmitting Stations of

the Radio Corporation of America. Proc.

I. R. E., Dec., 1924. Page 748.

tKe traiiviiu*

NELSON. Transmitting Equipment for Radio Tele-

phone Broadcasting. Proc. I. R. E., Oct., 1924.

Page 553.

LITTLE. KDKA, the Radio Telephone Broadcasting
Station of the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Proc. I. R. E., June, 1924. Page 255.

BAKER. Commercial Radio Tube Transmitters.

Proc. I. R. E., Dec., 1923. Page 60 1.

BAKER. Description of the General Electric Com-

pany's Broadcasting Station at Schenectady,
N. Y. Proc. I. R. E., Aug., 1923. Page 339.

NICHOLS and ESPENSCHIED. Radio Extension of

the Telephone System to Ships at Sea. Proc.

I. R. E., June, 1923. Page 193.

ESPENSCHIED. Applications to Radio of Wire Trans-

mission Engineering. Proc. I. R. E., Oct.,

1922. Page 344.

SABINE. Collected Papers on Acoustics. Harvard

University Press.

MILLER. The Science of Musical Sounds. Mac-
Millan.

Some valuable papers are also to be found

in the semi-technical periodicals, and the

above is by no means a complete summary of

the important literature. However, any

aspirant who digests all the information in

these articles is well on his way to becoming a

qualified technical broadcaster. It pains me,
in fact, to make public the observation that

there are many chief technicians and subor-

dinate operators of metropolitan broadcasting
stations who have not read them at all.

EACH
month, Mr. Dreher's articles will deal with important and

interesting phases of radio broadcasting, discussed particularly

from the point of view of the broadcaster. Some of the topics he

discusses are highly controversial, and readers who feel, either

through their official positions or general knowledge, that they have

something definite to contribute on these matters can communicate

with the author through RADIO BROADCAST.



SOME NOTES ON THE SECOND-HARMONIC SUPER

THE
many fans who are experimenting

with the second-harmonic super-

heterodyne receiver described by
Allan T. Hanscom in RADIO BROAD-

CAST for November, 1924, will be interested in

the further developments that more recent

experiments have

brought out.

Neutralization or

balancing of the first

tube is greatly facili-

tated by the use of a

small variable con-

denser, such as the

Chelton Midget, in-

stead of the fixed

capacity. This mini-

ature condenser has a

capacity of .000045

mfd., and is connected

at N in diagram Fig. i .

The difficulty with the common type of

neutralizing condenser is that the capacity is

not large enough for use in this circuit. Also,

by mounting the small variable condenser on

the panel, a certain amount of controlled re-

generation may be obtained which builds up
the signal strength remarkably on weak
stations.

Certain makes of loop antennas require
different values of neutralizing capacity, and

practically all loops are easily balanced by

slight variations of this condenser.

The operator will find that there is one

value of neutralizing capacity that will give

stability over the entire tuning range of the

set, with the single exception of when the os-

cillator is tuned to a frequency the same as

that of the loop. Since the range of the os-

In the R. B. Lab This Month

Some notes on the second-harmonic super-

heterodyne.

A radio power panel for the home con-

structor.

How to build and use a capacity bridge for

important laboratory testing.

The theory of resistance coupling in audio

frequency amplifiers and how to use the C
battery in such circuits.

cillator is from 400 to 1200 meters, and the

range of the loop from 200 to 600 meters, this

can only occur when the oscillator condenser

reads close to zero a combination that is

never effected during actual reception.
Because of the effect of the intermediate fre-

quency secondary
shunted across the

loop, a variable tun-

ing condenser which

has a capacity of

.0005 mfd. is scarcely

large enough to reach

the highest wave-

lengths. Some manu-
facturers' condensers

fall noticeably short

of their maximum rat-

ing. If experiment

proves that the re-

ceiver will not re-

spond to wavelengths such as that employed by
WEAF it will be necessary to add turns (one or

two) to the loop. Likewise, the oscillator con-

denser may exhibit similar evidences of too

low a capacity. ALLAN T. HANSCOM.

- A RADIO POWER PANEL

FIGURES
2 and 3 show an accessory

that will pay for itself many times over

wherever it is installed by the radio

enthusiast who "builds his own." Detailed

consideration will disclose many advantages
not apparent at first glance.
The radio fan who builds his own sets us-

ually finds it desirable to test new circuits or

parts from time to time, since he tries to keep
his receiver as modern and efficient as possible.
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LOOP

FIG. I

The loop circuit of the Second Harmonic Super-

heterodyne. "N" is the neutralizing condenser

Only too often, with A, B, and C batteries,

and their numerous leads, scattered all over

a table, or on the floor under or near the bench,

such testing periods not only become a strain

on the nerves of the operator, but are a source

of actual danger to batteries and tubes. The
constant tracing of wires and altering of con-

nections, to determine proper leads and cor-

rect voltage, proves quite an inconvenience,

while the accidental touching of wires often in-

jures batteries or burns out one or more tubes.

The price of one tube, even the cheapest bootleg

variety, will more than pay for the materials

used in constructing a power control panel.

Although the panel illustrated was installed

in the back of the phonograph which contains

the receiver and batteries used by the con-

structor who suggested this arrangement, it

would have proved equally useful mounted on
the top or side of an ordinary box which
would protect the batteries and connections.

Enclosing all batteries and labeling the ter-

minals make repeated tracing of connections

unnecessary. The labeled terminals, and
short flexible leads with lugs on each end,

which connect the panel to the receiver, greatly
reduce the possibility of accidental connec-

tions due to confusion or a wire slipping from

its terminal and falling against another ter-

minal. The triple-pole switch and the spring
brass piece at its left, acts as a double-pole

single-throw filament cut-off switch and a

single-pole double-throw antenna switch which

connects the antenna to the set when the

filaments are connected, and connects the an-

tenna direct to the ground wire when the

switch is opened just enough to break the

filament circuit. The switch arm and points

left of the triple-pole switch permits instant

regulation of C battery voltage from o to 6

volts. The center set of switch points effects

the regulation of amplifier plate voltage from

i to 8 batteries. (The extraordinary number
of taps permit the adding of extra B batteries

To Antenna

FIG. 2

Schematic connections of the radio power panel. Additional

taps for special voltages may be added in any of the circuits
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FIG. 3

This power control panel facilitates the testing of re-

ceivers and is a most useful addition to any laboratory

as the voltage drops off in use, while the alter-

nating "dead" points prevent a 22-volt

"short" every time the switch arm moves

from one battery terminal to the next.) The
nine screws just below the points permit the

convenient testing of individual batteries for

voltage or noise, and for "shorting out" any
defective B battery which may be removed

from the circuit at a later and more convenient

time. The set of points at the left permit
instant regulation of detector plate voltage
from 1 6 to 22 volts.

It will be noted that none of the circuits are

connected behind the panel, which permits any
desired interconnection of circuits within the

receiver itself.

The builder of the panel shown, who does

considerable experimenting, and sometimes

tests out equipment for others, has found that

next to his A storage battery and battery

charger, the power-control panel is the most

useful piece of radio equipment he owns.

GLENN McWiLLiAMS

A HANDY CAPACITY BRIDGE

SEVERAL
suggestions have been received

by this department, evidencing an in-

terest in an easily constructed capacity

bridge for general test or checking work.

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate an instrument of this

character that was built up in the laboratory
one afternoon, and which has proved itself of

considerable value in routine work, such as

checking and determining the capacities of

small fixed condensers, and testing them for

break-down or faulty insulation.

The circuit as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 is

a photographic illustration of the ensemble

mounted baseboard fashion. The parts used

in this instrument are one telephone jack, four

Fahnestock clips, one 50,000 ohm resistor

(Daven) and mounting, one Bradleyohm (No.

10), two condenser clip mountings (Daven) and

one variable condenser .001 mfd. maximum ca-

pacity. This last may be of the usual air type

(the best form) or a Dubilier Variodon. It

should have a straight line capacity character-

istic, i. e., the capacity changes should be pro-

portional to the dial settings. If 180 degrees

gives .001 mfd., 90 degrees should be close to

.0005 mfd.

The connections in Fig. 4 are almost self

explanatory. Rx is the Bradleyohm; R2 is

the fixed 50,000 ohm resistance; C T is the var-

iable condenser and Cx is the unknown capac-

ity which is clipped into the convenient

mounting. The extra mounting is shunted

across the variable condenser, so that its

effective capacity can be increased by
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110 V.

A.C. Rl

FIG. 4
The connections of the simple capacity

bridge. The telephone receivers are

most conveniently plugged into a jack

clipping in fixed condensers of reliably known
values.

The phones and no-volt A. C. lines are

connected as indicated. The operation of the

bridge is possible in two 'ways. The more

simple and easily understandable is as follows:

R! should be set at the same resistance as

R2 . This can be determined with a milliam-

meter, voltmeter and a B battery. Re-

sistance in ohms is always equal to volts di-

vided by current. This desired setting can

also be arrived at by placing a condenser of

.001 mfd. capacity in the "X" clip and turning

G! to maximum, that is the same .001 mfd.

capacity. Rx is now adjusted until no alter-

nating current hum is heard in the telephone
receivers. At this adjustment the bridge will

be "balanced," and R : will equal R2 . To

check an unknown capacity this procedure is

reversed. The doubtful condenser is clipped
into the "X" mounting and the capacity of

C t is varied until no sound is heard in the re-

ceivers. At this point, the unknown capacity
will be equal to Q.
The second method, while a little more

complex, is preferable where convenient, and

makes possible measurements of Cx , within

reasonable limits, without adding capacities

in shunt of Q. In this case C2 is generally

turned to its highest setting, and Rx adjusted
for no response in the phones. The resistance

of RI should be measured at this setting. The

capacity of Cx can then be determined from

the equation

R2

Cx = x Ci
Kj

If, for example, R, has a resistance of 50,000

ohms, Q is set at .001 mfd., and the resistance

of R! is found to be 25,000 ohms at the full

adjustment, substituting in the above equa-
tion will determine the capacity of Cx as .002

mfd.

A leaky condenser will indicate only a re-

duction in hum, noticeably different from the

almost absolute silence of a perfect condenser.

A shorted capacity will give an increased hum
that is constant regardless of adjustments.

THE C BATTERY AND RESISTANCE
COUPLING

DUE
to the meager justification for re-

sistance-coupled audio amplification

prior to the advent of radio telephonic

broadcasting, its treatment in radio publica-

tions and the popular text books has been scant

FIG. 5

This capacity bridge is quickly built and the more serious enthusiast will find it most useful
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original signal. A single familiar word de-

scribing this condition is "distortion."

We may, therefore, write down, as the first

law to be observed in distortionless amplifi-
cation : The signal variation must be confined

to the straight portion of the characteristic

curve. It will be observed that the straight
line begins to curve at minus 4 and minus 7
volts respectively in the Cunningham and
Western Electric tubes.

There is another precept of distortionless

intensification and that is that the grid must
never become positive. All variations must
be between zero and where the lines begin to

curve, on the minus side. This rule w.hich

must be obeyed to the letter in transformer

coupling, is less strict in the case of resistance-

coupled amplifiers.

Therefore, in a transformer-coupled ampli-
fier, which tends to move up the curve, a bias

may be used to keep the top of the maximum
impulse below the zero line. For instance, a

negative bias, in the case of Fig. 7, of seven

volts may be applied to the grid, and the up-
ward impulses will all vary along the straight
line. However, in the case of resistance-

coupled amplification, with a similar bias, the

slightest movement down would necessarily
fall on the straight portion of the curve, with

resulting distortion. (In some cases of ex-

treme bias with a resistance-coupled amplifier,

modulation will turn, somewhere on the curve,

and begin to climb. This is equally bad, for it

indicates a double space current change for a

single grid impulse i.e., the gen-
eration of harmonics.) .006

O
HOW MUCH BIAS IS PERMISSABLE.'

THE amount of C battery bias

in a resistance-coupled amplifier
is simply determined, merely by
subtracting the amount of maxi-
mum minus grid signal variation

from the permissable bias, or the

point where the curve commences.
If the curve is straight to minus
seven volts, and the maximum
grid variation is minus four volts,

it is evidently possible to place
an additional bias of three volts

without causing distortion, by
means of a C battery. This is

exactly the case with the 2i6-A

tube according to measurements

made in this laboratory with a plate battery
of 135 volts.

It will be observed that in the case of the
first two tubes, which are the same as far as

the curve is concerned, the line breaks at about
minus four volts. This, of course, precludes
the possibility of a large bias. Indeed, con-
sideration of the very many curves made in

this laboratory, which indicate a much earlier

break (at minus one or two volts) with what
bulbs were available, a C battery bias is not

recommended in these stages. As the plate
current consumption in these tubes is very
low, about one milliampere with 100,000-
ohm plate resistors and a 135-volt B battery,
the bias is not necessary from the standpoint
of economy. It is therefore suggested that

the bias, on the first two tubes of a three-stage

amplifier, be secured from the drop across the

filament and rheostat. This will be well

within the safe limit, with a margin for poor
tubes.

The recommended circuit for a three-step

resistance-coupled amplifier is shown in Fig.
8. The first two tubes receive their bias in

the manner suggested, while a three volt C
battery is included in the grid circuit of the

last or "open" tube. The usual values of C
and R are given on the diagram. Tests and
cunves made in THE R. B. LAB indicate that

this diagram holds good for practically all

storage battery tubes. With dry cell tubes,

the C battery should be reduced to one and
one half volts.

.006 .006

FIG. 8
The ideal connections for a resistance-coupled amplifier.
This diagram is arrived at after a careful consideration of the re-

sistance coupled amplification characteristics of standard tubes



New Broadcasting Wavelengths

FOR

some time, the radio service of the

Department of Commerce has been

engaged in reallocating the wave-

lengths of many of the broadcasting
stations in the Class B group. Stations of this

class are those with power of at least 500
watts and especially efficient equipment. It

is understood that the purpose of this readjust-

ment is to make room for the many new appli-

cations for Class B licenses. Finer shades of

differentiation between the stations now li-

censed has been tried. It is probable that if

these allotments do not prove satisfactory,

still other alterations may be made, though
it is likely that the further changes, if made,
will not be very great.

Among the changes made are KDKA from

326 to 309, WGY from 380 to 379.5, WIP from

509 to 508.2, woo from 509 to 508.2, WDAR
from 395 to 394.5 meters.

To station WMH at Cincinnati was allocated

two wavelengths, 325.9 during the month
when it divides time with station WSAI and

422.3 during the month, when it shares broad-

casting time with station WLW, also of Cin-

cinnati.

Wavelengths in meters, call letters, and loca-

tions announced by the Department are as

follows:

LOCATION

Boston

Lawrenceburg, Tenn.

Lansing, Mich.

Berrien Springs
East Lansing, Mich.

Hastings, Neb.

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Bristow, Okla.

Atlantic City, N. J.

Elgin, 111.

Mooseheart, 111.

Providence, R. I.

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

New York
New York

Beaumont, Tex.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Denver, Col.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio

Springfield, Mass.

WAVE



Radio-Frequency Amplification
and How to Measure It
A Clear Theoretical Discussion Circuits to Measure

Amplification Proper Design of Coupling Devices

BY HARRY DIAMOND
Department of Electrical Engineering, Lehigh University

IN THIS paper, the interested technical reader will find radio-frequency amplification
* most thoroughly discussed from the theoretical side with some very helpful diagrams
and curves. Mr. Diamond attempts theoretically to show that for radio-frequency

coupling, a choke coil having a natural wavelength equal to the signal to be received is better

than a coil tuned by a condenser to the desired wavelength, and other important facts

about coupling-coil design.

Much credit for the experimental work and circuits used in this article is due to H. T.
Friis and G. A. Jensen, engineers of the Western Electric Company from whose paper

"High Frequency Amplifiers" (which appeared in the Bell System Technical Journal for

April, 1924) much of this material is taken. THE EDITOR.

A
RADIO amplifier is a device which

makes possible the reception of very
weak incoming signals by increasing

amplifying their strength. Itor

must therefore be a kind of trigger which,

whenever actuated by the extremely small

signal voltages of the antenna, releases from a

local energy source an amount of energy much

greater than that actuating the antenna.

The vacuum tube is admirably fitted for such

action. The grid constitutes the trigger de-

vice and the plate supply battery the local

energy source. The small signal voltage

variations impressed upon the grid or input
circuit of the tube are reproduced on a much

larger scale in the plate or output circuit, the

amount by which the signals are amplified

being known as the amplification factor of the

tube. The actual voltage variations passed
on to the next tube, however, depend not

only upon this factor, but also upon the value

of the impedance in the plate circuit which

serves to couple the amplifier tube with the

next tube.

Amplifiers are therefore classified according
to the nature of this coupling impedance being
known as resistance-coupled, inductance-

coupled (tuned or untuned), or transformer-

coupled amplifiers. (See Figs, i, 2, and 3.)

It should be noted that amplification may
take place either before or after detection. In

the first case this requires the use of a radio-

frequency amplifier, and the second an audio-

frequency amplifier. The advantage of using
the former depends chiefly upon the nature of

static interference. It is well known that this

type of interference sets up voltage variations

in the antenna well within the audible fre-

quency range. If we use a radio-frequency

amplifier, then, the radio-frequency signal volt-

ages are amplified while the voltages due to

static interference remain unamplified (theo-

retically). On the other hand, an audio-

frequency amplifier amplifies not only the rec-

tified signal voltages but also those due to the

atmospheric disturbances.

Unfortunately, however, the design of an

economical radio-frequency amplifier which

will work efficiently on the shorter wavelengths
used in broadcasting, is a very difficult matter.

The advantages gained in reducing the effect

of "static interference" are often lost due to

the distortion introduced by the amplifier.

AMPLIFIER DETECTOR

FIG. 1

RESISTANCE- COUPLED AMPLIFIER
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Again, at radio frequencies, the plate to fila-

ment capacity of the amplifying tube (Ci in

Figs, i, 2, 3) constitutes a low impedance

placed in parallel with the primary of the

coupling impedance, while the grid to filament

capacity of the next tube (c2 , Figs, i, 2, 3)

constitues a low impedance placed in parallel

with the secondary of the coupling impedance.
The net effect is to reduce the magnitude of the

voltage variations passed on from one tube to

the other, thus reducing the amount of ampli-
fication.

Other serious problems of design arise, de-

pending on the type of amplifier. We shall

here mention some of the problems common
to each type and then describe a hook-up
devised by engineers of the Western Electric

Company, whereby the exact characteristics

of each amplifier may be obtained, under

actual operating conditions. With the aid 'of

this method of test, it becomes possible to

design an amplifier which will give a maximum
of amplification with a minimum of distortion.

The term "distortion" as used here is in-

tended to indicate that the amplification is

not constant but varies with the frequency
whether it be radio or audio.

RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIERS

p ESISTANCE varies but little with the
1 *-

frequency, being very nearly the same
for direct currents, for alternating currents

of audio-frequencies and for those of radio-

frequencies. The value of the coupling re-

sistance being then independent of the fre-

quency of the signal note, all signals are

equally amplified and little or no distortion

is introduced.

However, the very fact that the coupling
resistance offers the same opposition to the

flow of direct current that it does to alternating
currents constitutes one of the disadvantages
of this type of amplifier. Much higher B

battery voltages are made necessary, since

the net plate voltage available equals the

battery voltage minus the voltage drop caused

"DETECTOR

AMPLIFIER DETECTOR

FIG. 3

TRANSFORMER- COUPLED AMPLIFIER

^ FIG. 2

INDUCTANCE- COUPLED AMPLIFIER

by the direct current flowing through the

coupling resistance.

Furthermore, the maximum amplification

theoretically possible with this amplifier is

equal to but one half the amplification factor

of the tube used. More tubes are therefore

necessary for the same increase in signal

strength. The cost of upkeep is also greater
because the B batteries must be of higher volt-

ages, as explained, must supply energy for

more tubes, and must also compensate for con-

siderable energy loss in the coupling resis-

tances.

INDUCTANCE-AND TRANSFORMER-COUPLED
AMPLIFIERS

THE
main advantage of both the induc-

tively coupled and the transformer-

coupled amplifiers is that the inductive im-

pedance placed in the plate circuit of the

amplifying tube offers a very low resistance to

direct currents and a very high impedance to

high frequency currents. The plate supply

battery furnishing the direct current in the

plate circuit may then be of but slightly higher

voltage than the rated voltage of the tube,

since the voltage drop in the resistance is very
small. Another advantage is that nearly the

full amplification property of the tube may be

utilized, which reduces the total number of

tubes necessary. Either the inductance-

coupled or the transformes- coupled amplifier
can therefore be used in a relatively inexpen-
sive circuit.

An important disadvantage common to

both amplifiers, however, is that signal notes of

frequencies near the resonant frequency of the

coupling impedance are very well amplified,
while those of much lower or much higher fre-

quencies are very poorly amplified. Conse-

quently, considerable distortion is introduced.

This disadvantage often offsets any advantage
in cost or increase of amplification. An obvi-

ous solution lies in using a coupling inductance

or transformer whose resonant frequency is at

least twice the frequency of the incoming
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signals. The design of such a circuit requires
the greatest care. In order to make a thorough

study of the best possible hook up, a depend-
able method of measurement under actual

operating conditions is necessary.
Such a method of measurement has been

developed in the Bell System Laboratories

and has proven very successful. Fig. 4 shows
the circuit diagram of the apparatus used.

The input apparatus is shown at the left.

An oscillator (or generator of high-frequency
currents having a range of from 400-1500
kilocycles [200-750 meters] is connected in

series with a potentiometer and a sensitive

thermo-couple ammeter (or a hot-wire milli-

ammeter with a i-m.a. scale) used for measur-

ing the value of the very small current flowing
in the circuit. This current, I, flowing through
the resistance R4 of the potentiometer causes

a potential difference between the terminals

of this resistance equal to IR4 . This po-
tential difference is then impressed between
the grid and filament of the amplifying tube,

Aj. Obviously by varying the value of either

the current I or the resistance R4 , the potential
difference impressed upon the input circuit of

the tube may be varied.

The output potential difference of the

amplifier stage is measured by means of the

tube voltmeter B. This is merely a vacuum
tube whose variations of plate currents for

different values of alternating grid voltages
are known. A given change in the plate cur-

rent, as recorded by the plate ammeter, signi-

fies then that an alternating voltage of de-

finite value has been impressed upon the grid
circuit.

THE C BATTERY

HPHE purpose of the C battery shown is to

make the grid negative and thus limit the

value of the direct-current flowing in the plate
circuit. With this current reduced, it is

possible to adjust the balancing device shown
so that the plate ammeter will read zero when

THERMOCOUPLE

FIG. 4

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT OF TUNED AMPLIFIER

PLATE AMMETER

FIG. 5

DETAILS OF BALANCING ARRANGEMENT

there is no input to the grid. With this ar-

rangement, the entire scale of the plate amme-
ter is in use, thus increasing the accuracy of

the readings taken. Also, the measured vol-

tage may be obtained from a single reading
instead of from the difference of two readings.
The action of the balancing device may be

understood from the portion of Fig. 4 to the

right of the tuned amplifier, reproduced in

Fig. 5. Consider the case when there is no

input to the grid circuit of the voltmeter tube

B. Under normal conditions, there is then a

direct current in the plate circuit of a magni-
tude depending on the value of the B and C
batteries. The direction of this current is

shown by the arrow I,. With the balancing

arrangement as shown, the filament battery
sets up a secondary current, I a, which divides

into I 3 and I 4 . It is seen that I 4 is in a

direction opposite to I,. If the value of R.,

and R3 is properly adjusted, I 4 may be made

equal to I,. The plate ammeter will then

read zero.

Now, when an alternating voltage is im-

pressed between the grid and filament of the

voltmeter tube, an alternating current will be

superimposed upon the direct current I,.

The value of I 4 will, however, remain constant.

The plate ammeter therefore records directly
the value of the alternating plate current.

The voltage impressed upon the grid can then

be found from established

curves.

It is necessary first to

calibrate the tube volt-

meter. This is done by
disconnecting it from the

amplifier and connecting it

directly across the poten-
tiometer R4 R

s
. R4 is

then adjusted to some
definite value, say 500
onms an(j t h e curren t

through it adjusted to say
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THERMOCOUPLE It should be noted that the

resistance R4 must be absolutely

independent of the frequency.

Otherwise, the tube would be

incorrect for all frequencies ex-

cept for the one at which it was
calibrated.

USES FOR THIS MEASURING

RG 6
PIATEAMMETER' APPARATUS

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT OF TRANSFORMER -COUPLED AMPLIFIER
*~pHE US6S tOWhich the
A measuring apparatus here

described can be put are numerous. For

example, Fig. 4 shows a tuned amplifier

being tested. Keeping the magnitude and

frequency of the oscillator current constant,

the circuit may be tuned to resonance by
means of the variable condenser C. The
lead from the plate of the amplifier tube

Aj to the coil is then moved along the coil

until a point is reached which gives the

maximum reading of the ammeter in the plate

circuit of the tube voltmeter. (The amplifier

must, of course, be retuned for each point

tried.) This is the point of maximum ampli-
fication.

The best step-up for a certain frequency

being now established, we may measure the

amplification for different frequencies and
thus obtain the frequency range possible with

this amplifier. Results may show that the

frequency range is so narrow that considerable

distortion would be introduced by the use of

this amplifier. Since the frequency range for

a given amplifier decreases as its amplificaton

increases, it may therefore be advisable to

increase our frequency range at the expense
of the amplification by varying the step-up.

TESTING A TRANSFORMER-COUPLED AMPLIFIER

C ICURE 6 shows the hook-up for testing a

Ji transformer-coupled amplifier. The con-

nections are the same as for testing the

tuned amplifier with the exception, of course,

of the details for the amplifiers.

Referring to Fig. 7, curve A shows the varia-

tion of amplification with frequency for a

tuned amplifier for the step-up which gives the

maximum amplification. The coil used con-

sists of a single layer solenoid closely wound
with 6 1 turns of No. 28 solid wire, and having
an inductance of 200 micro-henries. The

tuning condenser was set for 95.0 micro-micro-

farads.

B is a similar curve for a choke coil amplifier,

(tuning condenser omitted) for the condition

of maximum amplification. This coil con-

sists of 173 turns of No. 28 solid wire, wound in

one milliampere. A resultant voltage of 0.5

volt is thus impressed upon the grid circuit

of the tube and the corresponding change
in plate current recorded.

The tube voltmeter is then replaced in its

normal place in the circuit and the resistance

R4 reconnected to the input of the amplifier.

Keeping the value of the current through R4

constant at one milliampere, the resistance R4

is reduced until the change in the tube volt-

meter plate current is the same as before.

The voltage impressed upon the grid of the

amplifier is then the new value of R4 times

O.ODJ ampere (i milliampere). The voltage

put into the grid of the voltmeter tube, which

is also the output voltage of the amplifier is

still 0.5 volt since the change in the voltmeter

tube plate current is the same. The ampli-

fication factor of the stage is then equal to

If R4 was reduced to, say 50 ohms,

the amplification factor is equal to 10.

In the circuit as described, considerable

precaution has been taken to make certain

that no energy passes into the amplifier cir-

cuit except that which may be measured by
the voltage drop across the resistance R4 .

The undesirable "pick-up" energy may be

due to coupling to some stray source of

energy. An excellent test for the presence
of this "pick-up" is the closing of the switch

"S" placed at the input of the amplifier.

With this switch closed there should be no

input to the tube voltmeter. The ammeter
in the plate circuit of the tube voltmeter

should read zero.

With the measuring apparatus here de-

scribed, the resistance R 4 can be reduced to

i ohm, the results obtained still being de-

pendable. This means that an input voltage
to the amplifier as low as o.ooi volt or i

millivolt can be obtained. If the maximum

input voltage to the tube voltmeter is limited

to 0.5* volt, the maximum amplification that

carrbe measured is then 500. For amplification
factors above 500, the same apparatus can

still be used by means of an indirect method.
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the same manner as the first coil, and having
an inductance of 1630 micro-henries. It will

at once be noted that while there is little choice

between the tuned amplifier and the choke
coil amplifier with respect to frequency width,
there is a considerable difference in the ampli-
fication obtained, the choke coil giving nearly
twice the amplification of the tuned circuit.

However, it is to be remembered the choke
coil amplifies at the resonant or peak fre-

quency.
In general, the highest amplification is ob-

tained when the inductance is as large as possi-
ble for the frequency in question, that is, for

the smallest possible value of the tuning con-

denser. With choke coils, the value of the

tuning condenser is, of course, zero. The
distributed capacity of the coil must, however,
be considered. To get a high amplification,

EFFECT OF VALUE OF TUNING CAPACITY
UPON AMPLIFICATION OF A TUNED AMPLIFIER
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Do You Know of a Better Receiver

for Home Construction?
We Believe RADIO BROADCAST'S Four-Tube Knockout Is

the Best and Will Pay $100 for Description of a Better One

BY ARTHUR H. LYNCH

RADIO

BROADCAST, from its first

number, has been endeavoring to pro-

vide its readers with the most relia-

ble radio information it is possible to

obtain. In no section of the magazine is this

more evident than in the description of vari-

ous receivers for home construction. We
have refrained from publishing descriptions
of receivers just because they were new; they
had to be better than information previously

published.
And now, after considerable experience with

the two- and four-tube Roberts Knockout re-

ceivers, we believe them to be better for home
construction than any other receivers employ-

ing the same number of tubes ever described in

any periodical. We want our readers to have

the best it is possible for a very rapidly ex-

panding art to produce and to this end we are

at work, in three different laboratories, at-

tempting to produce something better than the

design which Walter Van B. Roberts gave us.

You will find, from reading Keith Hen-

ney's article on page 1078 of this magazine,
that we have done a great deal of experiment-

ing in our efforts to improve and simplify the

fundamental circuit. Frankly, we have not

improved the circuit, but we have found that

the receivers employing the circuit may be

improved by paying particular attention to

the parts used in its building. Frankly, too,

this improvement, though very much worth

while, is not at all revolutionary.

Coils, transformers, condensers, sockets,

resistances of all kinds, and parts of almost

every kind have had their day in court and

though there is a difference in the performance,
when all the parts employed are good, the

difference is very slight and in most cases it is

negligible.

WHERE CAN A BETTER RECEIVER BE FOUND?

WE HAVE hunted high and low for some-

thing better. We have carefully exper-
imented with many other receivers in fact,

nearly every night for the past six months

several members of our staff have hunted very

diligently right up to the wee hours of dawn.

We have come to know circuits by their middle

names and all this work has been in vain so

far as finding a new circuit worthy of the name
is concerned.

As we said at the outset, we are making

every effort to provide readers of RADIO

BROADCAST with the most reliable information

on valuable changes in receiver design. For

this reason we are calling upon our readers to

assist us in a task which, up to now, has

brought us but little information not already

well known. In a nutshell our proposition is

this: We want you to assist us in locating a

receiver design better than the two- and four-

tube Knockouts.

Do you know of a better receiver? If so,

you will not even have to write an article

describing it or supply us with diagrams or

other illustrations to win the prize which we
are offering. If you are convinced that you
have a better type of receiver, send us a set

all made up according to your design. If it

meets with the approval of our laboratory

staff, we will mail a check for $100 to you,

provided, of course, that you will permit us

to describe the receiver in RADIO BROADCAST
and other publications under our control.

On the other hand, if, after the receiver has

met with our approval, we can have an article

describing it by you, we will pay generously
for it, particularly if accompanied by suitable

diagrams and illustrations.

Below we outline the problems more speci-

fically and suggest that before submitting a

receiver for test you test it against a four-tube

Knockout receiver yourself. This will save

time for you and for us.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DESIRED RECEIVER

HE receiver we are looking for must
meet the qualifications outlined below:

1. The receiver must not radiate.

2. It may employ four tubes (or less if you think

four are unnecessary).

T
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3. It must be extremely selective.

4. It must be made of parts which may be had

from dealers in at least ten large cities.

5. It must be capable of operation with both dry

cell and storage battery tubes.

6. It must be capable of proper operation with

tubes operated at their normal filament volt-

age.

7. It must be built to permit the transfer of tubes

from one socket to another without materially

changing the re-

sults obtained.

8. It must produce
good quality,
without blasting

or rattling cone-

type speaker.

9. It must be capable
of satis factory

performance with

several makes of

parts designed for

similar use.

10. It must not require

critical grid con-

denser or grid-
leak adjustment.

11. It must have no

more than three

tuning controls.

12. It must permit the

use of voltage up
to 120 on the
audio amplifier
tubes (though less

may be used if

desired.)

13. The plate current

consumption of

the four tubes

(measured at nor-

mal filament volt-

age) -must be less

than 10 milliam-

peres, when stor-

age battery tubes

are used.

14. It must be capable
of exceptional
long-distance re-

ception, with vol-

ume sufficient to

fill a good-sized

living room.

15. It must be simple to operate.

1 6. It must be free from hand capacity.

17. No shielding is to be used.

1 8. It must be capable of loud speaker operation on

two tubes.

HOW THE TEST WILL BE MADE

AT LEAST three judges will be employed
who will be capable of passing on the

over-all quality of the receiver.

IMPROVEMENTS in radio circuits

* from the point of view of genuine
technical advances come from the en-

gineer and the research man, who are

aided by the resources of their technical

training and knowledge. Very few real

technical advances have been made by
the comparatively untrained amateur

experimenter in radio, no matter how
extensive his experience. And when
the amateur increases his knowledge
and technical experience to a great de-

gree, he then becomes a professional.

The editors believe that fundamental

new discoveries in the radio art will come
from the research laboratory, but there

is always the possibility that some pri-

vate investigator may chance on an

improvement in construction and design

that will prove revolutionary. We
know that great numbers of radio en-

thusiasts are constantly experimenting
and it is quite reasonable to expect that

some of them may chance on a discovery

with decided possibilities. RADIO

BROADCAST wants to find that discovery

and wants to turn it to the benefit of

those who build radio receivers in the

home workshop. The prize contest

which is announced in the accompanying
article is open to everyone. It should

be remembered by all those who wish to

compete that the improvement must be

of unquestioned value, for nothing else

will be considered.

The test will be made on the following

points:
Volume on local stations

Tone quality on local stations

Selectivity, judged by ability to cut out

locals and bring in distant stations

The receivers to be tested will use an identi-

cal set of batteries and antenna and ground

equipment, provided" with a switching arrange-
ment by which first

one receiver then the

other may be put in

use.

The test of volume
on local stations will

be the last, and im-

mediately followingit,

without any adjust-
ments being made, the

judges will measure

the filament voltage
and plate current of

both receivers and

satisfy themselves of

the comparative
merits of each with

particular regard to

the items covered in

the specifications.

They will allot five

points in favor of the

receiver showing up
better in each of these

particulars.

Five points will be

allowed the receiver

producing greater vol-

ume (provided specifi-

cation 6 is abided by).

Five points will be

allowed for better

tone quality.

Five points will be

allowed for selectivity.

This offer is made
to the advocates of re-

ceivers for home con-

struction only. Those

of standard manufac-

ture are not to be considered. Manufacturers

may later want to establish a similar method of

proving the all-around utility of their products.
We have no desire to compete with them.

If a receiver is found, which proves better

than our four-tube Knockout, it will be worth

a lot to us to be able to present the design to

our readers, which is what we will do if some
one can show us such a receiver.



If HURRICANE AT
Afloat on an Oil Tank A Thrilling Chapter

From the Life of a Marine Radio Ma

By JOHN L, ED

THE
new radio operator was hungry.

A vessel alongside the next dock
had parted her moorings and swung
around to ram its neighbor. In short,

a squall was blowing in the Erie Basin, Brook-

lyn where the Elisba Walker lay, cleared for

Mexico and ready to sail any minute five-

o'clock dinner was being served aft, across two
hundred feet of deck, and the new wireless

operator wasn't going to get himself wet! In

fact he remembers exslaiming to himself fer-

vently
"Thank the Lord, we aren't out at sea

in this!"

That, as I say, was a squall, as such may be
had off the Brooklyn Flats.

A few weeks later the Arabic battled for her

life; the Nordfarer lost her bridge and her

skipper who happened to be at duty on this

bridge; the Delaware Sun stood by a foundered

schooner; a man was blown bodily from the

flying bridge of the Cerro Ebano; and so on
down the line. For forty minutes the Elisba
Walker was in the actual storm center of the

hurricane, and, well the wireless operator
got wet!

There is little pointedly thrilling in the life

of the single operator carried by cargo vessels

in ordinary times of fair weather and usual

routine. He turns out in the morning when
his inclinations dictate, which is anywhere
from five o'clock to noon. If he has copied

press from the high-power, long-wave stations

at Washington, Cape Cod, or Colon, perhaps
he types up a wireless newspaper for the cap-
tain and the different messrooms. Then he

may pick up a weather bulletin. Often, how-
ever, he does not do so much in the way of

work as to start up his motor-generator during
the entire course of morning and afternoon.

His life is one of long lazy days, of sun-swept
seas, of skies only less blue than the mazarine
waves they dome, and nights made up of

tropic stars and the gentle swish of ocean

against the on-going hull of the ship.
But such idyllic weather as this did not last

forever with the Elisba Walker. No indeed!

At seven-thirty in the evening of the twenty-
fifth of August last I unsuspectingly went on
watch after a dozeful intermission of several

hours. It was the wireless telegraph which
first gave us an idea of what we were in for.

I put on the phones. The receptor was
tuned to the usual ship's wavelength, 600
meters. A ship was sending out a report of

its local weather conditions. First came the

latitude and longitude, which I recognized as

indicating a point some sixty miles south of

us. (We were then nearing Cape Hatteras.)
"Wind force eleven." Twelve is as high as

the wind force code goes ! Next came " Moun-
tainous seas." The ship with which the first

was communicating answered in a whistling
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note slightly fainter than the first ship. Her lat-

itude showed her to be some thirty miles south

of the first. The operator spelled out the

intriguing reply, "Conditions here same as

yours, only wind is terrific." The great hurri-

cane which had lain off to the east had looped
around and was running to the north and

northeast. However favorable our local

weather conditions might be a few short hours'

run to the south of us the seas were "moun-

tainous", the wind
"terrific."

A copy of these in-

tercepted messages I

took up to the

skipper.

Those Dots and Dashes

medley of loud and faint buzzes, when, in a

trice everything was dead silent! The an-

tenna carried away! In a raging hurricane

and out of touch with ships and shore! With
a great shuddering lurch of the vessel and a

tremendous sobbing crash that rose above
the yowl of the wind, several thousand tons

of water struck the deck outside. At the

same instant the radio signals broke in again
as strong, and as reassuring, as ever. This

happened more than

once. The simple-

enough explanation
was that the waves

SEAS MOUNTAINOUS;
WIND TERRIFIC"

AT EIGHT o'clock

the first mate
came off watch and I

went in to play the

usual evening game
of chess with him.

Said he at once, "You
scared the dickens

out of the Old Man,

Sparks." I did not

understand until the

mate added, "He
came up on the

bridge with those

messages you gave
him. When he called

me he was stuttering;

when he handed me the messages he could

hardly talk." This was Captain Prager's last

trip after half a century of sailing the seas.

As the mate finished speaking, there came
a grand crash on the deck overhead, the whole

great frame of the vessel quivered and moaned,
and down through a ventilator shaft in the

middle of the ceiling of the mate's cabin poured
a deluge of salt water. The mate seized a pail

from a corner and held it up to intercept the

flow.

When the chess game was over I went again
to the radio to see what the wild ether waves

might be whispering during a sure-enough
hurricane.

But by this time wind and waves had
worked themselves up to a rampant fury, and
before putting on the phones it was necessary
to "make fast" such movable objects as type-

writer, table, and pails, to keep them from

skating about the cabin.

I donned the phones, and had heard a

Which come through the loud speaker of

many a broadcast listener's set on nights
sometimes stormy and sometimes clear are

often freighted with more meaning than their

calm spacing indicates. Those new to radio

are too prone to think that "radio" refers

solely to broadcasting. But there is more to

radio than that. Ship and land stations

throughout the world are day and night

carrying on their business by means of the

same medium that brings entertainment to

so many of us. Much of this radio telegraph
traffic is workaday and routine, but when the

emergency arises, radio is there to meet it.

There are few radio men "Sparks" as they
are invariably called who can not spin a

yarn or two of radio and the sea well worth

the hearing. Mr. Eddy's story gives an

interesting and a true picture of an experi-

ence which is certainly not unknown to the

marine radio operator. THE EDITOR.

were coming in a

mass clean across the

waist of the ship,

wrapping the lower

end of the lead-in

wires in a solid bank
of salt water, which

naturally grounded
the antenna to the

ship's hull and the

ocean, and so com-

pletely killed all

signals.

Towards one o'-

clock the ether grew
quiet; there was little

to be heard but two
or three ships ex-

changing weather
bulletins, an operator
who had missed the

United States Navy
stations' weather broadcast requesting it from
one who had copied it, a Dutchman with

weird-sounding spark calling a coastal station

a thousand miles away, the ceaseless crackle of

atmospherics. I was sleepy, very sleepy. I

decided to turn in.

But in this pleasant ambition I was sadly

disappointed. How such a quantity of water

as I discovered contrived to get into my bunk
must remain a mystery!

"PRETTY THICK"

pvISCOURAGED thus, I turned again to
L' the radio. The Munargo, with tiresome

repetitions necessitated by the heavy static,

was handling, traffic with the station at East

Moriches, Long Island. This out of the way
and the air clear again, the English-speaking

operator on the Danish steamship Nordfarer

called me and asked how the weather was with

us. I gave him a detailed report, adding the

words "Pretty t-h-i-c-k," with the dots and
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dashes dragged out for emphasis. At this

two other ships put m the universal radio

signal for a laugh four dots and two dots

and the Dane returned a snappy "Thick, did

U sa?!!!" The exclamation marks were em-

phasized. He followed them with a "Ditto

here, OM." (OM: radio for "old man".)
Late the next day it was that this same

operator called me with a long "service mes-

"THE HURRICANE HAD SUBSIDED .

And the sun was shining through scudding clouds." The radio cabin of the ship
was located at this end of the flying bridge, which is the narrow passageway in the

center of the photograph

sage" telling of their bridge being taken away
at midnight by the wind, and the skipper

along with the bridge. The operator wanted
to know how to go about getting a radio com-

pass-bearing for his ship, which was now with-

out navigating charts and had been without

a "sight" on the sun for the past five days.

They had no idea of their position. When the

operator had been talking to me the night be-

fore, his captain
had been drowned
more than an

hour, but so

mighty was the

storm that the

operator was as

yet unaware of the

disaster it had

worked to his own

ship.

Finally I took

off the phones, put
the A batteries on

charge, and curled

up on the narrow

settee, still myste-

riously dry, with

my feet hanging
over. I took care

to brace myself in

such a way that

despite the violent

movement of the

ship I could re-

main on the settee

without particular
effort and without

wobbling too much
for sleep. The
wind was screech-

ing, groaning, bel-

lowing, like some
vast giant in alter-

nate agonies of

pain and rage. Al-

ready half asleep,

I flattered myself
that I had been

listening-in on

such stuff as the

broadcast listeners

about their snug
hearths ashore

could never hear.

I dozed off and

slept while the
Elisha Walker,
some two score
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THE SEA AND THE SHIP
Amateur photography is a bit dangerous aboard ship during a hurricane and this view was taken by the

operator of the Elisba Walker after the storm had abated enough so that the radio cabin door could be

opened. The chain is the hand-chain of the fore-and-aft bridge. Just above it, the ship's rail is discern-

able through the flying water

miles off Cape Hatteras, passed through the

very center of the hurricane.

THE CENTER OF THE HURRICANE

"\A7HEN I awoke at five-thirty, the im-
* V

penetrable shrieking blackness of the

night before was the least bit less black with

the rising of a sun somewhere in heavens far,

far off and above the howling watery inferno

in which we still weltered. We were passing
out of the nearly breeze-less area at the widen-

ing center of the cyclonic storm and into the

very worst part of it again. Government

meteorological observers have estimated the

wind velocity at this part of a hurricane to be
as high as two hundred miles per hour. At

any rate, it blows hard. The barometer, us-

usally about thirty-something, and reported

by the press as down to 29.42 and the lowest

recorded in four years, read on the bridge of

the Elisba Walker 28.65 ' There was a feeling
in one's ears as when climbing a mountain
a hollow sort of pressure distending the ear

drums.

Gigantic seas hid the ship, often flying over

the top side of the antenna, making it im-

possible to discern the after lights and funnel

from the bridge, even occasionally hiding the

foremast from the view of those on duty in the

wheel house. To walk down a narrow alley-

way was an acrobatic stunt, and the excessive

exercise gained in a little such walking im-

pressed itself on arms and back and thighs
with a soreness which lasted several days.

After half a cup of strong coffee in the pan-
try I returned to the radio cabin. The naval

station at Norfolk, Virginia, was "coming in"

extraordinarily loud. I talked with their

operator for a minute, then started for the

bridge with the idea that the offer of a radio

compass-bearing might not be unwelcome, for

only an unreliable approximation of the ship's

position could be reached by dead reckoning
in such weather, and of course no observa-

tion of the sun had been possible in the past
few days.
No words could possibly describe the terrific,

the awful, composition of sound and move-
ment which struck one coming up the steps
into the chart house of the Elisha Walker in

the early morning of the twenty-sixth of

August. As a comparison I see a small box-
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like room, gained by a flight of stairs, the

walls lined with small black-paned windows,

a dim light focused over a broad chart on a

high table at one side, the whole chamber

jumping and rushing through a violently con-

voluted path. Just beyond the thin walls a

thousand demented devils are making a fren-

zied onslaught against every square inch of

outer surface. That the thousand devils are

nothing more than the rapid movement of

thin air is merely inconceivable; but it is so.

Ask the lookout on the weather side of the

bridge if it be not so. He had his very trous-

ers stripped from his legs by the hand of this

unseen giant.

After a shouted conversation with the cap-

tain, I returned to the radio, only to find that

in the interim a sea, finding the transmitter,

had drenched the inductances and put it out

of commission. Attempting to clean the salt

water from between the numberless turns of

shiny copper ribbon availed only to get the

operator a fall and a bloody contusion on the

hip. Until the seas went down to the extent

of no longer keeping the transmitter under a

continual shower all efforts were futile. The
Elisha Walker was out of communication with

other vessels and with the shore; the ship's

position could not be ascertained.

THE STORM ABATES

IN
A few more hours we saw that the storm

was perceptibly abating; but the wind was
still blowing at a velocity in the neighborhood

of one hundred miles an hour, and great seas

were still sweeping across the ship to mingle

again with the ocean on the lee side. From

seven-thirty to eight, breakfast was being
served aft; so with the second mate's oil

skin, sou' wester, and hip boots I fared forth

to cross the flying bridge. It was no mere

blow in New York Harbor now, but the

fury of a mighty storm on the high seas that

one bucked as one fought one's way down
the narrow bridge which leads from amid-

ships to the poop deck of an oil tanker.

"Fought" is a suitable word, for it was as

if ten men, grasping every part of body and

clothing, were wrenching loose your grip on

the hand chains to toss you over the side to

Father Neptune.
In spite of this zestful prelude, my breakfast

appetite, I confess, was not of the heartiest;

though I made up for it a few hours later. By
then the gale had subsided to a strong wind,

the sun was shining through scudding clouds

and mist sufficiently to permit an observation.

A day or two later, with a life boat stove

in, two-inch planking blown away, most of a

large metal speaking tubing carried away,
and the rest bent to fantastic shapes, the

Elisba Walker steamed in the early forenoon

sun up Ambrose Channel and into the port of

New York.

As sang Chief Engineer R. C. Waite in his

seafaring barytone,

"Oh, it ain't gonna rain no mo', no mo';
It ain't gonna rain no mo'!"

HOW TO CONSTRUCT A RADIO-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

TAfILL be the subject of an excellent construction article"
which will appear in an early number of RADIO BROAD-

CAST. A tuned radio-frequency amplifier to meet the require-

ments of present-day broadcast reception ought to contain

inherent neutralization or some means, either mechanical or

electrical, to balance the circuit and prevent radiation. The

circuit to be described employs two stages of amplification and
the famous Roberts method oj neutralizing.



The Beneficent Results of

Broadcasting

SOME

few weeks ago, the amiable Mr.

Frank Sullivan, a special feature

writer and well-known wit of the

New York World paid a visit to the

microphone of station WGBS in New York.

Seldom has the clear cold light of reason been

so thrown on individual reactions on the "Great

Experience" which, six years .ago perhaps
was the War, or facing the minister with one's

bride. But now, we fear, the "Great Experi-
ence" is broadcasting. An experience it is, too,

and perhaps more of an experience for the

listener than the performer. Very shortly
after appearing, Mr. Sullivan recovered

enough to write the following testimonial for

broadcasting which was printed in Heywood
Broun's column "It Seems to Me" in the

New York World (copyright, 1925, by that

paper) :

"
I have a message for you from Mr. Eduard

Lippe and Mr. Thurston Macauley, two of the

most estimable gentlemen who ever made my
lot an easy one at station WGBS last Tuesday

night," he writes. "They want you to come
and broadcast from their station. Take my
tip, by all means do it. I did for the first

time last Tuesday night, and since broad-

casting I have been a different man.
"Before broadcasting, I had that achy, tired

feeling all the time. 1 didn't want to get up
in the morning. It was an effort to drag
myself to work. I had spots before my eyes,

spots on my vest, vertigo, malaria, pyorrhea,
mitral insufficiency, endocarditis, acne, dip-

somania, Argyll Robertson pupil, acute arnica,

alopecia, migraine, megrims, and paronychia.

To-day all I have is spots on my vest, and I

feel I owe it all to that wonderfully tonic ex-

perience of broadcasting. .

"You will be frightened before you go on.

1 walked around the block at Gimbel's four

times before I had the abdomen to go up and
face the music. But, as I told my dear radio

audience, I comforted myself with the assur-

ance that by no possible means yet known to

science could they throw anything at me.
"
Dr. Paul Sifton, radio editor of the World,

was a great help. He advised a good sleep
in the afternoon preceding the ordeal, so I

slept carefully all day Tuesday. I rose at 6
and breakfasted lightly on a steak, with a few
lamb chops by way of vegetable, and a sirloin

of beef for dessert. I took no stimulants

whatever with the exception of three or four

cups of coffee with brandy in them. It is best

to avoid too much stimulant on such occasions.

"Then I put on a good heavy sweater and a

rubber suit and ran from io5th Street to West
Fourth and Perry. Whose place should be

at that point but the dry cleaning establish-

ment of my old friend, Sir Lucius O'Connor,
whom John Masefield had the honor of work-

ing for as a barkeep in the old days, when Sir

Lucius kept a dry cleaning establishment on

Sixth Avenue. Several hours later, having
worked up a perspiration, I had a good rub-

down and massage, and then Dr. Sifton, after

applying the stethoscope to Mr. Macauley
and Mr. Lippe, said he thought I was fit to

take the air.
"

I was frightfully nervous, I can tell you.

My heart was bumping like a Broadway sur-

face car going over the crosstown tracks at

Times Square. Dr. Sifton administered a

hypodermic and gave me Marsh's test for

arsenic. I felt better. Mr. Lippe asked me if

I thought I could go ahead with it. I said

'Damn the torpedoes. A Sullivan never re-

treated from a microphone yet.'

"Dr. Sifton gave me the Shick test then,

and I sat down. Immediately I had faced

that modest little disc, so fraught with mys-
tic, hidden possibilities, and visioned that vast

invisible audience outside, something stirred

within me and a mighty surge of emotion

swept over me. I want to tell you, Broun,
that at that moment I was proud of America,
and proud to be an American.

" From that moment on I was sure of my-
self. I had all the calm of a man whose tooth

is being extracted. Mr. Lippe said, 'It's all

right, I don't think anybody is listening. Go
ahead.' So I did.

"
I had a splendid time, and I do want you

to have the experience. WGBS has had 103
letters lauding my speech. If they haven't

got the letters, then I must have forgotten to

put stamps on them."



Essential Radio Accessories
A Brief Discussion of Radio Components of Great Im-

portance in Receivers Constructional Ideals and How
They Are Attained A Bibliography of Radio References

WHAT MAKES THE WHEELS GO 'ROUND: XII

BY WALTER VAN B. ROBERTS

IN THIS last installment of Mr. Roberts excellent series of explanatory technical articles,
* the reader will find nothing that is new or revolutionary. He will find, however, a splen-

didly clear treatment of important radio fundamentals put in simple and direct fashion. And,

too, many radio experimenters who have come in the art with broadcasting, but who want

really to increase their technical reading, v/ill do well to observe the bibliography recom-

mended by the writer on page 1 1 14. THE EDITOR.

IT

IS easy enough to stick a megaphone on

to a receiver that produces a loud signal.

Most loud speakers are merely refine-

ments of this idea. The horn concen-

trates the sound somewhat in one direction

and the tapered column of air that fits up
against the small receiver diaphragm at the

small end and swells gradually out to join the

open air at the flared end, supplies something
for the diaphragm to work against. It makes
the diaphragm set more air in motion, just as

if a bigger diaphragm were used, thus increasing
the volume of sound produced. But inasmuch
as the best receivers are only about two per
cent, efficient (that is, of 100 units of electric

energy entering them only about 2 leave in the

form of sound energy), only small efficiencies

are likely to be obtained even when horns are

coupled to the diaphragm. It is interesting
to note at this point that the great sensitivity
of the human ear tends to make up for the

inefficiency with which energy is converted
from mechanical to acoustic- by means of

vibrating bodies. In ordinary speech only
about one erg (the erg is the physicist's unit

of energy) per second is converted into sound

energy. How little this is can be seen from
the following calculation: reckoning that the

average human being talks the equivalent of

two hours steady talking per day, and that the

average population of the United States since

the Revolution is forty million, and that power
is worth two cents per kilowatt hour, then
from the energy point of view all the talking
that has been done in the history of our

country is only worth $8.59.

86. THE IDEAL LOUD SPEAKER

IN ADDITION to the low efficiency of the
* conventional loud speaker, there is more
or less distortion introduced in this method of

making radio signals audible by the horn.

An excellent method of overcoming this is

by the use of two or three separate horns,

each with its own diaphragm. In the case

where three are used, for example, one is

a very long horn that responds well to low

tones, the second is an ordinary sized loud

speaker responding fairly well over the middle

range, and the third is a very small horn giv-

ing the very high pitched notes. The three

horns, all working at once, combine to give
a satisfactory uniform response over the whole

audible range. The three horns, of course,

are combined in a single box. The long horn

can be coiled to save space if necessary.
Another type of loud speaker avoids such

distortion as is due to the horn by using no

horn at all. This type of speaker usually,
but not necessarily, has a large, light, stiff pa-

per cone for a diaphragm, and this alone is suf-

ficient to give it a good "grip" on the air. At

present only a few commercial types of loud

speakers give any sort of an approach to the

goal of quality, which is to have all frequen-
cies transmitted from speaker to listener with

equal efficiency. (It would seem that this

goal could be easiest attained by letting the

faults of one part of the apparatus cancel those

of another part. For instance, if an audio

amplifier favors the lower frequencies and the

loud speaker gives the loudest response at the
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higher frequencies, then the combination of

these two units would offer a nearly uniform

response over the entire range. But then

parts would not be interchangeable, so the

endeavor at present is to make each unit,

independently of the others, possess a "flat"

characteristic, that is, to handle the whole

necessary range of frequencies with equal

efficiency.) The average amateur can build

himself an amplifier that will operate a cheap
loud speaker with passable quality and

enough volume for a small quiet room, but if

he wishes enough volume for a large audience,

together with the best quality of music and
"articulation" (intelligibility), he should buy
or build a first class push-pull amplifier which

can be used with a loud speaker unit, or

amplifier using power tubes and use it to feed

a high quality loud speaker such as those

described above.

87. DRY CELLS FOR A BATTERIES

WHEN only a watt or less is required to

heat the filaments of all the tubes of

a receiving set, it is often simplest to use the

standard six inch dry cell. The voltage of a

dry cell is between \\ and i volt according to

its condition. To get the most, in the long

run, out of such a cell, not more than about \

ampere should be allowed to flow through it.

Hence we should not figure on obtaining more

power (volts times amperes) than about j

watt per cell. Thus a single tube requiring
an ampere at five volts (five watts) for its

filament would require about 20 dry cells to

run it for any length of time. On the other

hand, the Radiotron UV-IQQ tube needs only
.18 watt (60 milamperes at three volts) for its

filament. Two dry cells in series, or, better,

three in series with a controlling rheostat,

would take care of three such tubes easily.

The WD-II or wo-i2 tube runs on \ ampere
at i.i volts. It is obviously designed to run

on a single dry cell.

88. RADIO TUBES

THE tendency in tube design seems to be

toward very small tubes (requiring very
little filament battery energy) for handling
small amounts of alternating current power.
At first the filaments of vacuum tubes were
made mostly of tungsten, a metal which gives
off a good emission of electrons only when very
hot, and the tungsten filament still in use in the

Radiotron uv-aoo "soft" detector tube re-

quires five watts to heat it. The Western
Electric Company reduced the power required
for their filaments by making them of platinum

coated with oxides of barium and strontium
which give a good emission of electrons at

a dull red heat. The WD-II and wo-i2
tubes of the Radio Corporation of America
have filaments of the same type. The next

step came with the discovery that if a little

thorium oxide is mixed with the tungsten of a

filament, upon operating the filament, pure
thorium works its way out of the filament and
coats its surface, as a result of which plenty
of emission can be had with the filament

running much cooler than when the surface is

tungsten. If one of these thoriated filament

tubes is run at more than the rated voltage
with the idea of increasing the emission, the

thorium surface is likely to boil off and then
the filament will be no better than plain

tungsten until the thorium surface is renewed

by letting the filament run a while at rated

voltage with the plate battery disconnected.

The Radiotron 201 -A is a tube having this

type of filament and takes \ ampere at 5 volts

and while it is a good detector and amplifier
of weak currents, its advantage over the 199
is chiefly its ability to handle larger amounts
of power, such as for a loud speaker. The
Radiotron 199 also uses a thoriated filament

but takes only .06 ampere at 3 volts, or only
.18 watt. Its grid and plate are so small that

the resulting reduction in grid-plate capacity
makes it less apt to oscillate in radio-frequency

amplifiers.

The next advance was the discovery that

by special means caesium could be made to

coat tungsten filaments. And caesium gives a

good emission at the lowest temperature of any
material known.

It is probable that before very long the

tubes for radio frequency amplification and
detection will be as small as one's little finger
and many of them will be run on a few dry
cells, and, last but not least, quantity pro-
duction should bring the price down to a

fraction of what we now pay.

89. DESIGN OF GOOD ACCESSORIES

A VARIABLE condenser that makes hor-

rible noises due to short circuits or bad
contacts with the rotating part, or is hard to

turn, or that isn't balanced so as to "stay

put," or that does not have the same capacity

every time it is turned to the same setting,

or that has lost motion or looseness in the

knob, or that hasn't some satisfactory means
for very fine adjustment, is enough to take all

the pleasure out of a radio set. For a while,

very few really good condensers were avail-

able to the radio public. Now, there are a
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considerable number available of good con-

struction. It doesn't pay to save money on

the tuning condenser.

90. SOCKETS

ANOTHER
point where trouble is likely

to occur is in the tube sockets. The

springs that make contact should be long, and

made of several laminations so that they won't

be permanently bent by pushing the tube into

the socket. Poor contacts in tube sockets

cause a lot of "unexplained" noises. The

socket should also be made of a good insulating

material. Hard rubber, porcelain, pyrex glass,

and bakelite are good but many of the fi-

berous and moulded materials are not.

91. CONTACTS

GOOD
contacts throughout a "set are es-

sential. All contacts should be soldered,

or else a good clean wire clamped firmly by a

binding post or Fahnstock clip. Poor contacts

are responsible for so much of the trouble that

arises in receiving sets that it is worth while

to guard against them with what might seem

unnecessary care.
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Radio Equipment Does the

American Fan Use?
An Analysis of the Apparatus Used by Listeners Who
Heard Europe in the International Radio Broadcast Test

By HAROLD S. FRAINE

WE
ASKED a deep-dyed radio

fan what he thought the recent

International Radio Broadcast

Test had proved to him.

He grinned. "Well," he rejoined, "it

proved that there are a lot of fatheads like

me who sit up all hours for the privilege of

discovering that if he
owns a radio set in

New York one can
hear a radiating rodeo

rider as far away as

Denver."

The Test did prove
this in a sense. We
found beyond doubt,
that the million

squealers who tanta-

lized their dials dur-

ing this time are the

chief obstacle to dis-

tance reception. The
tests led one to think

that multi-tube sets

are no more likely of

success in distance

angling than expen-
sive tackle is the

paraphernalia of suc-

cess for a man who
angles for fish.

It proved that the

successful ten -tube
sets strung end to

end wouldn't reach

to first base. It

proved that Willie's

one-tube set was ten

times as effective as the multi-tube sets, and
this is immense encouragement to the Willies

until you examine the numbers of them, and
discover where they live.

There are at least as many one-tube sets,

as for instance, seven-tube outfits. And when
one remembers that the multi-tube sets are

The Facts in the Case

At various times in recent radio history
and all radio history is really

"
recent "-

various agencies have collected statistics

about the radio public. But most of these

surveys, perhaps made for a particular pur-

pose, were necessarily limited in their scope.
Mr. Fraine, a member of RADIO BROADCAST

staff, has examined the interesting question-
naires returned to the magazine from thou-

sands of radio listeners in every part of this

country and others, who reported hearing

foreign broadcasters during the International

Radio Broadcast Tests of last November and

December. It is not incorrect to assume
that those who returned their answers rep-
resent a very fair cross-section of the Ameri-
can radio public. We can judge from what

they say what kind of radio equipment is

most popular, and if we be of an analytical
turn of mind, we might make a very fair

prediction of the trend of radio. Are home-
built or complete, purchased receivers more

popular? Do listeners favor storage or dry
cells? The author has tried carefully to

draw reasonable conclusions about these,

and many other, interesting points.

THE EDITORS.

preponderantly owned in big towns where the

money to buy them is more plentiful, where
folks stay home less because of the big town's

amusements, and where the lust for entertain-

ment' is overwhelmingly greater than the lust

for distance; if one remember these things,

one wonders if Willie deserves the distin-

guished service medal

after all.

Naturally, having

sponsored the Inter-

national Broadcast
Test and invested a

great many thou-

sands of dollars to in-

sure their success,
RADIO BROADCAST
wanted to know some-

thing about those
who achieved the

note-worthy end of

hearing Europe. We
wondered where they
lived, what circuits

they used, how many
tubes were used in

their sets, whether

they had a long or

short antenna, high
or low, or a loop,

whether DX was
picked up with
phones, or whether

the loud speaker
brought it out enough
for all to hear,
whether they used

dry or wet batteries.

The first job was to sort out the answers

to these questions as they came to us in the

mail, and if you were ever in the unenviable

position of having to write down in a few

hasty sentences the result of the answers to

over forty-six thousand questions, you know
that takes a little longer than from yesterday
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to to-day. That is why this article is in the only five different essential hook-ups, this

April RADIO BROADCAST and not January. number could be multiplied by a hundred and
still you wouldn't have all the various "dynes"

MANUFACTURED vs. HOME-BUILT SETS and
<

flexes." Some of you will say: "I

WHAT is the percentage of manufactured might as well call my set one of these, as to

compared to home-built sets?" This say all birds are chickens." But in the last

question was put to a prominent radio retailer, analysis, you will find that these classifica-

He leaned back and thought a moment and tions are about as good as any: super-
said: heterodyne, neutrodyne, stabilized radio

"
I can't answer that question for the whole frequency, reflex, and regenerative, and

country, but I do know this. Two years ago, the greatest of these, as you will see by the

about 85 per cent, of our business was selling table, is regenerative!

parts and only about 15 per cent, of our sales The typical regenerative circuit, after all

were complete sets. To-day just the reverse we have said in the columns, must be closely

is true, and fully 85 per cent, of our business associated in your mind with the radiating
is in the sale of complete sets." bloopers, and our fine argument against re-

We got a very difficult picture from the generative squealers is clean out out with

questionnaire which reached a very represen- a knockout blow down for the count of

tative part of the radio public. The answers ten! But not so hasty! Practically every
showed that a majority of radio fans still one of these people came right out flat footed

"roll their own" fifty-five per cent, to be and said "no radiation, in the antenna circuit"

exact. There was every sort and kind of "extra neutralized tube in the antenna cir-

radio mixture you could conceive of and cuit," or something to that general effect,

while the table of percentages we made shows Which goes to prove that a large number of

regenerative circuit owners at least know
what they are up against, and that there is a

INTERNATIONAL RADIO TESTS 1924 fortune for the man who can invent some

N simple attachment preventing regenerative

Location.! circuit radiation. In this connection, the

Will you accept appointment as official listener new attachment, invented by Mr. Roy A.
in next year's tests? Weagant, Chief Engineer of the De Forest
Type Receiver. .....

Company, may prove of great benefit to
If factory made, what kind? . ~,
If home-made, what important parts? regenerative set users. The argument re-

Number of Tubes Kind of Tubes garding the proper use of the regenerative
Antenna or Loop. .Length of Antenna. .Height. . . sets seems to have generated more heat than
//Battery. Wet Dry Make.' i:

ff
u t

B Battery. Wet Dry Make 8" '

Battery Eliminator? .What kind? The suPer-heterodyne, neutrodyne, and the

Any special equipment not covered above various kinds of reflex circuits divided honors

nearly equally among the home built sets,

u/ , ; / : ;
'

', employing not essentially regenerative cir-What was source of worst interference? . ^P
cuits. There are more than three times as

Next worse source many regeneratives as any of these others.

And this means absolutely nothing except
Did you use head-phone or loud speaker? th t th CQSt f d home_made receivers,Make of Phone Make of Speaker . .

Names of radio enthusiasts having efficient appar- J
ust as with good manufactured receivers,

atus and who can be recommended by you as official plays a big part in the number that are in

listeners. circulation.

ANTENNA LONG OR SHORT? HIGH OR LOW?

/^\UT on the wide expanses of the ocean

Return to RAD.O BROADCAST, V n
-?*

1

? ^ '" * ^^ a"d

Garden City, New York. calm, sailors rig a sail away up on the main

================^===== =̂==1 mast which they call a "cloud-breaker" or

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
"sky-sail." Its purposeMs to pick up any

..... , vagrant air current which might help to
Which was sent to all listeners who reported hearing rarr,, t v, cVn't-. r,l,,r R,,*- +1,^ ^A oh.V
foreign broadcasts. The information which th!

Car
,7 !

he S

^P **?** ?
ut the good ship

answers brought gave a set of facts about radio users really depends for its headway upon its broad
which had never been definitely known before sails of modest height. In the same way
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Tt

r113 + 56789 10

NUMBER OF TUBES

J

LENGTH ^ANTENNA

10' 2O' 30' 40' 50' 6O' 7O' 8O' 9O' 10O'

HEIGHT of ANTENNA

.Manufactured vs. Home -.Made

TYPES OF HOME-MADE HOOK-
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TABLE II

The proportion of the use of out-

side antennas to the use of loops

users were those who employed one of the spe-

cial types of reflex. It was a five-tube set.

PHONES VS. LOUD SPEAKERS

IT
HAS been said that a large majority of

radio owners now use only a loud speaker
both for tuning and for constant reception.

Our analysis, however, shows quite the con-

trary. For distance work 54.4 per cent, use

only the phones, an additional 29 per cent,

use both the phones and the loud speaker,
while only 17.6 per cent, use the loud speaker
alone. Adding those who use the phones ex-

clusively and those who use both the loud

speaker and the phones, we have a total of

82.4 per cent, of set owners who have phones
on hand. It may be that in the future we
will use only the loud speaker, but, for the

present, phones appear to be holding their

own. There are still, apparently, large num-
bers of people who need a good loud speaker.

WET VS. DRY BATTERIES

/CONSIDERING the difficulties of charg-^
ing and the occasional inconvenience of

wet batteries, naturally there is a great temp-
tation for many radio folk to use dry cells.

One often hears it said that the use of dry cell

sets is much on the increase. We have been

wondering about this, and so have you, but

not until the answers to these questions came
to us did we have the lightest inkling of more
than a general idea of the real truth. Table

III shows clearly the true situation. Here

at last we have some knowledge beyond the

mere fact that the fewer tubes one uses the

less battery required.

AN HONEST RADIO FAN

WE THINK this investigation has dis-

covered for you the most honest radio

fan in America. His name is William Samuel

Dycus and he lives in Moundsville, West

Virginia, He stated in answer to the ques-

tion, "What was your worst source of interfer-

ence?" His worst source of interference was
"distance." A truth which all of us felt, but

lacked the candor to admit. While we ad-

mire his honesty and admit there is much
truth in his statement, neither you nor I

would say that distance is truly the real

handicap to radio receiving to-day.
The table which is an analysis of the "worst

source of interference" shows that practi-

cally half give first place to radiating receivers.

Other sources play only a small part in the

total, while only a few people stated they had

no interference whatever.

By the way, you will wonder where the

people live who are thus blessed with no

interference. Doubtless not on Long Island,

or anywhere close to large cities. On Long
Island, if the thousands of bloopers were not

enough, the code which covers the whole area

like a blanket furnishes the rest of the inter-

ference. People who live in that area, and
there are not a few of them, deserve especial

credit to have heard Europe.
Conditions in the cities are in no way

comparable with conditions in the smaller

towns and in the country. And yet our suc-

cessful listeners were limited to no special

location. There were hundreds within the

city limits of New York who heard. The
rural sections were represented in almost exact

ratio to their population.

Here, however, is a letter from as far West
as Indianapolis which speaks more eloquently
than any words we could use with reserva-

tions, because naturally we do not admit

that the International Tests were 90 per cent,

bunk! Anyway, here is the letter:

RADIO BROADCAST,
Garden City, L. I.

GENTLEMEN:
Your secret is out! You disguised it well, but

the truth of it has become so obvious during the

last few days that there is no further need of se-

crecy.

Transatlantic Test? Ninety per cent. bunk.

Demonstration of the curse of squealing receivers?

Ninety per cent, perfect!
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We have had several foreign stations on a Radi-

ola super-heterodyne with a directional loop, but

at the announcing of the station the squeals have

invariably increased until no other -sound can be

distinguished. I enjoy RADIO BROADCAST as much

as I detest "radio broadcast's" evening hour of

babel. I understand now how super-power alone

can eliminate the squealers. Your demonstration

has been a great success, and you have many sup-

porters of your campaign against squealers from

this district. Success to you!
Yours truly

THOMAS B. NOBLE, Jr.,

We are glad the Tests have served for this

incidental good effect.

Perhaps there is some hope in the remarks

by Dr. J. H. Dellinger, Chief of the Radio

Laboratory of the United States Bureau of

Standards, in a survey on Interference re-

leased recently by the Department of Com-

merce:

The various causes of interference divide into two

great classes natural and man-made. Progress is

being steadily made against both of these enemies.

As to the natural interference, there will always be

a certain residuum of atmospheric disturbances and

fading which will necessarily limit the distance from

any broadcasting station at which reliable satisfac-

tory reception will be possible. The various kinds

of man-made interference, on the other hand, are

curable and are of local character; it can be expected

that more and more localities will be freed from the

various types of this pest.

Increase of knowledge and of practical applica-

tions characterize all phases of radio. We are

coming to have a picture of the machinery by which

the waves are propagated. Remarkable discov-

eries are being made in the behavior and potentiali-

ties of the waves of hitherto unknown frequencies.

We are learning to direct the waves in a desired

direction. The battle against interference is being

won in spite of enormous increase in the use^of radio.

AN ENGLISHMAN TUNES~IN

AFTER
looking over the letters, which

came to us by the basketful from people
in all parts of the United States, it was some-

thing of a shock to come across one mailed by
Arthur Oswald Millne, "Homefleet," North-

down Way, Margate, Kent, England. He
heard several of the American stations on a

receiver which he called a

"i-V-2 Tuned H F Plug and Transformer

L F."

Which translated from Continental radio

"lingo" into ordinary "Yankee" means one

stage tuned radio-frequency, detector, and

two stages of transformer-coupled audio fre-

quency.
"H F" in England means, high frequency

or radio frequency "valve" designates a

detector, and transformer L F" signifies

transformer low frequency or audio frequency.

In answer to the question on whether or

not he used a battery eliminator, he said:

"What on earth is a battery eliminator?"

"Do you mean a rheostat?"

Power from the lighting circuit seems not

yet to have appealed to the Englishmen.

THE IDEAL RADIO EQUIPMENT

IF
WE could take a composite photograph of

good radio sets along with their equipment,

where we found them all over the country,

and somehow visualize for you the kind that

was most successful, this picture would be most

valuable for every reader of these pages.

In a sense the tables shown here do exactly

that. They paint for you a picture taken from

actual facts. For that reason we believe

they are worthy of careful study.

Taking them one by one they form a very

useful basis for camparison with the equip-

ment you now use, or suggest the right thing

to buy.
First comes the number of tubes used in

successful sets (Table I). You will see that

the number most frequently occurring is five.

You might have guessed that, without having

seen these percentages; but would you guess

the next most popular number of tubes is

three?

Your ideal set, it would appear, will have

either five or three tubes.

This would be very convincing and pleas-

ing, in a way, if true. At least one question

about radio would be solved forever, and you

TABLE III

How the current for the radio re-

ceiver is supplied by the average user
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Super Jietrodyne <Sete

Jtoih 29%

TABLE IV

The top illustration shows how the users of super-

heterodynes in the RADIO BROADCAST survey got
their energy from the ether. An unfortunately

large percentage used an antenna directly con-

nected to their "super." The lower drawing shows
how the users of all types of receivers got their

signals. Twenty-nine per cent, used both loud

speaker and phones and 17.6 per cent, used the

loud speaker alone. These figures, it is true,

apply chiefly to reception during the International

Test

could sleep peacefully to-night, knowing that

your five- or three-tube creation is the set

sublime. Herein lie the limitations of an

investigation of this kind. Just because a

large number of people are successful with a

certain number of tubes does not prove that

these same people would have gone wrong
with a different number of tubes. You can-

not prove that all cats have ten tails, because

no cat has nine tails, and a cat has one more

tail than no cat. Mr. Henry Ford does not

necessarily make the best car for all uses

because he makes more!

The purpose of these analyses is to suggest
rather than to prove. In no place are the

limitations of mere figures more clearly shown
than in Table I, which shows the kind of

hook-ups home radio builders use. Neverthe-

less the percentages are highly significant as

an index to the kind of hook-up in use to-day.
But to return to our ideal set (with reser-

vations), you see from Table I that you have
a little better chance of owning a distance-

getter if you make your set than if you buy
it complete. Here again, on second thought,

you will see that if you would rather buy than

build, all you have to do is to be careful and

purchase the right kind of set. There are

more and more good ones being made every

day. There is no table showing the com-

parative ratings of the various manufactured
sets used. To outline them would be like

trying to itemize the accomplishments of the

automobiles of the United States. This

book would not hold the complete record,

and rather than work an injustice upon set

manufacturers we are obliged to leave this

interesting part of the story untold.

Our ideal set has one chance in four of

using a loop, and if it uses an antenna, there

will not be much over a hundred feet of it all

told, and it will be from twenty to forty feet

off the ground (Table I). It will probably
use wet A and dry B batteries, or both units

wet, but it has a healthy little chance of

being good with all dry cells (Table III).

For "Radio Golf," as Secretary Hoover
calls DX, we will surely need a pair of phones
(Table IV), And if we own a super-hetero-

dyne, we will have better chances for distance

with an antenna outside, although the neigh-
bors may rightly object. The secret being
out, we can well conclude by considering the

main causes of interference (Table I), which
is radiating receivers those birdies and
cat-calls and squawks in the menagerie of din.

' I ^HE material appearing in this magazine is fully protected by copy-
*

right, and editors of periodicals are advised that unauthorized publi-

cation of circuit diagrams, technical descriptions, and parts or the whole of

articles, without due permission and credit, is an infraction of the law.

Those who wish to reprint material appearing in these pages are as^ed to

communicate with the editor.



"NOW, I HAVE FOUND. .

A Department Where Readers Can Exchange Ideas and Sug-

gestions of Value to the Radio Constructor and Operator

> '

FOR
a long time, RADIO BROADCAST has felt the need of an outlet for the many excellent ideas dealing with

various features of radio construction which reach our office. With this issue, we begin the department
of good ideas from our readers, and invite the cooperation of all those who are interested.

If you have an idea about a valuable and useful new circuit, some new device, a construction or operating

suggestion, we should like to have it. Payment of from two to ten dollars will be made for every idea accepted.
The descriptions should be limited to three hundred words and typewritten. Accompanying sketches, draw-

ings, and circuit diagrams should be as plain as possible.

We do not want simple, obvious suggestions. Material to be acceptable for this department must offer

something of definite value to the constructor. Mere novelty is not desired. Address your manuscripts to

this department, RADIO BROADCAST, Garden City, New York. THE EDITOR.

A TESTER FOR CIRCUIT CONTINUITY

I

HAVE assembled a very simple test out-

fit made up from odds and ends around

the work shop which helps considerably
in determining whether purchased parts and

laboratory odds and ends are defective or not.

It has also been found useful in testing out

radio sets for continuity of circuit, testing
fixed and variable condensers for short cir-

cuits, jacks and sockets for loose connections,

and transformers for short circuits, open cir-

cuits, and ground. This test unit consists of

a 25-watt lamp inserted in one side of the

1 10-volt line to which are connected two awls.

The test leads are of flexible wire. Two fuse

sockets and fuses are inserted one in each side

of the line at its input. The circuit diagram is

shown in Fig. i .

The lamp flashes when a circuit is closed

indicating that the circuit of the unit tested is

continuous. In testing audio transformers,
the awl points are touched to the primary posts
and if the secondary side is momentarily short

circuited, a spark discharge may be observed
at its terminals. F. E. MADDOX, Roanoke,
Virginia.

HEAD SET PLUG MADE FROM
BROKEN AUTO BULB

SMALL
plugs for plugging in radio head-

sets are indispensable where radio

receiver or loud speakers are to be used
in different rooms in the house. They can be
made for little or nothing, from the bases of

burned-out automobile lamps.
To make the plug, the glass bulb must be

broken away close to the top edge of the fer-

rule and the remains of the filament removed
from the ends of their coarse wire terminals.

Then the latter should be spread about inch

apart and thoroughly cleaned to make them

bright.

The ends of the wires composing a length of

twisted lamp cord are then cleaned and sol-

dered to the two filament terminals. In doing
this, care should be exercised not to use too

much solder, otherwise there is apt to be a

short circuit between the terminals.

Then the terminals are again pressed to-

gether so they are nearly parallel. Hot sealing
wax is poured between and around them so

they are thoroughly covered and imbedded
in a solid insulation which completed the plug
shown in Fig. 2.

This plug could then be inserted in an auto-

Line fuses

Test terminals-'

Flexible cord
with weight

FIG. I
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oB + 45

OB+90

FIG. 3

mobile dash socket placed in a convenient

place in the wall. Radio concerts can then be

enjoyed just as well as though one were sitting

near the receiver. L. R. ROBBINS, Harwich,
Mass.

THE WD-i i IN THE ROBERTS CIRCUIT

THE
WD-I i or WD-I2 as detector with

the 20 1-A as amplifier is my first choice

of tubes for the Roberts circuit. These
tubes take the same current and can therefore

be used with the filaments in series. This

method uses the whole battery voltage use-

fully in the tubes, reduces the current con-

or j
BROKEN AUTO

LIGHT BULB

FIG. 2

sumption about 20 per cent, below the

20 1 -A- 1 99 combination (which is quite an
item when using dry cells) and in my opinion,
based on the operation of a number of sets, is

quite as satisfactory.

It also reduces first cost by eliminating the

high resistance necessary with the 199 tube,
the only resistance used being a six-ohm rheo-

stat, which is not really necessary. However,
I have found that most tubes will work as

well or better, a little below rated voltage
rather than above. With this combination

it is impossible to overheat the filaments,

giving the tubes a longer life.

This combination is much more stable in the

four-tube set than when a 201 -A is used as a

detector and seems to me to give as good
range and volume as when the larger tubes

are used throughout. Care should be taken

to use bus wire for the filament leads and not

less than No. 14 wire for the A battery leads

which should be as short as possible as there is

no voltage to spare for line loss.

The diagram Fig. 3 shows the slight modi-

fication of the Roberts circuit necessary.
Observe the changes in the filament circuit,

the WD-I i grid return, and the return for the

.005 mfd. bypass condenser. HARDING Gow,
East Sound, Washington.



QUESTIONS AND\3

WHEN YOU WRITE THE GRID

Don't fail to enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your
inquiry ifyou expect a personal reply.

Don't be impatient if you do not receive an immediate answer. Every
letter is answered in the order of its receipt. Do not send a second letter

asking about the first.

Look over your files of RADIO BROADCAST before asking a question
which might have been covered in a previous issue.

Don't ask for a comparison between manufactured apparatus. The
addresses of manufacturers of articles used in the construction of ap-
paratus described in RADIO BROADCAST will be given on request.

Don't include questions on subscription orders or inquiries to other

departments of Doubleday, Page & Co. Address a separate inquiry to

The Grid.

Don't send us a fee for answering your questions. The Grid Depart-
ment is maintained for the aid and convenience of readers of RADIO
BROADCAST and there is no charge for the service.

QUERIES ANSWERED

OF WHAT USE ARE METERS IN A RADIO RECEIVING

CIRCUIT?

H. B. Saginaw, Michigan.

HOW ARE NEUTRODYNES NEUTRALIZED?
L. N. C. Toledo, Ohio.

HOW ARE PANELS PREPARED?
I. M. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

CAN YOU REFER ME TO ANY PREVIOUS PUBLISHED

METERS AND THEIR USES

THE
inclusion of voltmeters and ammeters in

a radio circuit is desirable but not always

possible because of their cost. Meters offer

a definite check on the condition and operating

efficiency of the batteries used with radio receivers.

Those who can afford these luxuries may well make
this addition to their equipment.
A plate milliameter with a full scale range of o

to 100 milliamperes such as the Weston type 301 is

admirably suited for the purpose of determining the

rate of current flow in the B battery circuit. In

other words, the amount of current the entire set

is drawing in milliamperes may be determined.

NOTES AND COMMENTS ON THE ROBERTS CIRCUIT?

C. C. Chicago, Illinois.

BRIEFLY, WHAT SHOULD I DO TO KEEP MY STORAGE

BATTERY IN TOP-NOTCH ORDER TO INSURE PERFECT

SERVICE?
j A T _San Diego, California.

WlLL YOU TELL ME WHAT WAVE TRAPS ARE, HOW
THEY ARE USED AND WHAT ARE THE CIRCUITS?

A. L. T. Norfolk, Virginia.

A correct reading of the. voltage of the B battery
is also desirable so as to determine the state of its

life. When a battery drops in .voltage below two

thirds of its rated voltage it is ready to be junked.

B batteries whose voltage is low mean weak, dis-

torted signals.

The use of these two meters is clear when the

following explanation is considered.

B batteries have a certain period of life. As in

the case of the storage battery as described in last

months' GRID, this "life is rated in ampere-hours,

only in B batteries the rating is a fraction of the

larger filament batteries and is rated in milliampere

hours. Explained, this means that a certain amount
of current in milliamperes may be withdrawn from
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the battery over a certain period. Applying values,

a 4500 milliampere hour B battery may theoretically
be discharged at the rate of 45 milliamperes for 100

hours. As this discharge takes place and the ca-

pacity of the battery is reduced, the voltage also

decreases.

The use of the voltmeter and milliameter is quite
evident in determining this condition.

Some may wish to mount the meters permanently
on the panel of their receiver.

In the case of the voltmeter this may well be a

double reading scale covering both filament and

plate voltages. By means of a double-pole double-

throw switch, this voltmeter may be thrown from

one circuit to the other. Excepting for momentary
B battery tests the voltmeter should be thrown

over to the filament side. See Fig. i.

The milliameter may be inserted in series with

the negative lead of the B battery line. In this

position it will register the total detector and am-

plifier tube drain.

However, for the true experimenter, this plan is

not economical or entirely efficient since, on the

building of other circuits it will necessitate the tear-

ing out of these meters from the previous circuit.

A better way is to mount these meters on a

special panel with the necessary clip leads attached.

Then temporary tests may be made with any cir-

cuit. See Fig. 2.

The use of a voltmeter in a super-heterodyne,
either of the manufactured or home-made type de-

serves special notice not related to the above dis-

cussion. Tubes have a definite voltage rating

specified by the manufacturer. For the good of the

tube it is well not to exceed this rating. A volt-

meter is the surest check-up.

NEUTRALIZING SYSTEMS

THE
selection of a system for obtaining neu--

tralization in a tuned radio-frequency ampli-
fier depends largely upon the circuit em-

ployed. To qualify this statement a circuit em-

bodying a reflex system could not be neutralized by
the standard neutrodyne method because in remov-

ing the tubes, one at a time, the audio frequency
circuit would be broken, which would prevent the

audio signal from being heard in the phones.

VOLTMETER

To B Battery
Terminals

To A Battery
Terminals

Double-pole Double-throw
Switch

FIG. I

Plate milliamperes

"Double-pole Double-throw

Switch

FIG. 2

Therefore for systems consisting in part of a re-

flex feature another is necessary. It is assumed that

neutralizing condensers of a sort are employed, and
no dependence placed upon inherent neutralization

as the result of the various placements of the parts
used.

The Roberts system of squeal neutralization as

explained in the January, 1925, issue of RADIO
BROADCAST will apply here.

For receivers of the standard r. f. type it will not

be out of order to repeat the explanation of neutral-

ization as recommended by the neutrodyne manu-
facturers.

First, tune-in a station to maximum signal

strength. If possible tune-in a distant station as

the neutralizing effect will be more manifest to the

operator.

Then, remove the first tube, insulate one of the

filament prongs with a slip of paper or spaghetti

tubing so that it will not make contact with the

filament socket blade, and replace it in the socket.

It will be noted that the signal will come in some-

what faintly. Carefully retune so that the signal

will attain its loudest point, taking into considera-

tion that it will not be as loud as before, because the

tube is not functioning.

Now, with the aid of a rubber tipped pencil or

other insulated object slowly slide the neutralizing

tubing, or if it is a variable plate condenser, revolve

-it, until the signal vanishes. In some instances this

condition may not be reached but at least the signal

will decrease noticeably.
When this point has been reached, the insulation

at the filament terminal may be removed and the

operation repeated for the next tube.

HOW TO PREPARE PANELS FOR ASSEMBLY

IT

MAY be said that in a majority of descriptive
articles covering the construction of a receiver

or other radio device, the preparation of the

panel is lightly dismissed with the brief explanation
that "the holes should be drilled according to the

panel layout." In justice to this very important
item, the few pointers that govern the proper prep-
aration of a panel are described here.

To begin with, satisfactory tools are an scential

not to be disregarded. A light hammer, dividers,

center punch, scriber, square, and six-inch scale are

entirely sufficient for the average work shop.
Wherever possible, dimensions given on panel lay-

outs should be transferred to the back of the panel.
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Write /or our free book'
let on

RUBBER
for more perfect

RADIO
RECEPTION

It is filled with valuable
hintsto radio enthusiasts .

In building your set

specify the following

GOODRICH
RADIO PANELS

highly polished hold
their luster. Supplied in
black ormahogany;easily
worked with same tools
as wood or metals. Guar-
anteed against excessive

warpage.

GOODRICH V. T.

SOCKETS
Only socket made where
tube can be inserted and
fastened or unfastened
and removed without
turning tube in socket.
Locks automatically.
Prevents tube breakage.
Contacts automatically
wiped when tube is in-

serted.

GOODRICH VARIOM-
ETERS-UNWOUND
RADIOPHONE EAR

CUSHIONS

SPAGHETTI TUBING
BATTERY MATS

down that
dielectric loss
Science has proved that rubber is best electrically

its dielectric loss is smallest of all known panel
materials but there are many different kinds of
so-called rubber. Play safe and insist on Goodrich.

We are specialists in rubber. We manufacture
every conceivable rubber product, from great

conveyor belts and automobile tires to rubber
bands. There are fifty-five years of experience
behind us. Quality is ever our first consideration.

Goodrich Rubber Radio Products are made
particularly for the service they are called upon
to meet developed after long experiment and
research.

Use them for better reception, maximum
selectivity and widest possible range.

Listen in on the

Silvertown Cord Orchestra
Every Tuesday and every other Thursday from
10 to 11 P. M. (Eastern Standard Time.) 'The
greatest dance orchestra on the air. Tune in on
the following stations:

WEAF, New York; WJAR, Providence; WFI,
Philadelphia; WCAE, Pittsburgh; WQR, Buffalo,
WEEI, Boston; WWJ, Detroit; and 9 to 10
P. M. (Central Standard Time), Stations WCCO,

St. Paul-Minneapolis; WOC, Davenport.

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY
Established 1870 Akron, Ohio

Goodrich
r> If RADIO
Kuooer PRODUCTS

Tested and approved by XADIC BROADCAST
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The front pan'el side should be selected for its free-

dom from blemishes and other marks although if it

is to be grained there is no preference as to which is

to be front or back.

With the square and scriber, lay off the dimensions

making light scratch lines. At the intersections

make the centerpunch marks. Don't cant the

centerpunch, otherwise the mark may become off

center.

In drilling the panel place the front side down

against the top of the bench and clamp in position

firmly. Then, with a small drill, drill out all the

holes. After this is finished, the holes may be re-

drilled to their correct size. Be sure to hold the

drill in as perpendicular a position as possible. If

it is desired that the drill not penetrate into the

bench, then a board larger than the panel should be

placed under it.

In graining a panel use a fine sandpaper or No. oo

emery cloth.

Rub up and down fhe length of the panel keeping
the motion parallel with the panel edges.

When the desired appearance has been obtained

the bakelite dust may be removed and a finish pro-

duced by rubbing the panel with an oiled cloth.

NOTES AND REFERENCES ON THE ROBERTS CIRCUIT

AS
IS to be expected when a circuit like the

Roberts spreads like wildfire, the many
deviations from the original construction

and "just that personal touch" have had accom-

panying them the innumerable troubles that befall

any radio circuit.

A glance at the fundamental circuit Fig. 3 and

the theoretical action depicted in Fig. 4 will at

once appraise one of the fact that there are three

main features of which it is comprised. And each

one has its possibilities of bringing to the finished

sets its own peculiar troubles. Intelligent tests

may be conducted to determine its locality and

causes.

The January, 1925, GRID briefly outlined the sev-

eral places where trouble might be met.

Rectification--

Amplified R.F. Signal-

Regenerative
Boost *-

Amplified Audio Signal./

Further Amplification
]

of Audio Signal

=~G

FIG. 3

FIG. 4

The heart of the circuit is the two tuner units.

Special care should be taken before assembly, to see

that there are no open or short circuits in these coils.

Very often reversing the connections to the sec-

ondaries make the circuit function as should.

In the matter of reflexing the audio transformer

should not be located too near the antenna coil unit.

The coil units themselves should not be placed too

near together and in all cases should be at right

angles to each other.

Additional information on the Roberts circuit has

appeared in the following pages of RADIO BROAD-
CAST.

April 1924 Page 456
May 73

July 272
August 308
September 379-426-438
October 490
November 1 12

December 267
January 1925 511-524
February 711-721-746
March 875-909-930-93 1-939

CARE OF STORAGE BATTERIES

IT

IS certainly true that you'll get out of a bat-

tery no more than you put into it.

A battery that is neglected lasts but a short

while and in this day and age of radio modernity the

time has not come when it is possible for us utterly

to disregard battery expense.
Lead is subject to oxidation.

Copper is subject to attack by
sulphuric acid. In a battery,

the terminals are of lead, and

often after charging there is an

excess of sulphuric acid cover-

ing the top of the battery jar

due to spraying. Now, putting
two and two together, the

copper wire connecting cable

will not always make perfect

contact with the lead post due

to the film of oxide on it. Also

once the connection is on the

post the acid causes corrosion

which manifests itself in a light

green slime covering the post
and connector.

To insure a proper contact to

the post it is well to scrape

away the surface so that the
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Outstanding T&nsfbtfaef
^^- ^ .

GENERAL RADIO
Higher Amplification o-Vef
the entire Audio

285 Avdio
Mofe NatMf&l Reproduction
of Speech, cxrvcl Mvsic.

'TMIE marked superiority of the Type 285
* Transformer is evident by its high and uni-

form amplification over the entire audio range.

High amplification is attained by a turns ratio

of 6:1. Ordinarily such a high ratio would
lower the primary impedance and distort the
lower notes, while the higher notes would be
muffled or lost entirely by the effect of distrib-

uted capacity.
To offset these tendencies the core of the

Type 285 Transformer is made of specially
selected steel of high permeability, and the
turns of the primary and secondary coils are

increased to give a higher impedance and
turns ratio. Consequently both ends of the
curve are sustained, so that greater volume
with better tone quality is the result.

high and low pitch, whether in-
* strumental or vocal, in combination or

individually, are reproduced with a clarity
that pleases the most critical radio listener.

So great is the amplification produced by
the Type 285 Transformer that one stage
using a Type 285 gives a volume that is ap-
proximately equivalent to that produced by
two stages using any average transformers.
Seldom is more than one Type 285 necessary
to produce good loud-speaker volume with a
quality of tone never before realized in radio

reception.

If you want the best there is in transformer

design, the General Radio Type 285 should be

your choice.

For Sale at all Leading Radio Stores

Cambridge, Mass.

Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST
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bright lead shows itself. To prevent corrosion

often this cleaning process is applied : coat the post
and connection liberally with ordinary vaseline.

Wipe the case and top of the jars dry of excess

acid.

Keep the level of the solution one quarter of an

inch above the plates.

Add distilled water when necessary but never add

acid.

Do not bump the battery. Broken jar-units will

result in a drop in capacity and voltage.

Keep the battery in a dry place. Once the

wooden case becomes water soaked it is easy for

the acid to attack and rot it.

Never short-circuit the battery to determine

whether or not it's charged. Use a hydrometer.
In charging a storage battery do not charge it or

discharge it at a higher rate than that specified on

its nameplate.
The leads from the battery to the receiver should

be strong and preferably of the double twisted lamp-
cord type.

WAVE TRAPS AND HOW TO USE THEM

A
WAVE trap is a remedy for poor tuning
characteristics of a receiver. It is a cure

but not a preventative.

However, the characteristics of many receivers

are such that wave traps are really essential.

Briefly, a wave trap consists of a coil and variable

condenser having the property to be tuned to or

select a certain wavelength setting which it is de-

sired to exclude from the receiver.

Usually a wave trap is required where the receiver

/ WAVE TRAP
=

Inductively
'

Coupled

/ WAVE TRAP

Sfz Conductively

Coupled

FIG. 5

tunes broadly permitting the reception of two or

more signals simultaneously. The wave trap per-
forms the functions of eliminating from the receiver

circuit the undesired signal. The circuit is not un-

like that of an ordinary receiver, the coil and con-

denser in parallel tune to the same wavelength
range as the receiver.

Wave traps may be made according to several

types as outlined in the circuit diagrams in Fig. 5,

which also shows their proper connection.

The method of operation is as follows. The trap
is tuned to the undesired interfering station, then

the receiver is tuned to that station from which it is

desired to receive.

HOW TO FIND RECEIVER TROUBLE

IN
last month's GRID were listed three definite

divisions where receiver trouble might arise.

The continuing four, listed below, are especially

applicable to reflex receivers employing a crystal

for rectification. Special attention must be paid
to the selection of a crystal of merit, as this unit is

really the heart of the circuit.

While, as has been said before, this information

is especially intended for reflex trouble-shooting,
much of it may be applied to a methodic trouble-

detection system in many other types of receivers.

i . General suggestions

A Keep grid and plate wires separated and at

right angles to each other.

B Turn audio-frequency transformers so that

their cores are at right angles to each other.

C Separate tuning units so as to prevent reaction

between them.
For reflex circuits employing crystal rectification

the following notes may be observed.

2. Howling
Be sure that the negative side of the A battery is

grounded. When this is not done, howling or

humming occurs. Howling is also produced by
reversed leads to the primary of the audio frequency
reflex transformer, and lack of use of suitable by-
pass condensers across transformer secondaries

when amplifiers are used.

3. Crystals

Upon crystals really depends the successful oper-
ation of the receiver. Poor crystals will cause

squealing, lack of volume, improper reflex action,

partial rectification in the first tube, and broad

tuning. About nine tenths of all the trouble in

the reflex circuit can be attributed to a poor crystal.
Get a good crystal!

4. Selectivity

As stated above, poor crystals sometimes cause

broad tuning. Then, too, location, nearness to

local stations, etc., greatly effect sharp tuning.
Several remedies for overcoming this fault are as

follows: i. Rewind the primary of the antenna

coupler so that this circuit may be tuned to the

incoming wave. 2. Construct a counterpoise of

several wires either underneath the antenna near
the ground, or, if your location is in a city, erect it

in the basement of your house. A counterpoise
consists of several wires, very similar to an ordinary
antenna and well insulated. The counterpoise is

used instead of a ground.
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How to Build

and Operate the

Ultradyne

32-page illustrated book giv-
ing the latest authentic infor-

mation on drilling, wiring,
assembling and tuning the
Model L-2 Ultradyne Recei-
ver 50c

The Ultradyne Kit

Consists of 1 Low Loss Tun
ing Coil, 1 Special Low Los
Coupler, 1 Type "A" Ultra

former, 3 Type "B" Ultrafor

mers, 4 Matched Fixed Con
densers.

To protect the public, Mr.
Lacault's personal monogram
seal (R. E. L.) is placed on
all genuine Ultraformers. All

ultraformers are guaranteed
so long as this seal remains
unbroken $30.00

Heard Europe on a Home
Built Ultradyne Model L-2

Arthur Bender, 116 East 2nd Street,

Covington, Ky., had no trouble picking
up European stations last week on his

eight tube Ultradyne .which he constructed
himself.

Cincinnati-Enquirer, Nov. 30, 1924.

ECE
Mr. Bender, thousands have successfully built

the Model L-2 Ultradyne and claim it the most won-
derful receiver they have ever known for great dis-

tance on the Loud Speaker.

In no other receiver is found the "Modulation System" of
radio reception an outstanding radio engineering develop-
ment by R. E. Lacault, E. E., A. M. I. R. E., Chief Engi-
neer of this Company and formerly Radio Research Engi-
neer with the French Signal Corps Research Laboratories.

With the application of regeneration to the "Modulation
System" the Ultradyne is capable of detecting the faintest

broadcast signal, regenerating and making it audible on
the loud speaker.

In addition, the Ultradyne is the most selective receiver

known. Regardless of close similarity in wave length, it

selects any station within range brings in broadcasting
clearly, distinctly, faithfully.

The Model L-2 Ultradyne will do everything better than any
super-radio operating under the same conditions.

Write for descriptive circular

MODEL L-2
PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION

5-7 Beekman Street

New York
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New Equipment

DAYOLA RECEIVER
A radio frequency receiver with good quality reproduction.
It is enclosed in a cabinet of fine workmanship with a drop
front, making it possible entirely to close the set when not
in operation. Made by the Dayton Fan & Motor Co.,

Dayton, Ohio

LINCOLN LOOP AERIAL
The super-heterodyne receiver depends on the loop for

signal pick-up. It is, therefore, very necessary that this

function be accomplished efficiently. The loop illustrated

here is of commendable construction and design. The tap
off switch near the cast base allows variation of wavelength
range. Made by the Lincoln Radio Corp., 224 No. Wells

St., Chicago, Illinois

PYREX SOCKET
The base is of pyrex glass and the brass shell takes the tube
base. The prong contacts are extended to allow direct

soldered connections. Made by the Garod Corporation,
120 Pacific St., Newark, New Jersey

JEWETT MICRO-DIAL
The Micro-Dial, unlike some devices for micrornetrical

tuning, fits readily into vjrtually any set. It requires no
special mounting to put it into operation and is not cumber-
some. Made by the Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.,

5680 Twelfth St., Detroit, Michigan

THE ADAPTO RADIO CABINET
Is complete in detail as well as being a handsome piece of
furniture. It will take any panel size up to 10i" high and
31j" long and combines loud speaker, easily accessible

battery compartments, and a drawer for small items.

Made by the L. R. Donehue Lumber Company, New
Albany, Indiana
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A set anyone can put together and
enjoy all-the-year-'round radio.

Directions given so simply
that anyone can follow them

ABOVE are illustrated the circular
of printed instructions and the life-

size diagrams of the wiring, which
are packed with each Model "S"
Kitset. Step by step the making
of the set is described in clear,

simple language -just simple op-
erations which anyone can easily
follow.

Only two tools required -

a screw driver and pliers
and they are included in the kit.

Enthusiastic praise
from Model "S" user

From New York City:
"Well, I believe we had every jerk-
water station in the U. S. Stations
I never heard of before. At 11:45
P. M. I pulled in KFI (Los Angeles,
Calif.) on the loudspeaker. At
12:15 A. M. KGO (Oakland,
Calif.). I went back and picked
up KFI three times. My home is

located in what is considered one
of the worst sections for radio. The
skyline of New York is directly
opposite me. I am on the harbor,
a mile from the Navy Yard, and
have three bridges with electric
trains to bother me, but with it all

I got the coast. Forgot to mention
that two locals were on WHN
and WJZ; some selectivity."

FOUR TUBE REFLEX AMPLIFIER

WITH "D" COIL TRANSFORMER
AND SODION TUBE DETECTOR S-13 ACME

This is the new Model "S" Acmefiex Kitset
IN THE above wiring diagram special attention is called to the
D-Coil radio frequency tuning unit and the vacuum tube detector,
giving the famous Acme Reflex (trade mark) still greater distance,
greater selectivity and better reception.

We can save you about $60.00
on this $150.00 radio

TF YOU bought this set com-
1 pletely assembled it would
cost you $150. But by put-
ting it together yourself you
can buy it for only $80, plus
cabinet, saving about $60.
We could make it for less but
it wouldn't give results.

Acme Engineers have done
all the engineering for you
and have written clear, simple
directions which show you,
step by step, how to put the
set together. Many have
done it in three hours, and
found it fascinating fun.

Even if you know nothing
about radio you can put it

together. All the parts are
in the kitset, even the loop.
No antenna to erect. Even a
screwdriver and pair of pliers,

the only tools you need, are
included. No soldering to
do. The panel is all drilled

for you. The only accessories

to buy are tubes, batteries,

loudspeaker and cabinet. If

you don't want to put it to-

gether yourself, there are

amateurs and dealers glad to

do it for you.

And your finished set is the
famous Acme Reflex (trade
mark) now wonderfully im-

proved in distance, selectiv-

ity and reception. It will pull
in more stations, louder and
clearer, than any other set

using the same number of
tubes (five). Only one tun-

ing dial easy to tune. Send
coupon today for complete
information.

Note these features of Model "S" Acmeffex Kitset
Complete directions given for putting set together.
No antenna to erect.
No technical knowledge or workshop required.
Only two tools and they are in the Kit.
No soldering to do.

Only one tuning dial.

Excellent reproduction.

* Greater distance, sensitivity and selectivity.
Non-radiating won't bother your neighbor.
Saves you about $60.00.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Dept. F 3 Cambridge, Mass.

Pioneer Radio and Transformer Engineers and Manufacturers

r
ACME APPARATUS CO., Dept. F3, Cambridge, Mass.

Send complete information about the new Model "S" Acmeflex
I Kitset to

**for amplification

Name.

Street.
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Our Authors

GY.
ALLEN is too modest to send us his

photograph for this page. We last re-

call seeing his picture in a group of Westjng-
house engineers who were working under his

direction in experimenting with radio re-

ception in 1924 in the Hudson-Manhattan
vehicular tunnel. Mr. Allen, who is engineer
assistant to the manager of the radio division

of the Westinghouse Company, says that he

has lately become convinced that his interest

in radio dates from the time that he was old

enough to talk.

EH BOUCK at this writing had deserted

his New York laboratory and forsaken

radio and all its works for a vacation in Ber-

muda, which ,

as he says, is the

nearest thing
to a desert is-

land he can find.

We suggested a

New York traf-

fic tower as the

latest thing in

solitude, but he

turned that
down because

he was afraid

that somebody
might mistake

one for a mast
and string an antenna on it. His article

in this number of the magazine deals with a

subject that we all feel is highly important.

MY ACTIVITIES in radio," writes Mil-

dred Weinberger," have been largely

vicarious, for I married radio." Her husband
is Julius Weinberger, a research engineer for

the Radio Corporation of America in charge
of broadcasting station design. The scope
of her article may be better understood when
we know that Mrs. Weinberger's hobbies and
recreations "have been tied up closely with

plays:writingandproducingthem. I haveacted
and often been the general handy man who
makes something out of nothing", she writes.

D. F. MIESSNER, who is contributing a
J-J series of articles on sound and its relation

to radio, is probably known to some readers by
his book Radio Dynamics which was brought
out by Van Nostrand, as well as for his in-

vention of the Electric Dog which is more

ZEH BOUCK

scientifically known as Automatic Helio-

trophic Machine.

KEITH
HENNEY is a new member of the

technical staff of RADIO BROADCAST and

recently completed three years of research

under Dr. E. L. Chaffee at Cruft Radio Labo-

ratories, Harvard University.

HARRY
DIAMOND has been "in radio"

since his undergraduate days at Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology. "Radio,"

says he, "has always been my hobby since the

days of the spark gap (I often feel that some
do not know that those days are over). My
present position allows me considerable

chance for radio research, but I have not as

yet succeeded revolutionizing the art." Mr.

Diamond is an instructor in Electrical Engi-

neering at Lehigh University.

JOHN EDDY got his first thrill as a school-

J boy in London at the time of the Titanic

disaster. "Then I wound a coil on a two-

by-four and tried to copy time signals from the

Eiffel Tower," he writes. "I operated ama-
teur stations 2AKN, 3FS, 2JE, and finally SNI

at Ithaca, New York. At fourteen, I held a

commercial operator's license. During the

summer vacations from school and college, I

have enjoyed trips taken as radio operator to

Cuba and Gulf of Mexico ports and to the

West Coast. I can't

decide whether ra-

dio has cursed my
life or blessed it."

AROLD S.

FRAINE is a

member of the ad-

vertising staff of

RADIO BROADCAST
and spends most of

his time tracing
scents in the radio

forests of New York

City. He has a wide

acquaintance among
those who manu-

facture and sell things radio. His work in the

International Radio Broadcast Tests has made
him a popular person indeed, for he has many
valuable facts about the radio likes and dis-

likes of the American public now at his figura-
tive finger tips,

H

MILDRED WEINBERGER



WD-11
WD-12
UV-199
UV-200
UV-201-A

Radiotrons with
these model num-
bers are genuine
onlywhen they bear
the name Radiotron
and the RCA mark.

ere the fun
comes in

Listening to real music listening to clear,

undistorted voice getting what you want
when you want it. That's where the fun

conies in, in radio.

The tubes cannot do the whole job. But
other good parts are of little avail without

the best tubes. Everybody knows this, and
most people do ask for RADIOTRONS by
name, and watch to see that they get what

they ask for. For the very best reception

your set can give no matter what type of

tube you need Look for the Radiotron

name, and the RCA mark. .

^\Radio Corporation of America

233 Broadway
New York

Sales Offices:

10 So. La Saile St.

Chicago, III.

28 Geary St.

San Francisco, CaL

Radiotron
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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imiwrto
the well-known

Crosley52 at*$0

inhanftsomlargc
cabinet \

r~"HE tremendous demand for the Crosley three
1 tube 52 has encouraged us to offer this circuit in

a new attractive cabinet with sloping panel, the

Crosley 52 Special. This Cabinet is large enough to
hold all dry cell batter'es. It thus becomes self con-
tained, a

beautifu| piece of furniture which can take
its place in the living rooms of the most discriminat-

ing. The sloping panel makes operation easier and
greatly adds to the appearance of the set.

Prices quoted are without accessories

^. Prices West of Rockies add 10%

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
420 Sassafras Street, Powel Crosley, Jr., President Cincinnati, Ohio

Crosley owns and operates Broadcasting Station WLW

Of course, the popular Crosley 52 will be continued .

It has given uniformly satisfactory loud speaker
service in all parts of the country. Continual coast
to coast reception and even foreign stations on the
loud speaker have been frequently reported. You
can purchase a Crosley 52 or 52 Special from most

any good dealer. All Crosley Radios are licensed

under Armstrong Regenerative U. S. Patent

1,113,149. Write for Catalogue.
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